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Abstract

partial construction of a new transmit/receive, medium-frequency Doppler radar has been

completed an,il initial testing has been carried out at the University of Adelaide's Buckland

park fleld site. The electronic beam steering capabilities of the radar have been shown to be

operative, and have been used to make preliminary measurements of atmospheric scatterer

aspect sensitivities. D-region echoes down to altitudes of about 64 km have been observed

with signal-to-noise ratios in excess of 15 dB.

An extensive study of the time-domain interferometric technique has been undertaken,

with particular reference to contaminating effects. It has been found that both sea scatter and

lower B-region totally-reflective "glints" give rise to anomalous interferometric results. In

addition, contamination from some form of radio-frequency interference has been observed'

Several methods of receiver phase-calibration have been tested, and it has been found that

carefully-applied statistical corrections are necebsary, at least at medium frequencies. In

addition, it is shown that these phase corrections must be applied taking account of receiver

gain setting and ambient temperature'

Various theoretical aspects of Doppler-sorted radar interferometry have been explored,

and it is shown that in the case of volume scatter, imaging analyses utilizing smoothed

cross-spectra must yield a wind velocity estimation which is equivalent to the full corre-

lation analysis' apparent wind velocity. An IDI-like analysis is developed which, although

ostensibly utilizing unsmoothed cross-spectra, is shown to yield wind velocities which in gen-

eral agree best with the full correlation analysis' apparent velocity. A mechanism is proposed

which may account for this curious result'
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

1-.1 Introduction

This thesis describes the design, construction and use of a beant'-steerable, transmit/receive,

medium-frequency Doppler radar. To a large extent, subject specifrc introductions and

surveys of the field of interest are presented at the beginning of each chapter in this the-

sis. Thus, this introduction is necessarily brief, and deals mainly with the nomenclature of

both the various regions of the atmosphere and of partial-reflection radars themselves. The

motivation for the project is also discussed, as is its pertinence to the fleld at large'

L.2 Atmospheric Nomenclature

L.2.L Temperature structure

The Earth's atmosphere may be divided up and classifred according to many criteria. One

of the most prevalent used in the literature is that based on temperature (see, e.g., Andrews

et at. llg87]). In Figure 1.1 a typical temperature profile of the atmosphere is displayed from

the ground up to an altitude of 720 km. Note that all of the temperatures and altitudes

discussed here are typical values only as both vary with season and latitude' The regions of

interest are summarized in Table 1.1. The altitrrdes at which the slope of the temperature

profile changes sign are given region-specif.c names such as the tropopause, the stratopause

and the mesopause in or{er of increasing altitude. Thus, the tropopause is located just

above the troposphere and is the altitude at which the temperature proflle ceases to decrease

with altitude, and begins to increase. The region above the thermosphere is known as the

exosphere, and this extends upwards with ever decreasing density until it merges with the

1



2 CHAPTER 1, INTRODI]CTION

Height (km)

100

Thermosphere

Mesopause

q Mesosphere

Stratopause50

Stratosphere

Tropopause

Troposphere

0 200 400 r (K)

Figure 1.1: The Earth's atmospheric temperature profile and associated nomenclature.

Table 1.1: The temperature-derived nomenclature of the Earth's atmosphere

Region Altitude range Tpm nprr f rr "ô 15 ñ r^ (Í.\
Troposphere 0km-*15km 300 ---+ 215
Stratosphere 15 km -* 50 km 2I5 --+ 270
Mesosphere 50 km -* 85 km 270 ---+ 180

Thermosphere 85 km --+ -500 km 180 -+ 1000+

background atomic number density present in the solar system. The temperature structure
of the Earth's atmosphere is governed by a series of competing radiative and dynamical
processes' each dominant in certain regions. For example, the rate of decrease of temperature

with altitude in the troposphere is close to the (dry) adiabatic lapse rate (g.g Kkm-1); the

rate at which a gas adiabatically cools as it is displaced upwards in a fluid governed by
hydrostatic equilibrium' The rate of decrease of temperature in the troposphere is somewhat

less than this due to the absorption of long-wave infra-red radiation from the Earth,s surface

by constituents such as carbon dioxide, methane and water vapour. The radiative and
dynamical equilibrium established gives rise to cooling rates with altitude which vary with
latitude, longitude and season, but has a typical value of about 6.6 Kkm-r.



1.2. ATMOSPHERIC NOMENCLATURE

The rate of cooling decreases near the tropopause and eventually changes sign in the

stratosphere as the concentration of ozone increases. Incoming ultra-violet solar radiation

in the 200 nm to 300 nm range is absorbed by the ozone which has a peak abundance at

around 45 km. The energy balance is preserved at these altitudes by re radiation in the

infra-red by carbon dioxide.

Above about 45 km, the ozone concentration decreases quite rapidly, and the temperature

profile again changes slope as emission by carbon dioxide dominates. The cooling continues

in the mesosphere until a temperature minimum occurs at about 85 km at the mesopause.

It is observed that the temperature structure of the mesosphere often departs significantly

from radiative equilibrium. Although unexplained for many years, this departtrre is now

understood in terms of deposition of energy and momentum by breaking internal gravity

waves.

Above the mesopause, both atomic and molecular oxygen absorb solar ultra-violet radi-

ation, and the temperature again increases with altitude. Thermospheric temperatures may

reach 1000 K to 2000 K depending on solar activity.

L.2.2 The Ionosphere

A second criterion for nomenclature is that of the local electron concentration (see, e'g., .Ris-

beth €i Garriott [1969]). Incoming short-wave solar radiation and cosmic rays ionize molecu-

lar oxygen and nitrogen and also nitrogen monoxide to create positive ions and free electrons.

The recombination of the positive ions and electrons is governed by a complex series of re-

actions whose rates vary greatly with altitude and season. Electron density peaks during

the day-time at about 5 x 106 cm-3 at altitudes around 280 km. This region is known for

historical reasons as the,t'2-region (see Figure 1.2). Below the F2-region lies the I1-region

at an altitude of about 180 km, and then the E-region (100 km to 120 km). Finally, the

D-region lies below about 86 km in altitude. Generally, the electron concentration present

in these different regions (sometimes called layers) falls with decreasing altitude, with the

D-region possessing the lowest electron concentration of about 103 cm-3. The D-region is

formed by the ionization of nitrous oxide by the 121.6 nm Lyman-o emission line. It is from

the D-region that partial echoes are obtained by MF and VHF radars, and it is this region

of the atmosphere which is of primary interest in this work. We note that the D-region of

the ionosphere roughly corresponds to the mesospheric region in the temperature-derived

3
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2

Aldtude
(km)

Day

Night

600

500

400

300

200

100

F

F

E

D

1o8 roe 1o1o lort lo" lor3

Electron concentration (cm -3 
)

Figure 1'2: Average ion concentration profiles for both day-time and night-time ionospheres
during periods of solar maxima (adapted hom Richmond llggll).

nomenclature. These two terms, except where explicitly stated, are used somewhat inter-
-I^^^-^^Ll-- +L-^---L ^--L LL:- rLrrarr5cdurJ urrruuBrruu ü ùlll¡i wu.f K.

1.2.3 Thrbulent mixing

A third possible system of nomenclature is that of the extent of the mixing of the different

atmospheric constituents. Below about 100 km in altitude the atmosphere is relatively
well mixed due to turbulent and wave motions. This lower region of the atmosphere is

therefore known as the homosphere due to its homogeneous nature. Above 100 km the

eddy and molecular viscosity coefficients become sufficiently large that turbulent motions

are quickly suppressed, and the atmospheric constituents "settle out" according to their
relative molecular masses. This region of the atmosphere is known as the heterosphere.

1.3 Measurement Techniques

Experimental techniques devised to study the atmosphere fall naturally into two groups;

those techniques which sense the state of the atmosphere from a distance are known as
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remote sensing techniques, while those experiments which are transported or situa,ted in

the region of the atmosphere of interest are known as in-situ techniques. Examples of

the former include such devices as satellites, radars (&adio Betection And Ranging), lidars

(USht Detection And Ranging) and other ground-based optical devices, while examples of

the latter include balloon and rocket-borne experiments and those experiments mounted on

towers or booms. In general, remote sensing techniques have a signiflcant time resolution

advantage over in-situ experiments, as the in-situ experiments can only take a "snap shot"

of the condition of the atmosphere. Conversely, in-situ experiments have the advantage that

they actually measure a parameter in a well-defined and predictable manner' while remote

sensing techniques generally suffer from some uncettainty about either which parameter, or

in what way the parameter is measured.

Of the remote sensing experiments, two further distinctions may be made; those exper-

iments which simply receive or monitor some state or constituent of the atmosphere are

known as passive experiments, while those which "sound" the atmosphere with some form of

radiation are known as active experiments. Examples of passive experiments include spec-

trometers, photometers and most satellite-borne apparatus. Clearly both radar and lidar

fall into the active category. Disadvantages of passive sensing techniques often include severe

coverage restriction. For example, photometers must be tuned to a single emission line (pre-

sumably) emanating from a particular altitude range. The device can be retuned to another

line emanating from a different altitude, but this, in general, precludes simultaneous mea-

surements at multiple altitudes. Satellite measurements have the disadvantage of relatively

poor height and time resolution and can not easìly make measurements of the same area

from one orbit to the next. They are able, however, to achieve excellent global coverage over

latitudes between +80o.

Atmospheric radars are able to make measurements with excellent time and height reso-

lution, are relatively inexpensive and can operate at remote sites unattended for long periods.

Disadvantages of radar include the inability to sample at more than a small number of spa-

tially separated locations and, in general, a restriction ofaltitude coverage. Radars operating

on different frequencies, however, are able to probe different regions of the atmosphere. The

earliest observations of atmospheric partial refl.ections were reported in the literature by Ap-

pleton [1930], These, however, were merely incidental to the observations of the heights of

totally-reflective ionospheric layers. The first systematic investigations of D-region partìal

reflections appears to have been made by Gardner €1 Pawsey [1953] and later by Gregory

c
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[1956]. Both of these studies utiljzed flxed-frequency pulsed systems operating at about
2 MHz. In terms of the middle atmosphere, (approximately that part of the atmosphere

above the tropopause and below the turbopause), MF/HF radars are able to probe between

about 60 km and 100 km. In general, MF/HF radars receive backscattered signals from
those altitudes where both sufficient ionization and discontinuities exist in order to produce

a change in the refractive index of the medium, and are most sensitive to discontinuities with
vertical scales equal to one-half the radar wavelength. With the exception of some extremely
powerful very high frequency radars operating with long integration times, MF/HF radars

offer almost the only reliable radar coverage of this part of the middle atmosphere with high
time resolution.

Very-high frequency (VHF) radars were flrst used for clear-air atmospheric research in
the late 1960's and early 1970's fFlock €l Balsley,7967; Woodman €i Guillen,IgT4]. These

radars usually operate at frequencies from about 40 MHz to 230 MHz, and offer good coverage

from altitudes as low as 1 km, to about 20 km. In addition, VHF radars offer excellent height

resolution which can be as small as 150 m when pulse-coding schemes are implemented.

In the last decade, a numbet of studies and reports have focussed on the mesosphere-

stratosphere-troposphere (MST) radar concept, (see, e.g., Harper €i Gordon [1gS0], Balsley

€! Gage [1980] and Róttger [1980ó]) although routine observations above about 25 km re-

main difficult, especially at night. An exception to this range limit can be found in the
enhanced backscatter returned from the polar Summer mesopause echo (PMSE) observed

at high latitudes at altitudes between 80 km and g0 km lBatsley et al., rgg1; Czechousky

et al',1989a; Czechowslcy et a1.,1989b; Rtister et al.,1g8g]. Thus, VHF radars can provide
reliable coverage only to about 25 km in altitude, with sporadic returns observed. from the
mesospheric region during the daylight hours. Although the exact nature of the reflection
processes is as yet unknown, it is supposed that variations in humidity and temperature are
the primary causes of the backscatter measured by VHF rada¡s. Hocking eú al. [1gg1] has

proposed a viscosity wave mechanism which may explain the highly-specular returns often
observed by VHF radars in the lower atmosphere.

Uitra-high frequency (UHF) radars usually operate on frequencies between 400 MHz and
900 MHz and are used primarily as boundary-layer radars. In addition, UHF radars at the
lower end of this frequency range are operated as tropospheric radars and regularly obtain
returns from as high as 15 km. UHF radars rely on backscatter from water vapour, precipi-
tation echoes or aerosols, and are occasionally known as weather radars or pollution radars.

6
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Figure 1.3: The regions of the atmosphere from which backscatter is regularly observed by

MF and VI{F radars.

In addition, UHF radars with comparatively large power-aperture products are operated as

incoherent scatter radars (ISR) which observe scattering from the free electrons present in

the medium due to their weak Thompson scattering cross section (see Subsection 1.4.5).

In Figure 1.3 the regions of the atmosphere from which backscatter is observed by MF,

VHF and UHF radars are shown. Inspection of this frgure shows that, except for the PMSB,

MF radars offer almost exclusive routine coverage of the mesosphere, and that there exists

a large gap in coverage by any radar type from 25 km to 55 krn. This mostly stratospheric

region is extremely difficult to observe using atmospheric radars as its density (and subse-

quent density fluctuations) is too low to provide VHF radars with suffi.cient backscatter' and

the level of ionization present is insufficient to provide either type of radar with signiflcant

backscatter. In fact, this data-sparse region is difficult to observe with most remote-sensing

techniques, lidar providing one of the few exceptions. In-situ measurements, of course' are

quite feasible in this region, and rocket measurements provide the bulk of the experimental

data available. Balloon-borne experiments are limited to altitudes below about 40 km'

7
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L.4 Radar Scattering Mechanisms

1.4.1 Refactive index

The refractive index for radio waves propagating through the lower and middle atmosphere

is given by Gage €l Balsley [1980] as,

77.6 x 10-6P N.
(1.1)T 2N"'

where e is the partial pressure of water vapour in mb, ? is the absolute temperature, p is

the atmospheric pressure also in mb, 1/" is the number density of free electrons and 1{" is the

critical plasma density. The three terms on the right-hand-side of Equation 1.1 are known as

the wet, dry and ionization terms respectively. The wet term dominates the refractive index

equation when applied in the lower troposphere due to the relatively large amount of water

vapour present. Its influence is, however, negligible when considered above the tropopause.

The dry term begins to dominate from the mid-troposphere upwards into the stratosphere

until ionization begins to become significant at about the stratopause. At these altitudes

the third term, or ionization term dominates.

We now categorize the different types of scatter observed by atmospheric radars.

', A .l D---- ---LL---L..t.a .Lr dËË, scaütef

Bragg scatter, or turbulent scatter results from variations in the refractive index with scale

projected along the line of sight of the radar equal to one-ha^lf the radar wavelength. In

order for there to be Fourier components present in the turbulence with the correct scale,

the radar wavelength must lie roughly between the inner scale, /, and the outer scale, -to

of the turbulence present. More rigorously, the inequality Cetrlo < 
^12 

1 C22rLo mtst
hold [Bols/ey €l Gage, 1980], where C1 and C2 arc constants with magnitudes empirically

determined to be 0.94 and 0.25 respectively [Megaw,,1g5Z].

1.4.3 Fbesnel scatter

Fresnel scattering (see e.g., Rõttger [1989]) occurs from collections of extended layers of
vertical variation in refractive index. In the case of Bragg scatter, the scattering scales

in the horizontal are less than the size of the first Fresnel zonel and many scatterers are

lThe ¡adius of the first Fresnel zone is given by
wavelength

/$, *h"." -R is the range of interest, and À is the ¡adar
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involved. Therefore the scatter produced tends to vary randomly in amplitude and phase

and is relatively weak. Fresnel scatter, conversely, produces much stronger and more coherent

scattered signals. Fresnel scatter, and to some extent, Fresnel ref.ections are also known as

partial reflections.

I.4.4 FYesnel reflection

Fresnel reflection (see e.g., Röttger [1989]) is analogous to the Fresnel scattering moclel except

than a single extended layer or sheet gives rise to the backscattered signals. In this case the

returned signal may be quite strong and will be quite steady in amplitude and phase over

relatively long periods. Fresnel reflections are responsible for "slow fading" of radio signals

backscattered, from the mesosphere at MF. Fresnel reflection is distinct from tota,l reflection

from mirror-like structures such as sporadic-E layers in that it is still a partial-reflection

phenomenon.

1.4.5 Incoherent scatter

In all of the scattering processes outlined above, the electric fleld is scattered from a large

number of coherent structures within the pulse volume and thus these processes are known

as coherent-scatter processes. An alternative (and much weaker) form of scatter arises

when the incident electro-magnetic fleld interacts directly with free electrons which are

forced to oscillate with the electric fleld. The oscillating electrons re-radiate at a similar

frequency to the incident radiation. If the wavelength of the incident radiation is sufficiently

small, then the re-radiated signal is phase-incoherent. Since incoherent scatter relies on the

Thompson scattering cross section of the electron it is extremely weak, and consequently

incoherent scatter radars must possess relatively large power-aperture products in order to

observe these backscattered signals. Incoherent scatter is also known as Thompson scattet,

or thermal scatter.

1.5 Radar Measurement Techniques

In this section we briefly examine some of the more common radar techniques used to measure

various atmospheric parameters in the troposphere, stratosphere and mesosphere. lVe begin

by considering the initial signal processing stages common to many atmospheric radars and

many radar techniques. Only fixed-frequency pulsed radar data processing is considered.

0
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1.5.1 Initial radar signal processing

In a typical multi-receiver partial-reflection radar, the echoes ampJìfied by each receiver

are sampled every 6'7 ¡t"s for each kilometre between adjacent range gates. Sampled clata

ate recorded as fixed-length time series for each range, each time series spaced by a small

interval used to transfer the data to some form of storage device. These fixed-length records

may Yary in length from as short as a few seconds, to as long as several minutes, depending

on the data rate, the parameter of interest and the amount of memory available to the radar

during data acquisition. A data set, or data record consists of an equally spaced sequence

of samples taken from the amplified voltages generated in the antennae by the backscattered

signals. In the case of a spaced antenna radar where different antennae must be sampled

independently, one of two schemes is possible. Either a separate receiver and signal processor

must be provided for each independent antenna, or one receiver and signal processor must

be multiplexed between all antennae. The latter scheme requires that small time-delay

corrections be applied to the sampled points.

The radar frequency as well as many other related frequencies are derived from a master

oscillator, which is often kept in a temperature-controlled environment. In many radars, the

carrier frequency of the transmitter pulse is mixed with a local oscillator frequency (locked in

sonre waJ/-'oy the master osciiìator to the carrier frequency) in the radar receivers yielding an

intermediate frequency (IF), or beat frequency. In the case of the 8 channel Buckland park

MF radar used for this work, the intermediate frequency of 4g5klPrz is then further mixed in
the signal processor with two quadrature phase references whose frequencies are equal to the

IF beat frequency' Thus, for a constant-strength backscattered signal, only Doppler shifted

signals will give rise to varying signals from the signal processor.

Since the IF is mixed with two quadrature signals, two pulse trains are produced by the

signai processor. These are known as the in-phase voltage and the quadrature voltage. The

in-phase and quadrature voltages are independently digitized for each range gate of interest

and transferred to some form of temporary memory buffer. In most atrnospheric radars, the

pulse repetition interval is much smaller than the time taken for the atmosphere to change

state. In these cases it is often assumed that a sequence of pulses actually represents a

number of measurements of the same quantity. Thus, the pulses are often averaged to find

the "best estimate" of the backscattered voltage over a short length of time. This process, if
performed independently on both the in-phase and quadrature samples, is known as coherent
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integration, and yields an improvement in the signal-to-noise ratio of a factor of lf ' where

N is the number of pulses which are averaged. Coherent integration is often carried out by a

micro-processor while the data are in the temporary memory buffer and before the data are

transferred to the controlling computer or storage device. With the advent of more powerful

computers, however, it has sometimes become possible to perform coherent integration in

software once the raw data have been transferred to the controlling computer. This is now

becoming a very attractive alternative for these types of radars as it eliminates much of the

costly, custom-built hardware from the radar system. Software coherent integration also

tends to offer more flexibility in the radar and subsequent experimental investigations' Al1

of the data presented in this thesis were obtained using coherent integration performed in

software.

Data obtained in the ways outlined above may be utilized in one of two ways. First,

they may simply be stored on some form of magnetic device and analysed at leisure in the

future, or second, some form of analysis may be performed immediately by the c.ontrolling

computer and the results of this may be stored for later examination. Both approa'ches offer

their own advantages and drawbacks. The advantages inherent in storing the raw (although

possibly coherently averaged) samples include

¡ the data in raw form are available for analysis using whichever technique is desired,

o the data are available for further scrutiny should some problem become apparent with

the radar hardware,

¡ the data may be reanalysed should some error in the analysis technique become ap-

parent and

o no time need be wasted during data collection for an analysis to be performed.

The major drawback of the "off-line" analysis approach is that very large data files are

produced and these must be stored. For example, the 8 channel MF radar used to collect

the data presented in this dissertation accumulated some 120 kb of data every two minutes'

This equates to almost 90 Mb per day. As more powerful computer hardware and larger

storage devices become available these high data collection rates become less of an issue.

These data collection and pre-processing techniques are applicable to almost every anal-

ysis method commonly in use today. Some of these analyses are outlined below. In an
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Figure 1.4: A taxonomy of spaced-sensor techniques
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briefly outline the techniques appearing in Figure 1.4, while those techniques most directly
related to this work are covered in greater detail in chapter 3.

L.5.2 Full correlation analysis

The full correlation analysis (FCA) makes use of at least three non-colinear, spatially sepa-

rated antennae to measure the wind field above the radar, as well several other atmospheric

parameters. The analysis calculates the auto- and cross-correlation functions for the three
sampled time series and, taking account of the random change present in the diffraction
pattern on the ground' extracts the background wind vector. This wind yector, corrected

for random changes in the diffraction pattern is known as the true velocity. An intermediate

wind vector calculated by the analysis is called the apparent velocity. This quantity does

not take account of random change in the pattern and is, in general, an over-estimate of the
background wind velocity' In the absence of random change in the diffraction pattern, the
correction applied to the apparent velocity to yield the true velocity is zero.
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An early and comparatively crude method designed to calculate the wind vector from

time series sampled from spaced antennae was devised by Mitra [1949] and was known as

the ,,method of similar fades". More sophisticated developments taking into account the

random change in the diffraction pattern were reported by Briggs ef a/. [1950]. Anisometry

of the pattern was considered by Phillips €! Spencer [1955]. Many more modern discussions

of the full correlation analysis in its curtent form and some of the computational difrculties

involved in its implementation have also been writtenlMeek,IgS0; Briggs, 1984; Hocking et

a/., 1g89]. Atthough more correctly referred to as the full correlation analysis, the technique

is often called the spaced antenna analysis in the ìiterature. This usage often occurs in the

following chapters.

1.5.3 Doppler beam steering

Although not a spaced-sensor technique, the Doppler beam steering experiment (DBS) is

often used in studies of the middle and lower atmosphere. It may also be synthesized in

software using multiple spaced sensors. The DBS experiment utilizes at least one off-vertical

radar beam from which the average radial velocity of the scatterers within the pulse volume

is obtained. At least three non-coplanar Doppler beams are required if the full three-

dimensional wind fleld is to be measured. Off-vertical Doppler beams may be formed either

by inserting appropriate length phase-delay cables between successive rows of antennae in

the array, or by electronically adjusting the phases of the intermediate frequency reference

signals. Other parameters which may be measured with (multiple) Doppler beam radars

include turbulence, wind shear and momentum fluxes.

L.5.4 Post-set and post-statistics beam steering

Both post-set and post-statistics beam steering utilize several independent groups of anten-

nae and receiving channels in order to steer the direction of the radar beam on reception in

software. In post-set beam steering (PBS) lùõttger €! Ierleic,1985], the complex time series

are multiplied by an appïopriate complex constant (which is in general different for each

antenna group) and then summed to form a single time series. This time series is mathe-

matically equivalent to one which would be measured if the corresponding cable delays had

been used between antenna grollps and a single receiver.

In post-statistics beam steering (PSS) lKudeki I Woodman, 1990a], the complex auto-

and cross-correlation functions (or power spectra and cross-spectra) are first calculated for
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each antenna group and these are then mrrltiplied by the appropriate complex constant.

Note that post-set and post-statistics beam steering yield similar results. post-statistics

beam steering is computationally more efficient since in the PSS method auto- and cross-

correlation functions (or spectra) must be calculated2 only once. In the pBS formulation,
the correlation functions (or spectra) must be recalculated for each beam direction.

1.5.5 Mean angle of arrival measurement

This, and the following three radar techniques, are in fact all spaced-sensor radar direction-
linding techniques' For historical teasons, the nomenclature of these four experiments is

somewhat confusing. The nomenclature presented here is that which is in reasonably com-

mon usage in the literature (except where speciflcally noted) and will be used throughout

this work. More specific affixes are given to techniques such as "Radar interferometry,, fVan-
Baelen €i Richmond, 1991a] in order to distinguish these from other similarly-named, yet

distinct, techniques. The mean angle of arrival experiment is perhaps the simplest of these

direction-finding experiments.

In the mean angle of arrival experiment, the complex temporal cross-correlation functions

are calculated from at least three spaced antennae and the zero-lag phases are used to infer
a mean angle of arrival for the incoming radiation [Röttger €! Ierkic, 1gg5]. Note that
frequency components from all parts of the spectrum are included in this measurement, and

so Doppler-shifted backscattered signaJs from the entire illuminated region contribute to the
mean angle of arrival estimate. This aspect of the measurement is distinct from the three

Doppler-sorted spaced-antenna interferometer techniques described below.

1.5.6 Doppler-sorted analyses

In all Doppler-sorted analyses, the time series recorded at the spaced sensors are Fourier

transformed to find the auto- and cross-spectra. Thus, the radiation arriving at the spaced

sensors is ordered, or sorted into sequential, evenly-spaced frequency ,,bins". The exact

nature of the information contained in the frequency spectra is currently somewhat uncertain,
and different philosophies exist as to its interpretation. It is known that the characteristics

of the scatterers and hence the frequency spectra vary with altitude, so it seenrs reasonable

to alter the interpretation of the frequency-domain data as the region of the atmosphere of
inte¡est changes.

'An O1n2¡ operation.
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Once the d.ata have been Doppler sorted, two distinct techniques may be applied to the

spectra. The analysis may either preferentially select a number of Doppler frequencies for

further use, or all Doppler frequencies may be used at all times. The former type of analyses

shall be termed "Doppler selected" analyses in l;his work, while the latter shall be named

"Non Doppler-selected" analyses (see Figure 1.4).

Further to this, two distinct philosophies exist over the treatment of both the Doppler-

selected and Non-Doppler-selected spectra. It is either assumed that each Doppler frequency

used in the analysis (whether a selectìng analysis or not) contains information about a single

scatterìng point or, in the case of Non-Doppler-selecting analyses, it may be assumed that

singie Doppler frequencies do not contain information about discrete scatterers, and that

information of a purely statistical nature regarding the mean and fluctuating motion within

the radar beam is contained within the spectra. By their very nature, Doppler-selected

analyses must flnd the angular position relative to the radar of one scatterer for each selected

Doppler frequency and, with range-gating information, the three-dimensional coordinates of

each'(scattering point". This process has been named "imaging" by Ad'ams eú a/. [1986], and

shall be applied to all such analyses which image individuai scatterers with unique Doppler

frequencies. The alternative statistical approach involves fittìng straight lines to the phases

of cross-spectra and hence usually precludes any form of Doppler-selection. These analyses

sha,ll be termed "spectral-fitting" analyses in this work.

L.5.7 Doppler-selected analYses

Two main methods may be applied to Doppler-select certain "desirable" frequencies encom-

passed. by the auto- and cross-spectra. First, cross- and/or auto-spectral magnitudes may

be examined for large power levels, or simply a local peak in the power level in order to se-

lect an ensemble of frequencies. To date, the only researchers to have applied this technique

have been Meek €i Manson [1987]. Selection of Doppler frequencies on the basis of spectral

magnitude shall be termed "Magnitude-selected imaging radar interferometty" (MSIRI) for

the purposes of this work.

The alternative to frequency selection on the basis of spectral magnitude is that of fre-

quency selection on the basis of spectral phase. If a single scatterer is responsible for the

power contained at some Doppler frequency, then the backscattered radiation from that

scatterer should appear on the ground as an approximate plane wave' Therefore, the cross-

spectral phases around a closed ring of antennae on the ground should sum to zeto. Franlce
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et al' [19901 used this condition with three antennae in order to locate scatterers and derive

mean winds, and termed the technique "IDI-like" (see below). For those experiments where

only three antennae are employed to determine the plane-wave radiation condition the term

"Phase-selected imaging radar interferometry" (PSIRI) shall be used. Other experiments

conducted along these lines have employed at least five independent antennae in order to
gain extra degrees of freedom in the determination of the existence of plane-wave radiation
at some Doppler frequency. In particular, Adams et at.[19861 have coined the name ,,imag-

ing Doppler interferometry" (IDI), and this technique (which utiLizes unsmoothed spectra)

is now patented. Although somewhat arbitrary, the division shall be drawn in this work

between those phase-selection techniques which use only three antennae (pSIRI), and those

which use more than three antennae (IDI, or IDI-like). Many of these techniques are covered

with greater specificity in Chapter 3.

1.5.8 Non-Doppler-selected analyses

In non-Doppler-selected analyses, all of the spectral information is used to derive the mean

wind field and other atmospheric parameters. The technique used to find the wind field

may be of the imaging type lFranke et al., 1990]3, but is more usually of the statistical
type. Probably the best-known of these statistical analyses is the "radar interfêrometer',

(RI), or "spatial radar interferometer" (SI) lFartey et al., ISSI; VanBaelen €j Richmond,

1991a; VanBaelen et aL.,1991b], although in this work the terms RI and SI will not be used.

In this technique, linear fits against frequency are made to the phases of the cross-spectra

calculated between the three antenna pairs. The slopes of these lìnear fits in frequency are

simply related to the magnitude and direction of the FCA apparent wind velocity [VanBaelen
€i Richmond, 1991a; Briggs €! Vincent, Tgg2l. Since the primary feature of this analysis is

the linear fit to the cross-spectral phase, the term "phase slope-fitting radar interferometry,,

(PSFRI) shall be used in the remainder of this work.

Phase slope-fitting radar interferometry has recently been extended f?riggs €! Vincent,

1992] to account for random pattern change and can now be applied in the form of ,,full

spectral analysis" (FSA) as a Fourier counterpart to full correlation analysis. In fact, pSFRI

is simply the flrst step in the FSA analysis which ultimately yields a wind velocity equivalent

to the FCA true wind velocity.

3In the study reported,by Franlee eú d¡. [1990], both Doppler selected and non-Doppler selected approaches
were used
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1.5.9 Image-forming techniques

If a large number of spaced sensors4 are deployed in a regular grid then the diffraction

pattern formed on the ground by the backscattered radiation can be sampled over a large

area at each instant in time. Performing a two-dimensiona,l spatial Fourier transform on

the coherent signal obtained each spaced sensor then yields the complex aperture function

of the diffracting screen above the radar. In this way the number, positions and sizes of the

irregularities moving above the radar may be measured. Such an experiment was performed

using E-region echoes by Holmes [1974] with the Buckland Park MF antenna array connected

to 8g independent receivers and an ultra-sonic image-forming system. Image forming has

also been attempted by Brownlie et aL [1973] with the large, steerable, MF crossed-array at

Bribie Island in Queensland, Australi a lMines,1969].

1.5.10 Fbequency-domain interferometry

The term "frequency-domain interferometry" (FDI) was first coined by Kudeki €i St¡tt [1987]'

although the history of frequency-shift experiments extends as far back as Appleton I Bar-

nett llg25l. Appleton €j Barnett [1925] used a bi-static, continuous-wave radar system whose

carrier frequency increased linearly with time. By counting the number of peaks of the beat

frequency recorded at the remote receiving station per unit time, the apparent height of

the ionospheric reflecting layer could be deduced. In this way, Appleton €i Barnett [1925]

obtained the frrst evidence for a strong reflecting layer in the ionosphere'

The next work with a frequency-shift experiment was that of Briggs [1951] who employed

a frequency-swept vertica,l-incidence ionosonde to study the characteristics of signals re-

flected from various ionospheric layers at different frequencies. Subsequently, Kud'eki €j Stitt

[igBZ] utilized the Urbana MST radar operating on two discrete frequencies of 40'82 MHz

and 40.g2 MHz to estimate heights and thicknesses of scattering layers. The MU5 radar in

Japan has also been utilized in a dual-frequency FDI experiment by Palmer ef a/. [1990].

Brown [1992]has performed FDI at medium frequencies with the Birdlings Flat rarlar in New

Zealand. with a tota,l of f.ve frequencies. This allowed explicit calcu-lation of the frequency

correlation function at a total of 10 frequency increments.

Frequency domain interferometry difers from most of the techniques discussed above in

that it requires the use of frequency-agile radar systems. Drre to the absence of this type of

nOf the order of 102 for radars operating at medium frequencies
uMiddle and Upper atmosphere
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equipment at Adelaide (at present), no such studies were undertaken. A brief history of FDI
has been included for completeness, and in the expectation that such a facility wili become

available at Adelaide in future.

1-.6 Motivation And Scope Of Thesis

As has been discussed' MF/HF radars are able to probe routinely at altitudes as low as

60 km' With a large increase in power-aperture product, it is possible that this coverage can

be extended to lower altitudes, where lower free electron concentrations give rise to weaker

backscatter. It is hoped that, with an increase of RMS pulse envelope power to at least

100 kW and an increase in aperture size of a factor of 150, the new Buckland park radar

will yield returns from lower altitudes.

The building of a new radar offered the opportunity to incorporate many modern features

more commonly implemented in VHF radars. One of the most important of these was the

ability to steer the transmitter beam electronically. The technical details of the new radar

are discussed in Chapter 2.

Increasingly in the atmospheric physics literature, articles can be found which report
various implementations of radar interferometric techniques. In Chapters 3,4 and 5 different
time- and frequency-domain radar interferometric techniques are used to rneasure winds and

the mean angie ofarrival ofthe backscattered radiation. It is hoped that these studies serve to
illuminate some aspects of interferometric techniques which are presently poorly understood.



Chapter 2

THE NEW ADELAIDE MF

DOPPTER RADAR

2.L Introduction

Unlike most Doppler rad.ars in use in the world today, lBalsley I Ecklund',1972; Balsley

et al., !g80; Folkestad et al., 1983; Fulcao et a1.,1985a; Fulcao et a1.,1985b; Vincent et al.,

lg87; Röttger et a1.,1990] the large Buckland Park antenna array has hitherto been used

only for reception. The Buckland Park arïay was originally designed to sample the spatial

correlation function of the diffraction pattern produced by E- and F-region reflections. As

such, it was necessary that the width of the transmitted beam be quite large, enabling

as large a portion as possible of the "diffracting screen" to contribute to the diffraction

pattern lFelgate,1969]. In some more modern applications of medium frequency (MF) and

very high frequency (VHF) radars, it is desirable to obtain as narrow a beam as possible

for both transmission and reception. With very narrow, or, "pencil" beams, it is sometimes

possible to ignore minor contamination of the atmospheric parameter of interest due to

unwanted contributions from a finite range of angles.

Also possible with current technology is the ability to electronically steer a transmitter

beam. This facility replaces the more cumbersome technique of inserting coaxial cable phase

delays of varying length between the transmitters or receivers and the antenna array. With

an increase in the number of the solid-state power ampliflcation modules used to transmit

on the large Buckland Park atray, it is hoped that D-region echoes below 60 km may be

obtained. In its final form, the new Buckland Park transmitter will have a totai RMS peak

19
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power output of 100 kW; some four times the power available with the current solid-state

transmitter used for spaced antenna wind measurements. In fact, when compared with the

original valve-driven transmitter installed at Buckland Park, the new transmitter and large

array combination produces some 400 times more power per unit solid angle.

The Buckland Park antenna array offers a unique opportunity to implement an electronic

beam steerable ¡adar utilizing the largest filled-aperture HF array in the world in true

transmit/receive mode. In the sections following, the design criteria considered in order

to build this new radar are discussed in some detail. Some measurements taken with the

first one-third of the new Doppler radar are presented and discussed in Chapter 4. The

design process begins with a description of the current Buckland Park array and its modes

of operation.

2.2 The Buckland Park Antenna Array

The Buckland Park Medium Frequency/High Frequency (MF/HF) Doppler Radar array

occupies some 80 ha of land about 40 km North of Adelaide in the Port Gawler area lBriggs
et a1.,1969]. Both the transmitting and receiving arrays are designed to utilze circularly
polarized radiation and are optimized for a frequency of 1.98 MHz. A b.g4 MHz transmitting

array is also available for use in conjunction with the 1.98 MHz receiving array (operating at

its third harmonic) which, aside from certain design details, is not pertinent to this report.

The transmitting array consists of four centre-fed half-wave dipoles, arranged in a square

and suspended some 27.4m above the ground by four steel towers. The dipoles are formed

from hard-drawn copper of 2 mm diameter, and are each 71.6 m long. Hung in the centre

of each dipole is a balun matching the 75 Q coaxial feeder cable to the (nominally) 75 fl
antenna. This sma'll square transmitting array has a onrway power polar diagram of 40o

half-power half-width and so can be regarded essentially as an isotropic radiator, at least

as far as atmospheric partial reflections are'concerned. In 1989, an obsolete valye-driven

transmitter, with a nominal power of 50 kW, was de-commissioned and replaced with a
solid-state modular transmitter with a RMS peak envelope power of 25 kW. In fact, the

measured power output of the valve driven transmitter was only of the order of 10 kW, and

so this represents a signiflcant increase in radiated power. The solid-state transmitter is

made up of 10 modules, each of 2.5 kW nominal power, and designed to produce ampìitude

modulated pulses of Gaussian shape. The ezact shape and length of the pulse is adjustable,
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Figure 2.1: The Buckland Park field site array layout.

with an optimum pulse length of -25 ps typical. In spatial terms the transmitted pulse was

appïoximately 8 km in length with a resultant ra,nge resolution of 4 km (see Röttger [198a]).

Operating at typical daytime pulse repetition frequencies (PRF) of 80 Hz, the transmitter

duty cycle is less than lTo and thus transmits an average power of only 60 W RMS. Much

of the experimental work reported in this thesis was conducted using this new solid-state

transmitter.

The receiving array consists of 178 crossed half-wave dipoles arranged on the vertices

of a rectangular grid to form a filled-in circle with a diameter of 915 m (see Figure 2.1).

The orientation of the array is such that rows of antennae in the North-South direction

are aligned with the bearing of magnetic North in 1967. This effectively means that the

receiving array is rotated by 4o in an anticlockwise sense from true North. The field site is

located on a (nearly) flat coastal plane which drops by only 1.6 m towards the South-West

over the 915 m diameter of the array lfueid, 1984]. Each centre-fed dipole is suspended

atop a 10 m high wooden pole and is cut to a resonant length of 71.6 m at 1.98 MHz. The

resulting antenna impedance is nominally 28 Cl, although this may vary markedly on a day-

to-day basis because of changing ground conditions. In order to match this 28 f) antenna

with the 75 O coaxial cable a balun is mounted on top of each wooden pole for each of
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Figure 2.2: The old receiving antenna balun showing the two transformer taps for 1.gg MIIz
and 5.94 MHz operation.

the 2 antenna polarizations. In addition to its impedance matching role, each balun also

serves as a passive switch between the 1.98 MHz and 5.94 MHz modes of operation. This
is accomplished by a simple series tuned circuit for each frequency connected to one of two
taps on the balun transformer (see Figure 2.2). The distance between adjacent dipoles is

91'4 m which, at a frequency of 1.98 MHz, is equivalent to a wavelength spacing of $À. 1'he

full receiving array has a one-way half-power half-width of 4.5o and, due to this spacing,
exhibits no grating lobes in its radiation pattern when used at its fundamental frequency.
However, when the array is used in the 5.94 MHz mode, grating lobes are evident at off-
vertical angles of *35o (see Section 2.4). Each of the 178 dipoles is connected individually
to the central laboratory by 75 Íl coaxial cable cut to electrical ha.lf-wavelengths at the
operating frequency. Figure 2.3a shows the electrical length of each cable used in the array.

The shortest cables have an electrical length equal to one-half wavelength at 1.gg MHz
with a resulting attenuation of 0.49 dB, while the longest cables are 4.b wavelengths long
and have an attenuation of 4.45 dB (see Table 2.1). In all, a total of Z0 km of underground
coaxial cable is used to connect the phased array, running in trenches dug in such a pattern
as to minimize the total trench length (see Figure 2.Jb).

In the central laboratory, each antenna is represented by a Belling-Lee coaxial socket on
one of two "patch boards"' One patch boa¡d contains the 8g dipoles aìigned in the Nort¡-
South direction (historically named the East, or "E" polarization) and the other contains

the 89 dipoles a]igned in the East-West direction; the (úN" polarization. The connectors

on the patch boards are arranged in such a way as to mirror the physical layout of the

antenna array' thus allowing selection of individual dipoles or groups of dipoles for multiple
receiver experiments. In addition to this remarkably flexible patch board arrangement, two
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layout of the underground cables.
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Table 2.1: The attenuation of the Buckland Park underground coaxial cables

racks of ganged switches allow individual switching of each polari zation between its patch

board and a Doppler beam-forming rack. The "8" polarization may be switched to form
two off-vertical Doppler beams comprising all 89 of the "E" dipoles. These two beams are

directed 11.6o off-vertical in the North and South directions and are useful for conducting
coplanar Doppler beam experiments such as the measurement of mesospheric momentum
fluxes (see, e.g., Reid I vincent [1987]). The "N" polarization may also be switched to form
two off._vertice.l Tlnnnlat ho"-o 'ti-^^+^,] Eì^-+,,,^-l ^-l rxr^-!---- r 1 . t a ^^& vrrlv¡ qrrvLULu loùuw@rtl ¿ILu vvc¡iûWAIU ¡l,tSO At [Lb" fO lne Zenfi,h

or, alternatively, an Eastwardly-directed of-vertical Doppler beam and a vertically-directed
Doppler beam (see Figure 2.4).

From 1980 onwards, the radar consisted of a 5 channel coherent (ie: both in-phase and
quadrature components) receiver system, coupled to 10 8-bit digitizers capable of samplìng

every 10 ¡.r,s' This allowed coherent samples to be taken of the voltage present at each con-

nected antenna corresponding to atmospheric partial echoes from every 2 km in altitude,
thus oversampling the 4 km transmitter pulse volume by two times. In 1gg1, this author
undertook an extensive refurbishment of the 5 channel Doppler radar which included an ex-

pansion ofthe radar from 5 to 8 channels. Although the receiving system had originally been

designed to support 8 channels, the full 8 channel system had never been implemented due

to computational limitations. Procuring and de-bugging the extra receivers and digitizers
required for this expansion and updating the DMA computer interface and software were

the main areas of labour. These endeavours are expanded upon in section 2.6.

' In 1989, it became possible to commence studies on the feasibility of upgrading the

Cable attenuation
Cable length

(À at 1.98 MHz)
Attenuation

(dB at 1.98 MHz
Attenuatiorr

dB at 5.94 MHz)
0.5 0.49 0.86
1.0 0.99 1.73
1.5 1.48 2.59
2.0 1.99 3.46
2.5 2.48 4.33
3.0 2.99 5.20
3.5 3.48 6.06
4.0 3.97 6.92
4.5 4.45 7.74
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Figure 2.4: Schematic diagram of the beam conflgurations possible with the original beam

forming racks and switches.

Buckland Park MF/HF array to a modern, beam steerable, transmit/receive Doppler radar,

with the 1 km square array used for transmission as well as reception. Some of the design

criteria considered in this upglade are detailed in the following sections.

2.3 The Design Criteria For A Tbue Doppler Radar

In order to plan the conversion of the Buckland Park radar facility into a true Doppler radar,

the following points were first considered.

o The transmitted power losses in the underground coaxial cable,

¡ the power loss due to d.ipoles suspended less than I above a lossy ground plane,

¡ the ability of the existing baluns to cope with the new transmitter power,

¡ the ability of damaged underground cables to cope with the transmitter power,

¡ the number of solid-state transmitter modules and upgraded receivers affordable and

the resulting groupings of antennae required,

"E' Patch
bord

"N" Patch
boed
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¡ the beam steerability parameters and the resulting beam pointing accuracy,

r the experimental flexibility and future expandability, and

¡ the material durability used in array refurbishment and maintenance

2"3.1 The power loss in the underground coaxial cables

As part of the initial feasibility study into the implementation of the full Doppler radar using

existing assets at the Buckland Park field site, any power losses due to the underground
coaxial cable were evaluated.

The cable in question is some 25 years old and originally selected for the radar on the basis

of its iLigh propagation constant, low radio-frequency (RF) impedance, lìght weight and low
cost. Since the cable was to be used only for reception and thus be subjected to potentials

of only microvolts, at no stage was its ability to conduct high instantaneous RF currents ()
10 A) or to withstand relatively high RF voltages () 300 V RMS) considered. The f,nal
choice of cable was a single strand copper conductor surrounded by an air-cored dielectric.

The copper earth braid included a continuous copper sheath between itself and the dielectric.
The cable's nominal characteristic impedance was 70 O and its propagation constant was g0%

(due to the air-cored dielectric). In practice, the characteristic impedance of the cable varied

above 70 0, and for the purpose of impedance matching could be considered as standard
75 0 cable. The choice of cable, although economically sound, led to some frustrating longer
term problems, detailed in Subsection 2.J.4.

In order to evaluate the possible power loss problems, a prototype of the solid-state
module to be used in the final transmitter system was connected via a suitable fllter (see

Section 2.5) to three of the array's half-wave dipoles (see Subsection 2.3.5) equipped with
prototypes of the new transmitter ba.luns (see Section 2.5). The three antennae selected for
this test '¡/ere connected to the central laboratory with cables of average length (approxi-
mately two wavelengths at 1.98 MHz), and were considered to be representative of the entire
arrav' The transmitter module was triggered at a PRF of 100 Hz and the power output at
the baluns on top of tire antenna poles observed. No discernible power loss could be detected
(given the uncertainty of the exact impedance of the load being driven) and it was concluded

that the coaxial cables in qervice would suffice.
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2.g.2 The power loss due to dipoles suspended less than I above a lossy

ground plane

For a half-wave dipole suspended Ah m above a lossy ground plane, the image dipole formed

Ah m below the surface is imperfect. The radiation pattern of this imperfectly matched end-

flre array of two dipoles will deviate from that expected in the case of an ideal ground plane,

and some portion of the eneïgy transmitted into the dipole antenna will not be radiated as

desired. The amount of power absorbed by the lossy ground plane is minimized by setting

the antenna height, Ah to be ). tt was for this reason that the original transmitter towers

at Buckland. Park were chosen to be as close to ) above ground as possible while, since it

was not possible to install aO ) nign poles for the receiving array, the large array was only

suspended 10 m above the ground'

In order to determine that signifrcant power could be radiated by the receiving dipoles, the

single module prototype transmitter was slaved to a standard three channel spaced antenna

receiver system and attached to the three dipoles fitted with the new transmit/receive baluns.

The three spaced antenna receivers were connected to three groups of four dipoles each on

the opposite linear polarization to that used by the transmitter. Approximately 30 min of

data were collected and saved as raw time series of the coherent voltage recorded at each

antenna. The PRF was set to 80 Hz and since a 32 point coherent integration was used,

successive data points were separated by 0.4 s. A total of 20 heights covering 40 km in

altitude were recorded starting at 50 km and ending at 88 km. Examination of the variance

of the signals recorded over the height region 70 km to 88 km revealed no great diminution

from the variance recorded immediately before by the same receiving system when using the

original 27 m high transmitting array and the 10 channel soüd-state transmitter. Further

analysis of the data revealed that usable power spectra and auto-covariance functions could

be calculated to acceptably low altitudes. Due to the high returned signal levels and the

acceptability of the data recovered, it was concluded that ground plane absorption when

transmitting through the main array's modifred receiving dipoles was satisfactorily low.

2.8.8 The ability of the existing baluns to cope with the new transmitter

The inadequacy of the eústing receiver baluns to survive (let alone transmit) the high powers

to be delivered to the dipoles was patently clear from the outset of the feasibility study.

Consequently, design of the new transmit/receive baluns was one of the first tasks undertaken
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in the construction of the upgraded radar (see Section 2.5)

2'3.4 The ability of damaged underground cables to cope with the trans-
mitter pov/er

With the aid of time-domain reflectometry (TDR) and physical inspection it was discovered
that in some cases the integrity of the coaxial cable originally chosen to connect the phased
receiving array had been compromised by the intrusion of water into the air-cored dielectric.
In addition to this problem, mechanical fatigue had in nearly all cases damaged the outer
sheath on the section of cable attached to the wooden antenna pole. In cases where the outer
insulation had been breached, almost complete destruction of the copper earthing braid had
ensued due to the extremely corrosive nature of the sea-side environment of the site. In order
for these antennae to be used, it was necessary for these damaged upright sections of cable to
be replaced, and this was done during replacement of the old receiving baluns with the new
transmit/receive baluns. Since the relative permittivity of water (e, = 7g.2) is substantially
higher than that of air (e' t 1.0), sections of water lying in the coaxial cables caused the
characteristic impedance of that section of cable to drop and the propagation constant to
decrease. Thus, not only would some power be reflected from the water in the cable due
to the impedance mismatch, but the electrical length of the cable would be increased. This
would have had the effect of presenting loads with reactive components to the transmitter
modules located at the other end of the no longer $ tong cables. For this ¡eason, all cables
suffering from this problem had the water within their dielectric blown out by compressed

air.

2'3'5 The number of solid-state transmitter modules and upgraded re-
ceivers affordable and the resulting groupings of antennae required

Since the cost of each transmitter/receiver channel was of the order of AUS$10000, it was not
possible to build an idea"l 89 channel transmit/receive radar. The first design settled upon
was a 30 channel transmit/receive radar in which each solid-state transmitter module would
drive three of the artay's dipoles with a transmit/receive (TR) switch allowing the connection
of one of the 30 receivers to the same three dipoles. The advantage of this arrangement is

that it provides considerable flexibility in the choice of ¡eceiver antennae, and the potential
for good imagrforming capability. As a first stage, a 30 module transmitter system and a

10 channel receiving system was constructed. In reaching this decision much thought was
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given to the ramìfications of forcing groups of antennae to be phased together. While this

enforced grouping has no effect on the radiation pattern of the full array when the beam is

directed vertically, considerable distortions (including grating lobes) may occur in off-zenith

beams. Antenna groupings of two, three and four dipoles were considered for transmission.

Particular attention was given to polar diagram distortion and the magnitudes and angular

positions of side lobes for beams directed at non zero off-zenith angles. A final grouping of

three dipoles was found to be satisfactory provided that flexibility was retained in selection

of the antennae to be grouped. The antenna patterns considered during this process are

described in Section 2.4.

2.3.6 Beam steerability parameters and pointing accuracy

One of the prime motivations for upgrading the Buckland Park radar to a modern Doppler

radar was the possibility of rapid beam steering on transmission using digital techniques.

Since dipoles (or grollps of dipoles) were to be driven by independent transmitter modules,

beam steering could be accomplished by progressively shifting the phase of each PA module

connected to different antennae across the array. In order that the design of a phase-control

module could begin, it was necessary for the minimum phase increment required, A@ to be

established. The logical choice for A/ was such that the beam could be steered by as little

as one-half of one beam-width in any direction. For a beam at angle d to the zenith,

(2.r)

where d is the distance between adjacent antennae and À is the radar wavelength. For the

Buckland Park array operating at a frequency of 1.98 MHz it was found that the appropriate

A/ corresponded to a time delay of approximately 24 ns. The flnal time delay chosen'was

one-half of this value to allow for digitization errors in the phase-control module. Thus, the

phase of each transmitter module could be controlled through a full range of 360o in steps of

8.5o, making a total of 42 independent phase steps. Since each transmitter module was to be

independently phase controlled, the progressive phase shift across the array could be induced

in any direction, and hence beams could be formed at non-cardinal azimuthal angles. This

has not hitherto been possible with any large, filled-aperture, phased-array MF/HF radar.

Ló = 
2! 
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2.3.7 Experimental flexibility and future expansion

A prime feature of the Buckland Park phased-array ¡adar has been its extreme flexibiJity in
experimental configuration. The array has repeatedly been utilized in ways unanticipated

by its original designers. It was with this tradition of versatility in mind that the design of
the new radar system was undertaken. To this end, the smallest possible number of *hard-

wirêd" items of the design were tolerated. Thus transmitter modules may be connected to
any antennae that an experimenter desires. The receivers may be connected to the same

antennae as the transmitter modules, or different antennae as needed. paradoxically, such

flexibility may increa tre risk of the mis-informed or inexperienced confrguring the system

in a nonsensical mal To minimize this possibility clearly defined and marked ,.default,,

settings were included irs part of the experimental system. Thus, new users may immediately
and without error begin to collect data while experienced experimenters may devise more
complex conflgurations without hindrance from concessions to "user friendliness,'. The key
to this versatiìity was the inclusion of a number of patch boards enabling the interconnection
of transmitter modules, teceivets and antennae in various permutations. Details of the design

of these patch boards can be found in Section 2.5.

It was decided that the first stage ofconstruction ofthe 30 channel transmitter/3g channel
receiver radar system would be a 30 channel transmitter/10 channel receiver system. This
smaller radar was designed to be upgradable to its fuli complement of 30 receivers and,

although requiring much work, did not directly form a part of this research.

2'3.8 Material durability used in array refurbishment and maintenance

Due to the increased demands placed on the array by the new transmitting system, and the
advanced age of the array, it was necessary to give careful thought to the materials used in
refurbishment and routine repair of the antennae. The dipoles had originally been suspend.ed

by wooden poles at their centres and held aloft at their ends by a fuily insulated steel wire
spacel connected to the next co-linear dipole. Thus the g1.4 m between dipoie centres was

bridged by

1. one half of the ha.lf-wave dipole measuring 35.g m,

2. a galvanized steel spacer insulated at both ends measuring 1g.g m and

3. half of the adjacent dipole also measuring 35.g m
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As the array was 25 years old, the lifetime of the steel spacers in the rather corrosive en-

vironment had expired. Many dipoles were flnding themselves "grounded" as steel spacers

frequently gave way. To extend the lifetime of the new array beyond the next quarter cen-

tury, it was decided to use glass flber rope in place of the vulnerable steel spacers. The rope,

known as "DB wire", had a tensile strength per unit cross section far in excess of that of

steel, and did not suffer from corrosion. In addition, it was an excellent RF insulator and so

ceramic insulators (prone to failure under compression) were not required.

Two other failure modes in the array were apparent. First, the copper dipoles themselves,

although not as susceptible to corrosion as the steel spacers, were nonetheless weakened

by corrosion and had also suffered a certain degree of stretching. Stresses sustained from

breaking steel spacers also contributed to the failure of some dipoles. In order to remedy

any similar future breakages, a larger diameter hard-drawn copper wire was purchased. The

new wire was not heat treated and so remained work hardened from the extrusion process

and was therefore less prone to stretching than the original wire. Second, the two wires

connecting the dipole to the balun box (known as "feedets") were excessively susceptible to

mechanical fatigue. This, along with a minimum of corrosion, would quickly cause the newest

of feeders to fail. The method used to eliminate the feeders from the regular maintenance

schedule was to replace them with a very large cross section, multistrand copper wire with

heavy ultra-violet (UV) stabilized plastic insulation. In addition to this, all soldered joints

connecting feeders to copper dipoles were sealed using waterproof self-polymerising tape.

2.4 Beam-Pattern Modeling

In order that the beam patterns of various combinations and groups of antennae could be

predicted theoretically, a flexible computer program called "xsect" was developed. This

mouse-driven program allowed the user to select any of the antennae in the Buckland Park

array to make up any particular subset array. In addition, it was possible to phase-group

sets ofthese antennae together in any desired mannet to observe the effect on the off-vertical

beam-pattern. Random phase errors could also be added to gauge the importance of cable

length accuracy and nominal antenna impedance. We begin our exploration of antenna

beam-patterns with the theoretical expressions for half-wave dipoles in free space.
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Figure 2.5: Long straight wire antenna showing rectangular and polal coordinate systems.

2.4.1 Radiation pattern for a half-wave dipole

Consider a long straight wire antenna of length 21., centred, at the origin and aligned with
the z:axis. Given the coordinate system displayed in Figure 2.5 and assuming a current
distribution on the wire I((), the magnetic field pattern of such an antenna is given by

Hó= #"-rÅ'sin t l*rt llç¡eike.".edç, e.2)

where k is the wavenumber of the driving oscillation, j is the square root of -1 and H4 is
the magnetic field which is everywhere aligned with the ó unit vector. (see, e.g., Ramo et
al' lL984l, Sander €i Reed [1986]). In the case of a half-wave dipole, we take the functional
form of I(() to be

1(O: r^cos(#) , Q.3)
with L: |, and Equation 2.2 reduces (after much manipulation) to

n6= jft"-jÀ' 
I

cos( f; cos I )
sin 0 (2.4)

The power radiation pattern of a half-wave dipole is found by dropping the dependence of
Equation 2.4 on distance, ignoring constants and squaring to obtain

cos2( cos d)K(0) x
sinz g (2.5)
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Figure 2.6: The radiation pattern of a half-wave dipole in free space aligned with the z-axis.
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Thus the power radiation pattern for a halËwave dipole in free space takes the form of a

torus whose axis of symmetry is the z-axis as depicted in Figure 2.6.

In the more practical case of a horizontal half-wave dipole, Ah m above a perfectly

conducting ground plane, we may replace the ground plane with the antenna's image situated

Ah m beiow ground level (see Figure 2.7). The magnetic field pattern of such a combination

of dipole and image separated by distance 2Ah m and arranged at the origin of the coordinate

system shown is

lrløl osin(,tAä.orx)49î9, Q.6)' slnu

which has a power radiation pattern

K(o,x)x sin2(åAå.o,")9]##9 Q-7)

z

v

Figure 2.7: Dipole with image below ground plane showing polar coordinate system used in

d
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Figure 2'8: Power polar diagram of a single half-wave dipole above a perfect ground plane.
The value of Ah selected is appropriate for that of un uoì"nnu at Buckiand park.

This is represented in Figure 2.8 as a three-dimensional surface in polar coordinates. This
power polar diagram has a half-power half-width of 30o in the direction parallel to the
dipole's axis, and 44o in the direction orthogonal to the dipole's axis.

We take Equation 2.7 as our standard individual radiating element which may be dupìi-
cated and arranged in any pattern to produce an array of harf-wave dipores.

2.4.2 Radiation patterns for arrays of dipoles

We now define our fleld pattern in terms of two separable functions representing the field
pattern of a single radiating element and the layout of the array. This latter function is

known as the array function, M(y) (see Sand,er I Reed, [19g6]). Having defined the ûeld
pattern for a single element in Subsection 2.4.7 we follow the notation of Sander ü Reed

[1986] and label this as F(0,x), and write

lfløl o M(y)F(o,y) (2.8)
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Figure 2.9: The coordinate system used for the ca,lculation of the array function from the

aperture function.

Following the coordinate system of Figure 2.7, we write the array function, M(y) as the

complex sum of the spatially separated cuttents, I present in each antenna, as

n

m(Ð :ÐInerp(jka¿cosX) (2.e)
i=1.

As has been well established in optical diffraction theory, (see, e.g., Hecht [1987]) this is

exactly equivalent to calculating the Fourier transform of the aperture function in two di

mensions, A(r,9). Thus

M("t,"") -- I:: ll* ot",y)¿ik(so+szùd,yd,, (2.10)

where s1 and s2 âr€ the sines of the angles in aperture space defined in Figure 2.9.

The aperture function, A(r,y) represents the amplitude and phase of radiation emitted

from the aperture at each point, (*,y). For an aperture emitting a plane wave of constant

amplitude, A(rry) is a constant which, for convenience, we will take to be unity. In the case of

the Buckland Park artay, A(*,y) may take non-zero values only at certain discrete positions

which, of course, correspond to the fixed antenna positions. For convenience we constrain r

and y to be integers which results in A(r,y) being defrned in steps of antenna separation in

wavelength units. The aperture function may also be used to model the varying amplitude

of radiation across the array due to cable attenuation (see Table 2.1 and Figure 2.3). This is

achieved by weighting the non-zero values of A(x,y) with the varying signal levels emitted
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by each antenna in the array. In this way the calculated beam pattern takes account of the

"tapering" of signal across the array with the attenuation lowest in the centre, and increas-

ing towards the fringes of the aperture. For non-plane-wave radiation emitted from the

aperture, A(*,y) is assigned complex values representing the in-phase (real) and quadrature

(imaginary) part of the signal at each antenna. The modulus of -4(r, g) at some point in
the aperture is interpreted as the amplitude of the transmitted signal, and the argument of
A(r,y) is then the phase angle of the radiation relative to some arbitrary zero. Using these

deflnitions we can model the beam-pattern resulting when the beam is tilted from the zenith

by use ofprogressive phase delays across the array. Phase uncertainties at each antenna may

also be modeled using normally distributed phase errors to simulate errors in the electrical

length of the coaxial cable connecting the centre of the array to each dipole.

In order that this new formulation may be utilized, it is necessary to transform Equa-

tion 2.7 into the coordinate system defined in Figure 2.g.

In Figure 2.10, the two different polar coordinate systems are labeled with their respective

angles (0'y) and (",þ). Also depicted in this figure is the angle ó used for construction

purposes, and the lengths A, B, C, D, E, R and y. we begin the derivation by defining the

first six lengths in terms of the angles ¡ and ó and the seventh length, y, such that

A = Ytany,

B = Ytan¡cosó,

C = Ytanysinó,

D=Y 1* tan2 ysin2 6 ,

E=Y 1 * tan2 ycos2 6

and

R Y 7ltanz y .

(2.tr)

Next we deflne the angles a and B in terms of the above lengths

tanc¿
C

= Y
B:
Y

tan B

(2.12)
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Figure 2.10: The two coordinate systems used for the calculation of the array function and

for the radiation pattern of a single half-wave dipole above a grouncl plane. Also depicted

is the construction used to transform between the two sets of coordinates.
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substituting for the appropriate lengths from Equations 2.11 yields

tana = tanXsinó

and

tanB = tanXcosó.

(2.13)

In order to eliminate á, the angle used purely for construction, we square and add equa-

tions 2.13 to find

tan2a*tan2 þ=tan2x. (2.I4)

Expressions for cosx, sin 0 and cosá may now be derived using Equations 2.11, 2.13 and
2.14. Hence

cos x

lttan aftan

D
R

1 * tan2 ysinz 6

ç

Y
n

(

(

X

)

c

siná =

and

cosd =

* tan X

1*tan a:
r/1 *tanzathn2B

B

(2.15)

The radiation pattern for a half-wave dipole Âh m above a perfect ground plane (Equa-
tion 2.7) can now be expressed as

K (", þ) o( sin2

cos 1 * tan2 crItan2
lftan2a

p
(2.16)
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Figure 2.11: Graphical representation of the Buckiand Park array's cable attenuation shown

as (a) a grey-scale intensity map and (b) a cross-section through the centre of the array'

The figures shown are gains scaled such that a value of one corresponds to zero attenuation.

Note that even in the centre of the array the attenuation level is non-zelo'

We are now able to write both the array function and the radiation pattern of an individ-

ual dipole in terms of the new coordinate system described by the angies a and þ. BV Fourier

transforming suitable aperture functions and then multiplying by the single dipole radiation

pattern we now investigate the beam-patterns of various relevant array configurations.

2.4.3 Radiation pattern: the full Buckland Park array

The fuli Buckland Park array's aperture function consists of an 11 by 11 array, 89 of whose

121 elements are non-zero. The real values assigned to the aperture function represent

the varying attenuation of the coaxial cables connecting different antennae to the central

laboratory. A graphical representation of the attenuation appears in Figure 2.11. The full

Buckland Park antenna array's power polar diagram appears in Figure 2.12. As can be seen

from the cïoss-sectional plot, the main lobe is quite symmetrica,l with a one-way half-power

halÈwidth of 4.8o. In fact, the differences between the East-West and North-South cross

sections are negügible in the off-zenith angle range of t40o. The main side lobes occur at

about 17o and 30o, and are some -22 dB less than the maximum gain at the central peak. If

the two-way radiation pattern is considered, the situation is much improved. We consider

the situation where the full array is used for transmission and reception on opposite linear

polarizations. The two-way radiation pattern can then be found by multiplying the array

function of the full array by the same array function rotated through 90o. The two-way
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Figure 2.I2: The full Buckland Park power polar diagram. Clockwise from top left, (a) The
aperture function, (b) three-dimensiona,l surface representation of the radiation pattern, (c)
Grey scale intensity plot, (d) Two cross sections through the centre of the pattãrn at right
angles. All off-zenith axis scalings are in degrees.

radiation pattern thus found is presented in Figure 2.13. Note that the main side lobes are

now suppressed by at least 45 dB compared to the central beam. The two-way half-power
half-width is reduced by approximately 1o to 3.8o and the circular symmetry of the centra,l

lobe is enhanced. The asymmetry in the main lobe of the one-way radiation pattern is due

to the difference in curvature of the single element's orthogonal cross sections. As the full
array's one--way radiation pattern is rotated by g0' before multiplication with the original
pattern, this asymmetry is removed.

Casual inspection of Figures 2.12 and 2.13 revea"ls no evidence of higher ,,orders,, of the

radiation pattern at large off-zenith angles as might be expected by analogy to diffraction
theory. Higher otders, or "grating lobes", do in fact occur at off-zenith angles less than

0

_ E-tr
N-S
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Figure 2.13: The full Buckland Park two-way power polar diagram. Panels are as indicated

in Figure 2.12.

g0o where the spacing between individual elements is larger than one wavelength. Although

this is not the case for the Buckland Park array operating at 1.98 MHz, the effective array

spacing is tripled to about $À when the array is used at 5.94 MHz. Although not central to

this work, the operation of the array at 5.94 MHz is still of some interest, and the presence

of grating lobes in the radiation pattern of the array at 5.94 MHz serves to illuminate some

aspects of the radiation patterns displayed in later sections.

2.4.4 Radiation pattern: full Buckland Park array at' 5.94 ll.{IIz

In order to begin calculating the radiation pattern of the Buckland Park array at 5.94 MHz,

we fi.rst recognise that the radiation pattern of each element in the array is no longer that

of a half-wave dipole. The elements in the array when used at their third harmonic are, of

course, |-warr" dipoles. For a derivation of the radiation pattern of a f-wave dipole similar
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Figure 2.L4: Power polar diagram of a single f-wave dipole above a perfect ground plane
The dipole is aligned with the East-West axis.

to Subsection 2.4.I, the reader is directed to Appendix A. Taking the result of Equation A.g
in Appendix A, we have

K(", þ) c( sin2
kLh

1*tan aftan B
X

,o"' ( !L\ 11 + t"" o + tun' B\
\z/lfranzcr*tanzþf \ t{tan2a )

(c'f' Equation 2.16). The radiation pattern described by Equation 4.8 appears in Figure 2.14

and may be contrasted to the radiation pattern of the dipole at 1.g8 MHz appearing in
Figure 2.8. The half-power half-width of the dipole operating at b.g4 MHz is 10o in the
direction aligned with its axis, and 44" in the orthogonal direction. This is quite similar

to the dipole at 1.98 MHz where the two corresponding measurements are B0o half-power

half-width in the parallel direction, and. 44" in the orthogonal direction. Note especially

that the f-wave dipole has not one, but three major radiation lobes located at 0o and *45o.
The two nulls in the pattern occur at about *25o and manifest themselves quite clearly in
the radiation pattern of the full array appearing in Figure 2.15. The nulls run through the
pattern in the North-South plane starting some 40o from vertical in the East-West plane

and approaching to within 25o of vertical at the pattern's mid point. The maximum depth
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Figure 2.15: The full Buckland Park power polar diagram at 5.94 MHz. Panels are as

indicated in Figure 2.12.

of the null is approximately -40 dB. The most obvious feature of the radiation pattern in

Figure 2.15 is the presence of 8 grating lobes in addition to the main lobe. These occur at

off-zenith angles, d satisfying the relation

Q= 
/À\

= arcsin (;) , (2.17)

where d is the separation between adjacent antennae. This is a simple consequence of diffrac-

tion theory, where higher orders appeil when the optical path difference between rays from

adjacent grating lines (in this case, antennae) is equal to nÀ, where n is an integer. The

calculated value of 0 for d=91.4 m and À = 50.5 m is 33.5o, and inspection of Figure 2.15

reveals that this value agrees well with the numerical model.

Grating lobes in radiation patterns are easily recognised as distinct from side lobes due

to (at least) two obvious differences.
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Firstly, each position in the pattern at which a grating lobe appears will repeat the local
pattern shape found at every other grating lobe. For a vertically-directed beam, the zeroth-
order lobe wili be in the centre of the pa,ttern, and its local pattern can bc uscd to locate

the other grating lobes' In fact, the pattern repeated at off_zenith grating lobes will not be

identical to that at the zenith since the projection of the aperture onto a plane normal to
the off-zenith direction will have a smaller area than the aperture seen from above. Thus

the pattern at off-zenith grating lobes will appear somewhat broader than at the centre due

to the reciprocity of aperture area to diffraction pattern size.

The second distinctive feature of a grating lobe is that its gain should be roughly equal to
the zeroth-order gain. Modulation of off-zenith grating lobe gains will, however, be produced

by the radiation pattern of each element. This can be seen quite clearly in Figure 2.15.

Side lobes, on the other hand, exhibit significantly less gain than the grating lobes and for
symmetrical apertures are arranged with corresponding symmetry about each grating lobe.

As stated in Subsection2.4.S,,grating lobes are not observed in radiation patterns of the

full array operating at 1.98 MHz. They are observed, however, when the dipoles in the array
are grouped together in fours (four adjacent antennae are forced to radiate with the same

phase) and the beam is tilted to an of-zenith angle of greater than about 10o. In fact the
array' when grouped in fours, exhibits grating lobes at off-zenith angles of 5bo. We examine

this effect in Subsection 2.4.5.

2.4.5 Beam steering

In order to model the efects of beam steering on the power rad-iation pattern of the array,
the phase of the field radiated from each element in the array is adjusted such that plane
waves are emitted propagating at the desired off-zenith angle. This numerical technique
is analogous to the practice of inserting cable delays between rows of antennae to produce
off-vertical beams for transmission and reception.

For a beam directed at an angle of 0 to the zenith, the fractional phase delay required
between antennae separated by a distance (, is

(2.18)

and the phase delay in radians is therefore

0sln
È

v=!"Àdela

O:r**sind. (2.le)
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direction. Panels are as indicated in Figure 2.12.

This delay is introduced to the model aperture function by multiplying the attenuation

weight of each element, le ,, by eiór where /¡ is the phase delay in radians for that element.

Since the absolute phase of the radiated signal is completely arbitrary we take zero phase

delay to occur at the origin of our coordinate system.

Appiying these principles of complex phase delay to the case of the full Buckland Park

aperture, we tilt the beam 5o off-zenith in the Eastward direction in Figure 2.16'

We note frrstly that the main lobe is indeed shifted 5o Eastwards and is marginally wider

in the E-W plane as compared to the vertical beam case. This is due to the area of the

aperture projected in the off-zenith direction being smaller than that of the full area of the

aperture as viewed from above. The beam-width in the N-S plane remains unchanged, as

does the position of the main lobe. The shape and amplitude of the side lobes appears

unchanged, apart from the 5o shift Eastwards in the E-W cross section. Thus the radiation
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pattern of the array is almost unchanged when shifted off-vertical, provided that each element

in the array is free to radiate at the correct phase. The situation is somewhat different when

groups of antennae are forced to radiate with a common phase.

If groupings of two antennae are forced to radiate with common phase, the actual phase

chosen for the two antennae is that which an antenna placed at thei¡ midpoint would need

to radiate to form a beam at the correct off-zenith position. For groupings of three and four
antennae, the unweighted average of their geometrical positions is also used to calculate the

necessary radiation phase. This, as will be demonstrated in Subsection2.4.6,has the same

effect as independently radiating antennae with random errors superimposed upon their
phases. fteçalling that only 30 soüd-state transmitter modules were available to provide

independent radiation phases for the array, groupings of two antennae per rnodule resulted.

in only 60 of the possible 89 antennae being placed in service. Thus, in this case, the radiation
pattern of the 60 antenna array when steered off-vertical would have smaller phase errors

associated with each antenna pair than would larger groupings of antennae, but would entail
using only 66% of the array in the aperture function. This smaller aperture, as we have

seen, wouÌd result in a radiation pattern with a broader main iobe, but probably with side

lobes somewhat more suppressed than would be the case with larger phase errors resulting
from larger phased groupings of antennae. Figure 2.17a presents the radiation pattern of 60

antennae selected from the full array forced to radiate in phase groupings of two and tilted
to an off-vertical angle of 5o.

As predicted, the half-power half-width of the 60 element array is larger than the full
89 element array' the increase being about 1o. The most distinctive feature of Figure 2.17a

is the loss of symmetry apparent in the pattern distribution about the main lobe. This is a
direct result of the introduction of radiation phase errors due to antenna grouping. The effect

is enhanced in Figure 2.l7aby the somewhat asymmetric aperture chosen to accommodate

the use of only 60 antennae. Examination of Figures 2.77b and, c also reveal the lessening

of side-lobe symmetry about the main peak. The half-power half-widths of the radiation
patterns in the second and third cases remain unchanged from the ungrouped case at 4.go.

The most undesirable feature of Figure 2.77ais the lessened attenuation of the major side
lobes which is now -18 dB. This is an increase of 7 dB over the attenuation level of the side
lobes in the ungrouped array which was about -25 dB. Figure 2.12b and c show minimum
side lobe attenuations of at least -23 dB, an increase over the ungrouped arrayof only 2 dB.

The conclusion from the above must be that the use of all 89 dipoles for transmission
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Figure 2.17: Radiation pattern of the Buckland Park array tilted off-vertical by 5o Bastward

and forced to radiate with common phase in groups of (a) two, (b) three and (c) four

antennae. The top three panels are orthogonal cross sections through the main lobe of the

pattern while the bottom panels are grey scale intensity contour plots of the gain of each

radiation pattern. Solid lines represent cross sections in the North-South direction whereas

dashed lines are for the East-West plane. AII unmarked axis are scaled in units of degrees

off-zenith.

offers better beam-width characteristics and side-lobe suppression than does the use of only

60 antennae. In addition, phase errors caused by larger groupings do not cause excessive

pattern distortion, at least for small off-vertical beam angles. Thus we reject the grouping

of antennae in pairs in favour of groupings in threes or fours and now explore the relative

advantages of the latter two groupings.

Although casual inspection of Figures 2.I7b and c may reveal few significant differences

in the radiation patterns of the two different antenna groupings, careful examination reveals

an anomalous lobe at -50o in the East-West cross section of Figure 2.17c. This "side lobe"

may at first appear as no more than part of the asymmetric arrangement of lobes about the

main peak but is, in fact, a grating lobe (despite its low intensity). As previously stated,

grating lobes appear in the radiation pattern when the spacing between adjacent elements

in the aperture is larger than one wavelength of the radiation transmitted. Although the

spacing between dipoles is significantly less than one wavelength at 1'98 MHz, when dipoles
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are forced to radiate with the same phase the spacing relevant to the appearance of grating
lobes is that between the centres of the common-phase radiating groups. Thus, when four
antennae are grouped together, the spacing hetween the centres of adjacent groups of four
becomes the critical parameter and is, of course, simply twice the spacing between ungrouped

elements' In the case of the Buckland Park array, the spacing between centres of adjacent
groups of four is roughly $À' Recalling Equation2.77, we expect grating lobes to appear at
angles of 55o from the main lobe when the array is phased in groups of four and tilted away
from the vertical. Thus, if the pattern is tilted 5o towards the East, then we should observe

a grating lobe at -50o (towards the West) in the radiation pattern. This is indeed the case.

As a result, we reject the use of groupings of four antennae for each transmitter module and
conclude that the optimum use of resources is the use of 30 transmitter modules individually
driving 30 groups of three antennae phased to produce a transmitter beam pointing in any
direction.

2.4.6 Radiation patterns of imperfect arrays

In this subsection we examine the effect on the array's radiation pattern of varying antenna
impedances and missing antenna elements. With an array as large as the Buckland park

MF/HF array' it is difficult to know and adjust the impedance of every element ìn the array
to perfect resonance. Since the phase angles of the antenna impedances vary on a day-to-
day basis by as much as five or ten degrees, it is, in fact, impossible to maintain the array in
exact tune' Thus we now turn our attention towards the associated distortion in the power
radiation pattern when antenna ¡eactance is non-zero.

Firstly we must characterize the antenna impedance errors most l-ikely to affect the array.
Variables such as humidity and temperature are substantially constant across the whole array
and so should produce a systematic biasing of the antenna reactances. As has been stated,
the absolute phase of radiation from the array is not important, and so systematic phase

errors will not affect the beam-pointing direction nor the beam-pattern. Severa,l factors
causing random phase errors can be identified. These include

o varying coaxial cable electrical lengths,

o non-constant ground plane height due to varying water table levels,

¡ incorrectly tuned antenna baluns and
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o slightly non-resonant antennae due to variatìons in dipole length.

Whatever the cause of eventual phase error, we model random phase errors with a normal

distribution with adjustable standard deviation. The phase of the radiation at each element

is adjusted by this random factor and the resulting radiation pattern determined. After

examining different magnitudes of phase error, it became apparent that little or no effect is

observed when the standard deviation of the normally distributed errors is less than about

20o. Even so, no asymmetry is observed in the main lobe of the pattern at the o = 20o level,

although significant randomization of the side-lobe pattern is quite clear with the side-lobe

attenuation also suffering by about 7 dB. In fact, the main lobe is unaffected to the extent

that its half-power half-width remains unchanged at 4.8o. Figure 2.18 depicts the radiation

pattern of the array with each element subjected to random phase errors distributed normally

with a standard deviation of 20o. It should be noted that although the relative intensities

of main beam and side lobes are only affected by a small amount, the absolute gain of the

main lobe is aiso about 3 dB less than that of the array radiation pattern when free from

random phase errors.

An equally unpleasant reality to the occurrence of random phase ertors in the array is

the tendency of elements to periodically break and remove themselves from the aperture

function. In Figure 2.19, a total of 11 elements have been removed to simulate an array

in a state of some disrepair. Although the side-lobe suppression has suffered by about 2

dB, it is apparent that the radiation pattern of the remaining elements in the array is quite

satisfactory, with the main lobe's half-power half-width unaffected at 4.8o. Clearly, the

only significant effect is the randomization of the side-lobe pattern as was the case with the

rand.om antenna phase errors above. We may therefore conclude that, although the existence

of damaged or broken elements is undesirable, the presence of at least a few such antennae

does not have a major deleterious effect upon the array's radiation pattern.

2.5 Hardware Required For Tlansmission

Although the transmitter modules to be used in the new 30 channel transmitter system only

required minor modifi,cation from those used in previous spaced-antenna radar systems,

certain unique sections of hardware were required to enable the new system to operate.

Since in the spaced-antenna radar transmitter system all 10 modules transmit in phase,

their outputs are brought together and combined in one filter/combiner unit. The module
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Figure 2.18: The full Buckland Park power polar diagram with normally distributed random
phase errors with a standard deviation of 20o.

output, which is an amplitude-modulated square wave with Gaussian envelope shape (see

Figure 2.20) and a carrier frequency of 1.98 MHz, must be flltered to remove the strong
odd harmonics present. The third harmonic, in particular, must be attenuated by about
50 dB to 60 dB to minimize interference in other HF radio communication bands. In the
spaced-antenna transmitter, one filter capable of processing a total of 25 kW is used for this
purpose' but for the new Doppler radar a total of thirty 2.5 kW filters were needed. The
following subsection details some of the design considerations of these new filters.

2.5.L Filter design

Before any consideration can be given to fiiter design, certain parameters of the environment
in which the fllter is to operate must be specified. Many of these parameters are set by the
powel amplification (PA) module, while others are set by the load ultimately driven. We
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Figure 2.19: The full Buckland Park power polar diagram with 11 elements randomly omit-

ted

begin this subsection with an overview of the PA module characteristics.

The PA modules used were "class D" switching amplifiers utilizing state-of-the-art com-

plementary pov/er MOSFETs. As such, the PA modules are not linear amplifiers and simply

provide an amplified and modulated square wave which must then be filtered. The modules

are driven by a square-wave RF drive signal at a frequency of 1.98 MHz. The amplified

pulse modulation is adjustable, and is usually modifled to be as nearly Gaussian in shape as

possible. The transmitted bandwidth is less than 200 kIJz when the minimum pulse width

of about 15 ¡,rs is used (see Figure 2.20). The output impedance of the modules is iess than

10 O, while the best performance of the module is achieved with the PA driving a load of

50 O of pure resistance. The peak output of such a 2.5 kW amplifier driving a 50 Q load

is about 500 V. This is an important consideration in terms of component breakdown and

nonlinearity of magnetic materials.

. E-T
N-S
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16 pz

Figure 2.20: The solid-state PA module pulse shape

Any filter considered for use with the new Buckland Park Doppler radar is required to
fulfill 6 conditions. These a¡e:

1. It must attenuate the 3rd harmonic of the 1.98 MHz square wave by a tota.l of at least

50 dB

2. It must achieve this attenuation with a bandwidth of about 200 k]Hz

3. Its components must withstand the high RF voltages associated with resonant circuits

4. Its electrical characteristics must be thermally stable to avoid phase and resonance

drift.

5. Its input impedance must be 50 O

6. It must match the impedance of the eventual load chosen to its 50 O input.

Three fundamentally different filter designs weïe considered and each appears in Fig-
.ffie2.27' Note that all three contain only passive components and that the level of complexity

of the fllters is similar. We do note, however, that the filter depicted in Figure 2.2\c uti¡zes
the fewest components (especially wire-wound magnetic materia,ls) and as such would be

favoured given all other specifrcations being met. Marshall [1928] provides amore complete

survey of fllters suitable for this application. The first design considered appears in Fig_

we 2.2Ia (excluding the components enclosed by the dotted-line rectangle) and is simply
a series LC resonant circuit tuned to a frequency of 1.98 MHz followed by an impedance

matching transformer. The filter was constructed, and although this design showed some
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Figure 2.21: Filter types considered for the class-D PA modules. (a) Series LC circuit tuned

to 1.98 MHz with a 50 Q to 25 O impedance match. (b) Quarter wave line with series

LC circuits to ground tuned to the 3rd and 5th harmonics and then matched to 25 O. (.)
Inductor-capacitor-inductor "T" filter with built in matching. Note that the dotted boxes

enclosing components denote later modiflcations tried with the fllters.

promise, it soon became apparent that in order to achieve the attenuation of the 3rd har-

monic required, the quaüty factor (Q) of the resonant circuit would have tò be well in excess

of 10.

A practical difrculty with circuits employing such high Q's is that they are extremely

hard to tune. For example, minute changes in the placement of turns on the magnetic

material alter the capacitive coupling between turns and hence influence the centre frequency

of the resonant LC pair. In fact, the presence of a human hand near the inductor changes

the magnetic permeability of the "free space" near the magnetic material making tuning

impractical. It was decided to avoid these high Q circuits. The design was subsequently

altered to include a parallel LC combination resonant at the 3rd harmonic and in series with

the original series LC circuit. In contrast to the series resonance, the parallel resonant circuit

50c¿

25f)

; 3rd

Æ
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Figure 2.22: The equivalent circuit of the,,T" f.lter.

presents a high impedance to the frequency components for wtrich it is tuned. With both

tesonant circuits possessing a Q of 10, the total attenuation of the 3rd harmonic increased

to about 36 dB. The main disadvantage with this design was the number of components

required to transmit the full 10 A peak RF current without breakdown. In addition, the

capacitors and inductors were required to withstand a potential of up to 5 kV without arcing

or conducting. At this point the design was, at least temporarily, shelved.

The next filter considered is depicted in Figure 2.27b.In this case a 5.g4MHz quarter-
wave transmission line is included in series with the output of the module. The quarteï-wave

Iine has the effect of presenting an impedance to the PA module which is the ,,reciprocal" of
whatever impedance lies at its terminationl. Thus, by placing alow impedance (for the Brd

harmonic) at its termination, the module will perceive a very high impedance at 5.g4 MHz.

Little power, then, will be transmitted at 5.94 MHz, allowing the fundamental frequency to
dominate. The quarter-wave line at the 3rd harmonic becomes a f; wave line at the 5th
harmonic and so on. Therefore similar tuned circuits to ground can be employed at each

of the higher odd harmonics until the required attenuation is achieved. The flltered output
is then impedance matched to 25 O using a 50 l) to 25 Q transformer. The design was

abandoned without actual construction due to the large amount of coaxial cable (g.3 m for
each filter) needed for the quarter-wave lìnes, and the ielatively large numbe¡ of resonant

circuits required to be tuned to each odd harmonic.

The last filter design considered is shown in Figure 2.27c. Here a "T" type fllter consisting

of 2 inductors and a capacitor provides both attenuation and impedance matching. Although

at first glance the circuit appears uncomplicated, it turns out to be reasonably difficult to
analyse mathematically. Consideration of the equivalent circuit shown in Figure 2.22 yields

two equations in two unknowns. These are

RrxS R.R?.+ R"(X2¡ xz)z

lThe quarter-wave line is simply an impedance shifter which changes the impedance attached at one end
to a different one at its other end as indicated by a Smith chart.
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and

X"(R'r+X3+XzXs) QR"(R'r * (x, + x3)') , (2.20)

where RL, Xt-, X2 and X3 are defined in Figure 2.22, Ro is the desired input resistance of

the filter, and Q is the required Q of the filter. These, after some manipulation, yield two

simultaneous equations in X2 and X3,

Xz

and

X2

-Xs I R7

-(x3 - 2QR.Xs + 
^/Ã

in*¿-'
(2.2r)2(h - Q R.)

where

A = (x3 - 2eR.x3)' - n(x"- QR.)(R?,xs - QR.R'"- Qn"xï . (2.22)

At this stage a numerical solution was employed taking into account the additional factor

of the output impedance of the PA module. This was measured at approximately 10 Q.

Altering the input parameters Q, Xt, X2 and X3, and constraining the input impedance to

be 50 O pure resistance at 1.98 MHz for a 25 Q load, the attenuation of the 3rd harmonic

for a bandrvidth of 200k]ilz was calculated to be 48 dB. The calcu-lated reactances were

X1 = 250.00,

X2 = 178'5 O

and

Xz = -107.10, (2.23)

with a resulting quality factor Q, of 5. The only negative teactance turns out to be X3 which

is, as assumed, a capacitor with X1 and X2 both being inductors. The component values,

and the peak voltages appearing across them when the PA modules are active appear below:

Lt : 20.1¡t'E

L2 = I4.3 ¡tH

C3 : 751PF

Vt : 2.06 kV

V2 = 2.08 kV

Vz = 2.10 kV (2.24)
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Figure 2'23: The response functions of the "T" filter showing (a) attenuation, (b) the output
phase and (c) the input impedance. The solid üne in (c) represents the resistive component
of the input impedance while the dashed line represents the reactive component.

Given that the 3rd harmonic of a square wave is nearly 10 dB down on the fundamental

frequency, a filter attenuation of 48 dB gives a total attenuation of almost 60 dB which is more

than adequate for our application. Figure2.23 displays the relevant filter characteristics from

500 kHz to 7 MHz including the 3 dB cutoff points of the filter and the 200 kgz bandwidth.

Note that in Figure 2.23a,the 3 dB cutoffpoints of the fllter almost exactly match the width
of the horizontal line which spans 200kl/rz of the frequency axis and is centred on 1.gg MHz.

The filter was constructed using the component values enumerated above with some con-

sideration given to suppression of high voltage arcing and the resulting component break-

down' The 751 pF capacitor was composed of seven silvered-mica capacitors connected in

series such that the peak voltage drop across each capacitor did not exceed that compo-

nent's specification. The inductors were wound using 26 turns for .t1 and 31 turns for L2 on

two type 225A(2) iron powder toroidal cores with taps provided to t4 turns for fine tuning

purposes. The toroids were covered with a triple layer of electrical insulation tape to pre-

vent the 2 kV potential difference across the inductors from arcing through the iron powder

cores. The critical factor to be considered when utilizing any magnetic material is the peak

zoo tÈ
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magnetic f.ux density to which the material is expected to be subjectecl' Although magnetic

materials have well defined saturation levels beyond which the core can be magnetized no

further, some nonünearity in their response is observed at much lower flux levels. For the

particular iron powder toroids used, the percentage of initial permeability of the core at a

magnetic flux density of 5 x 10-2 T is about I02%. Thus it is desirable for the purposes of

the filter's linearity that the peak flux density within the cores is kept well below this level.

The calculated peak flux density for the two toroids used in this fllter design were 2.8 x 1ö2 T

and 3.3 x 1õ2 T for L1 and L2 respectìvely. This was considered to be acceptable.

After construction the filter was loaded with a 25 0 pure resistance and tuned bv selecting

the tap on Ll which resulted in the smallest reactive component at the input of the filter. A

signal generator operating at a frequency of 5.94 MHz was used in conjunction with a CRO

to measure the attenuation of the filter at the 3rd harmonic. The result of 42 dB was within

expectations and again considered acceptable'

The frlter was then attached to the output of a single solid-state transmitter module

triggered at a PRF of 80 Hz. The same 25 f) dummy load was connected to the output of

the fllter and the filtered transmitter pulse monitored using a spectrum analyser. Careful

measurement of the attenuation of the fliter at the 3rd harmonic revealed that the signal

level at 5.g4 MHz was only 36 dB less than that measured at 1.98 MHz' This result was all

the more p1zzlng given that the 3rd harmonic output from the module should have been

approximately 10 dB iess than the fundamental frequency before filtering, yielding a total

attenuation of about 52 dB'

Eventually it was discovered that the PA module, driving a high impedance at 5.94 MHz,

was no longer producing a square wave and the level of the 3rd harmonic was enhanced by

about 20 dB. Thus the filter was, in fact, successfully attenuating the output level of the PA

module at the 3rd harmonic by 42 dB, but the enhancement produced by the PA module

was effectively negating some of this attenuation.

Several modifications to the "T" filter were tested before the design depicted in Fig-

we 2.2Ic was found satisfactory. The series tuned circuit to ground effectively loads the 3rd

harmonic sufficiently that the PA module does not enhance the signal at 5.94 MHz and the

load is sufñciently small that little or no power is consumed at 5.94 MHz' The attenuation of

the 3rd harmonic when measured relative to the fundamental frequency across the dummy

load was found in this case to be 52 dB.

Although the basic design of the fllter detailed above was found satisfactory, several small
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changes were necessary in order that it could be included in the overall transmitter design.

The easiest of these was the addition of a one turn seconclary on the second inductor, -L2.

The purpose of the secondary was to provide a voltage sample which was in phase with the

current in the inductor' and hence was tepresentative of the phase of the signal transmitted
to the antenna. Using this sample, the phase of each individual module could be checked

and suitable action taken to ensure that all 30 modules were transmitting in phase. This
phase check would also compensate for the unpredictable phase propagation delay inherent

in the fllter. Design of the phase-control modules is detailed in Subsection ù.5.2.

A later addition to the filter boards "¿ìs a transmit/receive (TR) switch. This ensures

that the receiver inputs are isolated during the period that the pulse is transmitted and

enables the receivers to remain unsaturated. The TR switch utilizes PIN diodes and lumped

circuit quarter-wave lines to achieve the degree of isolation of the receiver inputs required

while allowing the powerful transmitter pulse to reach the antenna. Inherent in the TR
switch design is a quarter-wave line at 1.98 MHz to earth via two PIN diodes which, at

1.98 MHz, appears to the filter output as a high impedance, but at higher frequencies be-

comes a progressively lower impedance. This quarter-wave line obviates the need for the

series LC circuit tuned to 5.94 MHz to ground inclucled in the prototype, and has the advan-

tage that higher harmonics than the 3rd a¡e also affected. Although research was conducted

into some early designs, the flnal form of the 'IR switches did not form a major part of this
work and, as such, their design process is not included here. For completeness, a diagram of
the final filter/TR design appears in Figure 2.24.

2.5.2 Phase-control modules

Of primary importance in the design of the new Adelaide MF/HF Doppler radar was the

ability of the radar beam to be steered electronically off-zenith in any direction and at any

angle. To achieve this steerability, electronic phase-control modules were required which
would allow the transmitted phase of each individual PA module to be monitored and ad-
justed. The basic elements of the design were

. a means of driving the PA module at a specified phase,

. a means of sensing the phase of the pA module's output,

. a means of adjusting the phase of the pA module's output, and
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Figure 2.24: The final design of the frlter/TR circuit as used in the 30 channel solid-state

transmitter. Note that D1 --- D+ are 400 V ultra-fast diodes of type BYTO3-400.

. a means of comparing the phase produced by the PA module to the desired phase.

The PA modules are driven by a 15 V square-wave signal which is generated ultimately

by the master oscillator in the receiving equipment. In the normal 10 channel spaced antenna

transmitter arrangement, the drive signal is split a total of 10 ways and each PA module is

therefore presented with a drive signal of identical phase. By changing the phase of each

individual drive signal relative to the master teference's phase, the signals produced by each

module can be adjusted such that they are all in phase or, alternatively, each module can be

adjusted such that it has a specified phase lag relative to the master reference.

The three central components of the phase-control module are the delay circuitry, the

phase comparator and the counting logic for the delay step. A block diagram of the phase-

control module appears in Figure 2.25.

The phase-control (PC) modules were designed to operate in two modes. Firstly, a phase-

zero check would be performed to ensure that the PA modules were radiating in phase with
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Figure 2.25: Block diagram of the phase-control module.

the master reference. Secondly, the PC module would accept a number of shift instructions

from the interface control intended to move the phase produced by the pA mo<1ule a certain
number of radians A,S, away from the master reference. The procedure used for a phase-

zero attempt was as follows; the PA module was triggered at 100 Hz and a sample of the
current in the "T" fllter (see Subsection 2.5.1) was supplied to the PC module and clamped

between 0 V and *5 V using a total of six diodes. Since the amplitude of the current sample

was about 80 V, the quality of the square wave produced was quite high, and the errors in
the zero crossing were thought to be negligible. The "squared-up" current sample was then

"Exclusive ORed" with a buffered sample of the master reference. The result was, in general,

a square wave of variable mark-to-space ratio which would theoreticaJly become a constant

DC level at zero volts when the two signals were perfectly in-phase. In practice, of course,

some noise contributed to the process and a constant DC level slightly above zero volts was

observed. For phase differences of 180o, the output of the exclusive-or gate was a DC level of
+5 V. This square wave was then low-pass flltered by a simple LCR combination to smooth
each individual peak into a representative DC level. A sample-and-hold device gated for
10 ¡-r,s in the centre of each transmitted pulse was used to store this representative DC level

for comparison with a pre-set, adjustable threshold level. The output of the comparator was

then high (+¡ V) when the DC level was above the threshold, and low (0 V) when below.

This "error state" was used to gate a logic pulse delayed from the falling edge of the trigger
by 100 ¡.rs to the phase delay counting logic which would, if triggered, count to the next
delay step for the next transmitter pulse. The phase delay selected by the counting logic
was implemented by taking one of three references derived from the master phase reference,

each separated by 60o' The particular reference selected was then delayed by between g ns

and 84 ns by a three-bit programmable delay üne with a total of Z delay steps, and then fed

to a series of gates designed to invert the signal if desired. Thus a total of 42 phase delay

36t

Filter

to
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steps were available, each separated approximately by 8.6o in phase (see Subsection 2.3.6).

The threshold level is set such that only the phase step which creates a (nearly) perfectly

in-phase master reference signal and current sample will allow the error state line to fall low.

Thus, in theory, a maximum of 42 pulses are required to achieve the "phase-zeroed" state.

This, at a PRF of 100 Hz, takes less than one-half of one second, and as ali 30 modules are

phase-zeroed in parallel, the PC modules are then free to receive phase-shift information

from the radar controller.

The phase-shifting information is in the form of a series of pulses equal to the desired

number of phase steps to shift off phase-zero. These are transmitted by the radar controller

to each module in order. Thus, if a PA module is to transmit pulses whose phases lag behind

the master phase reference by 16o, then it will receive two pulses after it is phase-zeroed.

The phase correction circuitry is not active during normal operation, and so the fact that

the current sample from the PA module is no longer in phase with the master reference is of

no consequence.

The eventual state of the phase delay counter after a phase--zero process is read back

to the computer via the radar controller, as is a logic level which is set if the phase was

successfully zeroed. This number is recorded for each module and enables any faults in the

hardware to be quickly discovered. Such faults include damaged modules, de-tuned filters,

and broken antennae. Since the phase of the current leaving the fllter will depend partly

on the impedance of the load driven (the antenna), any variation in this impedance can be

detected by monitoring the phase step needed for the PC module to phase-zero. Therefore

the system can be used in part to ensure that the antenna array is in complete working

order.

A prototype of the phase-control module was built on a printed circuit board designed

and constructed by the author and tested with a PA module driving a dummy load. The

load's impedance was matched by a "T" fllter with the current sample taken from the second

inductor (see Subsection 2.5.1). First, the phase of the signal present across the dummy load

was compared to that of the main reference signal and found to be some 120o out of phase.

Second, the phase-zero enable input of the PC module was held high while the module was

triggered at 80 Hz. The relative phases of the voltage across the dummy load and the master

reference signal were compared and found to change on each pulse until the two were exactly

in phase at which point the relative phase shift was observed to cease. Third, the phase zero

enable input was taken low after which the phase step input was triggered while again the
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relative phase of the load and reference voltages was observed. At each pulse the load signal

was retarded by some 8o relative to the master reference. The testing of the prototype rvas

considered to be successful.

As with the filter/TR switches some minor design changes were required to integrate

the phase-control modules with the rest of the transmission system. In the case of the pC

modules, it was decided to include the faciiity for the phase-delay step required. to zero

the phase of PC module to be recorded by the transmitter-computer interface. Many other

"teething" problems were rectified before the clesign was f.nalized, but these have little direct

bearing upon this work.

2.5.3 Baluns

As stated in Section 2.3,the original antenna baluns were not suitable for use with the high

transrnitter powers to be produced by the new radar system. An additional motivation for

the redesign of the baluns for the new radar was the large number of maintenance problems

associated with the oid baluns. Due to poor sealing, inadequately mounted components and

poorly selected components, malfunctioning baluns accounted for somewhere near 50% of

antenna failures. To eliminate this acute problem, much time and thought was given to the

new balun design. The following points were addressed:

¡ Problem: Water penetrating the metal balun boxes due to poor sealing corrode¿ com-

ponents and solder joints within the box and migrated into the air cored dielectric

coaxial cable.

Solution: The new ba,lun boxes procured were of UV-stabilized plastic construction

with rubber-gasketed tight-fitting lìds providing a water proof seal. In the event of

condensation forming inside the box two large holes (used for the entry of the coaxial

cable) were left unsealed in the bottom of the box allowing for ample drainage. A

solid-dielectric coaxial cable was used to replace the air-cored variety from the ground

to the top of the antenna poles which prevented any water from entering the cables.

o Problem: The replacement of broken "feeder" wires from the balun to the antenna was

a time consuming and difficult task.

Solution: Larger diameter multi-cored feeder wires were used with eyelet type solder

lug terminals attached to one end. These could be removed from, and reattached to

the balun box quite quickly using a spanner. In addition the larger diameter feed.ers
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were not as susceptible to mechanical fatigue.

¡ Problem: Poorly mounted components tended to fail with vibrational fatigue.

Solution: All components within the balun box were securely mounted upon a purpose-

built printed circuit board (PCB). The board layout included large conductive pads

used to surface-mount various numbers of capacitors while the balun was in service to

allow for tuning of each individual antenna.

o Problem: Baluns were becoming detached from the antenna poles due to inadequate

mounting.

Solution: The galvanized nails penetrating into the wooden antenna poles were replaced

with stainless steel banding straps wrapped fully around the pole at top and bottom

of each balun box.

o Problem: Coaxial cable entering the bottom of the balun box was difficult to disconnect

for tuning purposes and required the use of a soldering iron.

Solution: BNC plugs were used on the end of the coaxial cable with right-angle "elbow"

BNC sockets mounted on the new balun PCB.

¡ Problem: Existing method of isolation between 1.98 MHz and 5.94 MHz operation was

inadequate for use with high transmitted power.

Solution: Incorporate high-current relays driven by DC voltages superimposed on the

RF signal on one of the antenna polarizations to enable mechanical switching between

1.98 MHz and 5.94 MHz.

¡ Problem: Existing baluns would saturate and break down with the high transmitted

po'wer expected.

Solution: Redesign baiun with different magnetic materials and number of windings

on the core.

As with all components designed or redesigned for use with the new transmitting system,

several design options for the baluns were considered before a flnal prototype was constructed.

The starting point for the design was (apart from those considerations listed above) that the

antenna impedance was 26 0 at 1.98 MHz with little or no reactive component' and that

the balun must be capable of operating at both 1.98 MHz and 5.94 MHz.

The first design considered appears in Figure 2.26a. The motivation behind this design

was the avoidance of any tuning capacitors in the balun. Most baluns possess a significant
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Figure 2.26: Two balun designs considered for use with the high transmission powers ex-
pected with the new PA modules.

amount of leakage inductance as a result of magnetic field lines produced by the primary
winding not linking the secondary winding. The balun shown in Figure 2.26a does not
share this problem, ancl for this reason the signal from thc coaxial cable is fed directly i¡to
the primary winding via a relay. The relay is energized by placing a DC level of 24 V on

the coaxial cable upon which the 300 V RF transmitter pulse is superimposed. The RF
component is filtered out on the earthed side of the primary winding by use of a low-pass

LC combination allowing the DC component to reach the relay coii. The relay is energized

for 5.94 MHz operation, but is unenergized in its normal position for use at 1.gg MHz.

The design was abandoned relatively quickly due to two serious problems. First, in
order for the leakage inductance to remain neglìgible it was only possible for the impedance

transformation of the balun to take on certain values such as 1:1 or 4:1. Since the balun

flnally chosen needed to match impedances in the ratio 3:1 the design was unsuitable. The
second problem related to the continuance of the DC current used for switching between the
two primary taps for 1.98 MHz and 5.94MHz operation. As the relay was energized and

began to switch, a momentary interruption to the DC current would occur, possibly causing

the relay to cease switching and return to its unenergized state. This, though, would restore

the DC current to the relay coil, and cause to relay to begin switching again. Depending

upon the mechanical inertia of the relay switching arm and the time constant of the circuit
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Table 2.2: Some electrical characteristics of the balun design chosen for the new Buckland

Park radar.

1.98 MHz 5.94 MHz

pedance transformation 28Q L 0o--- 80 Q 123" 97 Q L 0o--* 76 Q L34o

Leakage inductance 27Q187' 46Q 187'
Magnetizing reactance 1.1k o / 70' 600 0 L -7t"

Balance 1.4% difference 1.4% difference

Tuned input impedance 73.6 0 / 0" 63Q1.00

including the balun windings, a relaxation osciliation may result.

The second design appears in Figure 2.26b. This balun design returns to that originally

incorporated in the Buckland Park radar and abandons the aim of avoiding leakage induc-

tance from the transformer. Thus, the design requires the use of tuning capacitors whose

specifications permit relatively high RF currents and voltages. As was incorporated in the

"T" filter, silvered-mica capacitors were used in the balun for tuning purposes. As with

the older balun, a tapped primary winding provides for different impedance matching at

1.98 MHz and 5.94 MHz. The two major differences between the older balun and the new

design are the change in the type of magnetic material used in the impedance transformer,

and the use of a sealed mechanical relay to change between the taps on the primary winding.

The balun transformer was wound on an "8" c.ore type EA-77-625 fitted with a I mm air

gap. The "A¿" value2 of the magnetic core with the air gap in place is 8000 ¡lH per hundred

turns. The transformer section of the balun was constructed ensuring that the secondary was

wound bi-filar and several electrical characteristics measured. These appear in Table 2.2.

The most important figure of merit shown in Table 2.2 is the impedance transformation.

As can be seen, the balun presents an impedance of about 74 Q aI 1.98 MHz after the effect

of the leakage inductance is removed. This was considered entirely satisfactory. The leakage

inductance of 27 Q at 1.98 MHz was also considered small enough to have little or no effect

on the balun's bandwidth for the purposes of a dual frequency Doppler radar. In all, 178

such baluns were wound (with considerable assistance from technical staff) and mounted

in pairs in 89 plastic boxes containing the baluns, tuning capacitors and relays on a single

printed-circuit board. The boxes were gradually installed at the Buckland Park field site

where, at the time of writing, 30 antenna poles had been completed. The initia,l 30 antenna

'Th. "A¿" value of a magnetic material is a measure of the number of turns of wire around the material
required to achieve a certain inductance value.
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poles targeted for upgrading were selected in preparation for a pilot transmission experiment

the results of which are reported in Chapter 4,

2.6 fnterim 8 Channel Receiver System

In 1991, a large scale refurbishment and upgrading of the 5 channel Buckland park receiver
system was undertaken with the following points in mind:

o the cxtension of the 5 channel system to il,s full potential of 8 channels,

o the replacement of the master frequency synthesis unit with a modern, digitally-driven
unit,

o realignment and tuning of the (now) 8 receivers with a new intermediate frequency

(IF) of 495 kldz as opposed to the old IF of 450 kHz,

o matching the IF output levels of the 8 receivers to the 8 signal processor boards,

o matching the gain of the in-phase and quadrature ampliflers on the signal processor

boards,

o incorporating a computer-controlled receiver phase check facility,

o tracing and eliminating anomalous signal voltage level variations related to earth loop
problems,

o upgrading the computer interface to cope with the increased data rate,

o replacing the range marker hardware with a more modern version and

o rewriting and debugging the data acquisition software.

2.6.1 Extension to 8 channels

Although the original design of the 5 channel radar receiver system incorporated the facility
to upgrade to 8 channels, many practical problems impeded such activity. The first task
undertaken was to locate the additional three receivers and signal processors. This was

accomplished with relative ease although the equipment recovered. had in some cases never
been tested, and in others had been constructed to operate at 5.g4 MHz. Such was the
age of the receiver design that capacitors used in tuned circuits had signiflcant temperature
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Table 2.J: Some measured characteristics of the old coherent receivers (With thanks to John

Smith).

Parameter Rx1 Rx2 Rx3 Rx4 Rx5 Rx6 Rx7 Rx8

width kHz 31 29 28 29 28 31 28 30

Linearity 5% 2.5% 0% 5% 7.5% 5% 2.5% 2.5%

S/N at I p,Y t dB) 4 3 3.5 3 4 3 2.5 1.8

RF gain control ratio 13:1 13:1 13:1 13:1 16:1 6.5:1 6.5:1 16:1

IF gain control ratio 48:1 26:l 25:l 42:l 46:1 62:7 60:1 30:1

In ut impedance o 66 58 58 58 58 58 42 66

coefficients. All capacitors used in tuned circuits on all 8 receivers were immediately replaced

with zero temperature coef6.cient ceramic types. Such modifications necessitated the retuning

of all Z tuned. circuits on each of the 8 receivers. The receivers were tested by feeding a swept

frequency centred on 1.98 MHz into the RF input of the receiver with an externally generated

local oscillator frequency (LO) of 2.75 MHz. The resulting IF output of 495 kHz was displayed

on a CRO synchronised to the frequency sweep, which allowed the measurement of the

bandwidth of the receiver and its realignment by trial-and-error adjustment of the 7 tuned

circuits. After the retuning was completed the absolute gains of the 8 receivers were checked

for various externally-controlled RF and IF gain settings. This measurement resulted in the

replacement of several faulty FETs responsible for mixing and amplification in the receiver

front-end. During this activity many faults and defects were discovered in the receivers

ranging from hair-Iine breaks in tracks on the PCB's, to unshielded or ungrounded RF

signals on small-diameter coaxial cable on the receiver board. Once all such faults were

rectifred, several aspects of the operational performance of the receivers were examined with

the results appearing in Table 2.3.

2.6.2 Signalprocessors

Three extra signal-processor boards were located and a general inspection carried out. A

block diagram of the signal processor design is included in Figure 2.27.

As the 8 signal-processor boards ranged in age over several design revisions it was nec-

essary to bring the older boards up to current specification. As with the receivers' many

faults were located and rectifred ranging from the ubiquitous broken tracks on the PCB, to

uncommitted inputs on CMOS iogic integrated circuits.

The IF input amplitude had hitherto been matched to each individual receiver by different
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Figure 2.27: L block diagram of the receiver signal processing board. The centre frequency
of the IF signal is 495 kHz and the gain of each channel is about 15 dB.

input signal attenuators on each signal-processor board. Since the refurbished receiver IF
output levels did not vary substantially from receiver to receiver, it was decided in the interest
of uniformity to use identical attenuators in each signal-processoï board.. The gains of the
in-phase and quadrature amplifier channels were checked by using an externally-supplied,

unlocked signal at approximately 495 kHz as an IF input, and monitoring the amplifier
outputs on a CRO set in the x-y mode. The frequency difference between the input IF signal

and a phase-locked signal caused constantly varying in-phase and quadrature signals which

described sinusoids whose frequency was equal to that of the original frequency difference,

and whose phase relationship was a constant g0o. For amplifrers of equal gain and phase

delay (and for mixers of equal insertion loss) the two output signals should be of exactly
equal magnitude, and when displayed using the orthogonal x-y mode should describe perfect

circles. It was quite clear from this observation that the gains of the amplifiers in the two
mixing channels were, in some cases, radically different, with ellipses of varying axial ratios
displayed for the 8 digitizers. The problem was solved by trimming the gains on the ampJifiers

to yield equal RMS outputs from identical input voltages as measured by a highly accurate

(1 in 106) digital volt-meter.
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2.6.3 Phase check facilitY

To gain some knowledge of the phase propagation differences between receivers it was neces-

sary to monitor the outputs of the signal-processor boards while a phase-locked, zero-beat-

frequency signal was fed into the 8 receiver RF inputs. To make this possible' a new frequency

synthesis unit capable of producing such a phase-locked signal was incorporated in the re-

ceiver system. To enable automatic phase-monitoring, additional hardware was required,

including an 8-way power splitter and a means of remotely selecting the test signal level for

different receiver gains. Significant modiflcations to the software were also required. The

receiver phase check sequence occurs at the beginning of a data set and typically takes about

one second to complete. The phase of the retarded output is read from the signal-processor

boards and averaged over many samples to form a representative phase-delay frgure. This

flgure is saved. in the data "house keeping" information block as a twc-byte integer which is

actually ten times larger than the true phase angle to achieve a one decimal place accuracy.

If required, the raw phase check information can be saved in a data block preceding the

actual raw data itself. This facility is a valuable debugging tool for cases where input signals

or reference signals are not satisfactory and cause the receivers' absolute phase to vary from

data point to data point. Such a situation was observed during laboratory testing of the

phase test hardware and led to significant fault finding work being carried out and eventually

minimization, if not elimination, of several elusive earth loops. This work appears in the

following subsection.

2.6.4 Earth loops

Once the receiver and signal processor problems had been addressed the radar receiver system

was ïeassembled along with the new frequency synthesis unit, range marker and phase test

hardware. Phase test data were taken over vatious lengths of time from periods of 2 min

up to periods of 30 hr. By plotting the phase of the signal processor outputs for each data

point sequentially in time it was quickly noticed that spurious and instantaneous changes

in phase were occurring at apparently random time intervals. These "phase jumps" often

occurred simultaneousiy in more than one receivet and sometimes occurred in all 8. At times,

however, only one receiver was affected.

Eventually it was discovered that mechanical agitation of the equipment reproduced the

phase jumps with some repeatability and, after the possibility of intermittent connector or
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cable faults was efiminated, it wa,s speculated that multiple earthing paths might exist within
the chassis and equipment rack.

Precautionary measures were taken to climinate any earth loops wiLlLin lhe chassis by

ensuring that all front panels were isolated from the electrical earth on the attached circuit
board and were reliably connected to the earthed equipment rack. This was done by using

countetsunk conductive screws in specially routed holes in the anodised equipment chassis.

In addition, individual chassis were securely grounded by the use of a large copper braided

strap c<-rrtrtected to the power supply earth. These measures resulted in a much reduced

frequency and magnitude of spurious phase excursion.

Eventually the phase excursions were eliminated entirely by modifying a multiply-earthed
signal slLield between the front and back end of the receivers. The shield consisted of a
plate projecting vertically from the surface of the receiver board to a height of 3 cm, and

extending its entire width. The plate was grounded by conductive bolts anchored through

the boards surface and in contact with the local electrical earth. In addition to this shield on

the receiver board aluminium plates were mounted in the equipment chassis between each

receiver in such a way that mechanical contact was made with the receiver,s shield when

the receiver board was inserted in the chassis. Since the chassis was earthed this additional
contact created multiple paths to ground which were somewhat unreliable. By placing stress

on the equipment rack slight movement would occur and the contact resistance between the
two shielding plates could be affected. Signal voltage levels related to local earths could then
change relative to earthing points elsewhere in the equipment and. a change in the measured

phase (which is simply the arctangent of the ratio of the quadrature to in-phase signal level)
would resu-lt.

The problem was alleviated by isolating the shield on the receiver board from earth and
using non-conductive nylon anchoring bolts. Anomalous phase excursions were no longer

observed even with vigorous mechanical agitation applied to the equipment rack.

2.7 Pilot 10 Channel Ttansmitting System

Final design and integration of the 10 channel transmitter subsystem was substantiaJly car-

ried out by an external contractor with extensive consultation with the author. The subsys-

tem integrates 10 power amplification modules, 10 phase-control modules, 10 filter/TR mod-

ules, a cooling fan unit, a power supply and a transmitter cont¡ol interface. The transmitter
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Figure 2.28: A block diagram of the 10 channel transmitting system with interaction to other

10 channel transmitting subsystems indicated.

control interface is resident in only one of the transmitter subsystems as it is responsible for

control and information flow to all three racks. A block diagram of the transmitter system

showing the relationship between these different modules appears in Figure 2.28. Each 10

channel subsystem is easily portable to other field sites and may be used as a stand-alone

transmitting system for any existing antenna amay. Usage of the transmitter subsystems in

this way may necessitate the construction of some additional hardware (such as antenna tuner

units etc.) which, in general, will be dependent on the local antenna atray's characteristics.

For the Buckland Park array, implementation of the 30 channel transmitting/10 channel

receiving system required the replacement of the original two patch boards with a total of

three new patch boards. As was the case with the original patch board design, two new

patch boards (fltted with BNC instead of Belling-Lee connectors) are connected directly

to the antenna array. It is on these two patch boards that the antenna configuration for

transmission is selected, and hence they are named the transmission patch boards. The

transmission patch boards are also used to measure the impedances of the antennae.

Groups of antennae may be connected to receivers in one of two different ways. If it

is desired that each receiver be connected to the same antennae as the corresponding PA

modules, then the receivers are simply attached to the rear of the appropriate frlter/TR
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Figure 2'29: A block diagram of the 30 channel transmitting Ej/rit€in/i0 channel xeceiving
system patch board arrangement.

boards. In this configuration, no extra TR switches âre neederl. I{, however, it is necessary

to connect the receivers to groups of antennae other than those use¿ for trarrsmission, then

additional TR switches, mounted in separate boxes, a,r'e in-sellec betwern the p.4 n¡o,Cule and

the transmitter patch boards. Note that one isolatirrg.'Ìr-'R:rrriích nlr-r:¡t'hr-.inser¿ed for each

antenna to be used for reception. The recmivers are tirr-.rr ùc)nn{ctr,{[ ter rtrr,i.r isclatcC outputs

of the TR switches in the desired conflguration.

The third patch board is used to connect the 30 PA rnoilule oritputs to the selected

antennae on the transmission patch boards. The module outputs are soldered directly onto

the rear of this central patch board, (see Figure 2.29), ca,ch rnodule outpui beia.g connected

to three BNC sockets. Thus a total of g0 connectors are available on the front of the pA

module patch board to be con¡rected to a toi;ai of 39 arrtennae (of one polarization) on the

transmission patch board. The unused FA morfule output is loaded by aT5 f) dummy load

to present the correct impecl_ance to the PA module's filter.

In Figure 2.30 appears a photograph of one of the 10 channel transmitter subsystems

and the 8 channel teceivet system. inst,:,lle<l at the Buc.kland Fark field site. The transmitter
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7

Figure 2.30: A photograph of the 10 channel transmitter and 8 channel receiver system
installed at Buckland Park. The transmitter system is to the left of the receiver rack. See

text for details.

Figure 2.31: A photograph of one of the phase control modules used in the 10 channel
transmitter system. See text for details.
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is the taller of the two equipment racks and sits to the left of the receiver system. The

components of the transmitter, from the bottom of the rack upwards, are;

¡ 1"ú chassis: transmitter power supply,

o 2'd chassis: transmitter control interface,

o 3'd chassis: cooling fan unit,

¡ 4¿ä chassis: phase control modules 1 to 10,

¡ 5Úå chassis: power ampliflcation modules 6 to 10, and trigger pulse amplifrer,

o 6¿å chassis: TR switch/filter boards 6 to 103,

¡ 7¿å chassis: power amplification modules 1 to 5 and

¡ 8¿h chassis: TR switch/fllter boards 1 to 5.

The 8 channel receiver system on the right of the transmitter rack is composed, again

from the bottom of the rack upwards, of;

o 1"¿ chassis: receiver power supply,

¡ 2'd chassis: frequency synthesis and phase test signal units,

¡ 3'd chassis: rack mounted CRO (presently vacant),

o 4¿ä chassis: from left to right: range marker card, crystal clock and automatic gain

control card,

¡ 5úh chassis: signal processol boards 1 to 8, memoly buffers and DMA card,

o 6úä chassis: ground pulse blanking card and receivers 1 to 8.

In the background of Figure 2.30, to the right of the 8 channel receiver system, one of

the original antenna patch boards is visible. At the time that the photograph was taken, a

3 channel spaced antenna radar experiment was underway (in an adjacent room). The three

three impedancrmatching boxes used to combine the groups of four antennae rrsed in the

spaced antenna experiment are visible on the front of the patch board. These boards will

shortly be replaced with more modern versions in a new laboratory.

3At the time the photograph was taken TR/filter board 10 was missing
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In Figure 2.31, a close-up photograph of one of the phase control modrrles is shown.

Approximately equidistant from the front panel of the module and the g6-way connector on

the rear of the card, and about two-thirds of the way down from the top of the card lies the

3-bit-programmable electronic phase-delay chip. The "fault ]ìght" on the front of the pCM

becomes illuminated only when an adequate phase-zero state can not be reached during the

phase-zero cycle.

2.8 Summary

In this chapter, the design and partial construction of a true MF Doppler radar has been de-

scribed. Much attention was focussed orL the problems associated with upgrading a 25 year-
old array used only for reception to a modern, beam-steerable transmit/receive Doppler

radar' These considerations divided naturally into two types; those associated with damage

to, and ageing of the array, and those associated with the increased power levels inherent

with transmission.

As an aid to antenna conf.guration selection and PA module distribution, an aperture-
modeling computer program was developed. Parameters considered by the program included

varying cable attenuation, antenna height above ground, radiated phase errors due to inco¡-

rect cable lengths or reactive impedance errors, phase-grouping the radiation of groups of
elements to simulate antennae driven by single PA modules and progressive phase delays

across the array to simulate beam steering. Different portions of the Buckland park array
were modeled, at both 1.98 MHz and 5.94 MHz, and it was demonstrated that groupings of
three antennae was the optimum solutìon for the design parameters pertaining. Imperfect

auays were also modeled using the computer program, and it was concluded that a sur-
prisingly large departure from an "ideal" array is required before significant aberrations are

observed in the modeled power radiation pattern.

Design criteria relating to the new hardware required for transmission were discussed,

and the results of construction and testing of various hardware elements reported. The three
major pieces of hardware designed and built as part of this work were; the pA module fllter,
the phase control module and the new antenna balun. In particular, 30 antenna baluns were

assembled in plastic boxes and mounted on the antenna poles at the Buckland park fleld
site' Experiments utilìzing these 30 antennae and one of the new 10 channel transmitter
subsystems are discussed in Chapter 4.
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The problems associated with upgrading and refurbishing the old 5 channel Buckland

park MF receiver system were discussed in Section 2.6. Three extra receiver and signal

processor channels were added, and the computer interface upgraded to allow connection to

an IBM-pC. The relative gains of the in-phase and quadrature channel amplifiers in the

signal-processors were equalized, reducing the error incurred by any phase-critical measure-

ments to be made, In addition, a computer-controlled phase check facility was added to

the equipment, allowing minimization of the error caused by different phase propagation

delays between receivers. The use of this facility is discussed in Chapter 3' Several earth

loops were discovered in the receivers which may, in the past, have caused some anomalous

measurements to have been made. These were eradicated by careful earthing of the receiver

board.s, and elimination of multiple earth paths to the equipment chassis'
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Chapter 3

RADAR INTERFEROMETRY

3.1 Introduction

Some of the first dir"ection-frnding studies of radio reflections from the atmosphere, and

in particular, the ionosphere were conducted by Eckersley and Farmer in 1940. In their

experiment, Ecleersley €i Farmer [1945] employed four vertically oriented loop antennae at

the corners of a square and compared the phase difierences of the voltages sampled at each of

the diagonally opposed antennae. The experiment was intended to measure the tilt angles of

the F and sporadic E layers, and to a lesser extent, the normal E layer. In later years other

researchers lBramley €! Ross, I95I; Bramley,, 1953] conducted similar experiments which

included longer term observations of ionospheric tilts. Baulch U Butcher [1978] also utilized

the phase differences between spaced antennae to measure the apparent angle of arrival of

a signal reflected obliquely from the day-time E layer. Other researchers, also motivated by

an interest in the motion of inhomogeneities in the E region, used other related, but distinct

techniques, such as the amplitude-drift experiment (see, e.g., Meeklah et al. llg72l), and

phase-path measurements (see, e.g., Vincent ll972l).

The first researcher to employ a frequency-domain analysis with the signals received

at spaced antennae was Pfister [1971]. In his work, Pflster related the slope of the phase

of the cross-spectrum to the azimuth and zenith angles of the apparent scattering point.

Whitehead €j Monro [1975] recognized the advantages of working in the frequency domain

to provide enhanced angular resolution for relatively small HF/MF tadars, and appear to be

the first researchers to state that echoes from differing angles of arrival may be differentiated

by their unique Doppler shifts. Others to subsecluently employ Doppler radar interferometry
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in studies of the uppet atmosphere include

o Jones [1981]' who employed a raster scanning MF/HF radar to study disturbances in

the E-region,

o Whitehead et al' [1983], who considered the relative merits of the Doppler beam forming

experiment with those of the spaced antenna drift experiment,

o Adams et al. [19851, who promoted the idea of phase consistency along orthogonal rows

of antennae as a means of scatterer identification in the imaging Doppler interferometer

(IDI) experiment,

o Meek Ü Manson [1987], who compared D-region winds obtained by a spaced antenna

experiment with those obtained by Doppler-sorted radar interferometry,

o Franlce et al. 179901, who considered the signifrcance of smoothed and unsmoothed

(sample) cross-spectra, and their relation to the so-called "true" and "apparent" wind

velocities derived by the spaced antenna method,

o Kudeki Ü Woodman [1990a], who used post-statistics beam-steering techniques and

Doppler radar interferometry with the Jicamarca VHF radar to determine the three-

dimensional wind field and scatterer aspect sensitivity in the lower mesosphere and

o Brosnahan €i Adarns [1993], who presented some of the first results from an IDI system

taken during the AIDA1 campaign in 1g8g.

Doppler radar interferometry has also been employed to study the scatterers and winds in
the troposphere and stratosphere with VHF radars by researchers such as Röttger €j lerkic

[1985], Liu et a/. [1990], Palmer et at. [r99r] and, vanBaelen et a/. [1991b].

From these efforts over the last four decades, fou¡ distinct experiments utilizing coherent

scatter radars to measure winds and other atmospheric parameters over various height regions

have emerged. These are:

r the spaced antenna FuiI Correlation {nalysis (FCA),

r the spaced antenna Radar Interferometer (RI),

¡ the multiple Qoppler þam forming Radar (DBR) and

Arecibo lnitiative in D¡rnamics of the {tmosphere
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o the lmaging Doppler Interferometer (IDI).

In this work each technique is either utilized or at least discussed, and so a brief outline

of each is now warranted.

3.2 The Spaced Antenna Full Correlation Analysis

The spaced antenna full correlation analysis was first described by Briggs eú a/' [1950]'

In the present analysis, the time series of the backscattered or reflected signals from the

atmosphere recorded at three spaced antennae are compared at various relative time shifts,

or lags. The time shift of maximum correlation corresponds to the velocity of the diffraction

pattern across the ground and, if the structures responsible for the scattering do not change

in time, then this velocity can be identifled as twice the mean wind [Pau.'sey, 1935; Mitra,

Ig4g; Felgate, 1970]. In the more realistic situation of turbulent motions being advected

through the radar's field of view, the velocity derived from the cross-correlation maxima is

termed the "apparent" velocity, and can be shown to be larger than the background wind

velocity, or "true" velocity. The method of full correlation analysis attempts to remove

this bias to larger velocities caused by random motions in the moving pattern, and also

accounts for errors associated with pattern elongation and scale. For a complete review of

the full correlation analysis, and a discussion of some of the experimental difficulties involved,

see Briggs [1984].

3.3 The Spaced Antenna Radar Interferometer

Although the original usage of the term "interfetometet" referred to the physical addition

of signals of differing amplitude and phase from spatially displaced sources to form a single

signal of some measurable intensity, the modern-day radar interferometric technique bears

only a mathematical resemblance to this notion. Despite this, the term "interferometet"

will be taken to refer to any system in which phase and amplitude from multiple signals are

combined to yield a measurement of phase difference between signals, an apparent direction

of arrival, or a signal amplitude distribution with angle. In such a direction finding system,

one of two approaches may be taken. In the first instance the time series at each receiver

may be analysed using cross-correlation techniques to find an average direction of arrival. If
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the coherent voltage sampled by receiver fr, at location (r,g), is written as

Et(r,y,t)=A*(r,y,t)eiÓt(''u,t), (3.1)

then the spatial cross-correlation function for receivers k and /, separated by the vector

G,rl), can be written

P*t({,r¡,r) =
E¡,(r, y,t) x*€,a*q,úfr)]

(3.2 )D[, l¿*(, ,y,t)l2D[, l¿¿(r I (,y -f q,t ]- r)12

and the numerator of Ðquation J.2 may be re-written as

P*t(€,T,r)=\A¡tt,ei(öx-ö¿). (3.3)
f=1

Thus, the argument of Equation 3.3 calculated at zero time lag represents the aver.;rqe phase

difference of the received signal between the two antennae fr and / over the time period

in question. Utilizing simple geometrical arguments, similar to those applied in diffraction
theory, we can show that the average phase diference between the two antennae (A/) is

related to the off-zenith angle of arrival of the signal by

Ló=!"in|, (s.4)

where d is the separation between the two antennae, and d is defined as the of-zenith angle.

In order to completely define the direction of arrival in three dimensions, a minimum of thrce

antennae are required. The three antennae pairs yield three phase difference measurements

from which the two angles describing the angle of arriva,l may be obtained. These angles

may be expressed in terms of an azimuth and off-zenith pair or, more easily, as two direction

cosines' For a given angle of arrival, the phase differences between the three receivers are, of
course' dependent upon the geometrical arrangement of the three antennae. We may express

this relationship as a matrix equation

,þn(o)

,þzs(o)

úsr(o)

2trd,

À

€tz

€zs

(sr

Ttz

rlzs

Tzt

(3.5)

where ,þ*ú0) are the average phase differences between each antenna pair, lo and. rno are

direction cosines defined relative to the x- and y-axis respectively, and the (¡¿ and rlkr are

the separations between antennae k and / in the ¿ and y directions. This matrix equation

may be extended to cover the use of more than three antennae, and is easily inverted in
order to find the angle of arrival direction cosines from the receiver phase differences.
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Inherent in Equation 3.4 is the possibility of phase ambiguities occurring between antenna

pairs as the phase difference between two antennae is defined only to modulo 2n. Thus,

depending on the antenna spacing to wavelength ratio of the array in use, phase ambiguities

may result. In general, when the antennae are spaced further apart than one half-wavelength,

arrival angles at larger off-zenith angles are mapped back towards the zenith.

In Subsection 3.6.1 we examine some of the antennapatterns used in the interferometric

studies, and the phase ambiguities expected.

The second technique available for use with the radar interferometer is that of Doppler

sorting. In this technique each frecluency component of the received signal is associated with

a unique angle of arrival. In order to Doppler sort the signal, the time series of the coherent

voltage samples at each of the three antennae are firstly Fourier transformed to yield the

three complex auto-sp ecfta f ¡(u). Cross-spectra for each of the three antenna pairs are

then formed using

wy(")= f[(u)f¿(u). (3.6)

We then define the phase for each frequency "bin" of the cross-spectrum by taking the

argument of the cross-spectrum and relate this phase difference to an angle of arrival for

that frequency shift. This phase difference is exactly analogous to that formed from the

cross-correlation function at zero lag, except that is defined for each Doppler shift. The

cross-correlation phase at zero time lag can be thought of as the weighted average of all of

the cross-spectral phases over the entire frequency range considered. The cross-correlation

derived phase differences will hitherto be referred to as the "mean angle of atrival", while the

cross-spectral phase differences will be referred to as the "Doppler sorted" angle of arrival.

3.4 The Doppler Multiple Beam Forming Radar

Doppier beam forming radars utilze either cumbersome sets of cable delays or electronic

phase shifting to produce some number of independent beam pointing directions. In its

simplest form, a single Doppler beam directed towards some of-zenith angle may be formed

by joining rows of antennae together and introducing the appropriate length coaxial cable

between these rows. The signals produced by the cable delays are then summed together

(taking some care that impedances are matched) to form a single signal. Multiple beams may

be formed by again connecting rows of antennae together and splitting the signai produced
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by each row into (at least) two. These two signals may then be used in separate delay con-

figurations to yield two independently directed radar beams. Note that the beam direction

must always be perpendicular to the antenna rows which were originally formed. Electronic

beam forming (as discussed in Chapter 2) is perhaps more elegant, and allows radar beam

pointing directions at arbitrary angles, provided that individual antennae (or at least small

groups of antennae) are independently phased.

Multiple simultaneous off-zenith directed radar beams allow the measurement of various

atmospheric dynamics pa,ra,meters. Of principle interest among these is the mcasurcmcnt of
wind velocity. A Doppler radar with a beam pointing in the direction (0,ó),will measure a

radial velocity at range -R, of

Vn(R,0,ó) : u(R,0,Q)sin?sindf u(R,0,þ)sinîcos/f w(R,0,9)cos0, (3.7)

where u, u ar'd u) are the zonal, meridional and vertical components of the mean wind at

location (R,0,ö), and r?, 0 and / are coordinates in the standard three-dimensional polar

coordinate system [Reid,1987]. Given a multiple beam Doppler radar, possessing two beams

lying in a plane at angles *0 and -d to the zenith respectively, (see Figure J.1) the horizontal

and vertical wind vectors may be found from the two measured radial Doppler velocities lr1

and V2, provided only that that the wind field is invariant between the two radar pulse

volumes. Then

" 
= #*(v1 - v2) and'

u, = *(vt t vz), (3.8)

where V¡¡ is the component of the horizontal wind projected into the plane containing the

two Doppler beams, andVv is the vertical velocity.

Due to the flnite beam-width of practical radars, a,llowance must be made for the effect

that the aspect sensitivity of the atmospheric scatterers has on the effective radar beam

pointing direction [Lindner,1975a; Lindner, l975b; Röttger,1g81]. Since the power back-

scattered from the atmosphere falls rapidly as a function of off-zenith angle, the effective

beam pointing direction is forced back towards the zenith. If this efect is neglected, DBR

measurements of atmospheric winds will be biased towards smaller values.

Another useful parameter obtainable from the dual coplanar radar experiment is the mea-

sutement of momentum flux. Gravity waves encountering critical levels in the mesosphere

break and deposit both energy and momentum in the surrounding atmosphere. Such depo-

sition results in statistically correlated fluctuating components of the vertical and horizontal
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Figure 3.1: A dual coplanar Doppler beam radar confi.guration showing the line of sight

components of the mean wind , V1 and V2.

wind velocity. These terms, such as putwt and pa'utt, are measurable with dual, coplanar

Doppler radars (see, e.g., Vincent €i Reid [1983]).

3.5 The Imaging Doppler Interferometer

The imaging Doppler interferometer (IDI) employs multiple antennae spaced evenly in two

orthogonal directions [Adams et a1.,1985; Adams et al., Ig86;, Brosnahan €! Ad,ams,1993]. In

the case of the MAPSTAR2 radar deployed in Arecibo during the AIDA campaign, a total of

10 receivers were connected to two orthogonal arrays comprised each of three evenly-spaced

crossed half-wave dipoles. Circularly polarized radiation was used in the experiment which

allowed interfering linearly polarized signals from nearby radio stations to be removedfAd,ams

eta\.,1986]. Theunderlyingpremiseof thelDlisthatthereeúst,onoccasion,welldeflned

discrete scattering locations in the atmosphere, each having its own unique Doppler velocity.

Such discrete scattering locations are associated with unique positions in the sky and should,

therefore, give rise to backscattered signals emanating from that point. These backscattered

signals would then have the property that measurements of the signal's phase along a line

on the ground will reveal a linear relationship with distance. In other words,

d(6):m(*óo, (3.e)

where rn is a measure of the phase change with distance. Given two orthogonal rows of

antennae, such consistent phase differences between the antennae are readily related by

Equation 3.5 to a uniquely specified location in the sky. It is proposed by Adams et al that

the motion of these discrete scattering locations is a true representation of the background

2Middle Atmosphere leriodic Structure Associated Radiance
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wind velocity at that point, and that a least squares fitting of their Doppler velocities is a

reliable estimate of the mean wind.

3.6 Angle Of Arrival Measurements

Time domain angle of arrival (AOA) measurements using the radar interferometer config-

uration allow the average direction of signal return from a volume scattering region to be

determinerl. A minimum of three spaced antennae are required to fully dctcrminc the AOA,

and these must be spaced such that the maximum distance between antennae is less than

one-half of the wavelength of the radiation being used. If this condition is not satisfied,

then any scattered signal arriving from larger off-zenith angles will be mapped back ìnto the

zenith region. The Buckland Park antenna array used in these studies has a base antenna

spacing of about f À, and therefore does not satisfy the condition for unambiguous AOA

determination. For this reason, some effort was expended on determining the region of sky

from which scatter could be expected for various antenna configurations.

3.6.1 Calculation of angle of arrival domain

A simple calculation from Equation 3.4 suggests that the maximum off-zenith angle obtain-

able with the Buckland Park antenna array is 56o. Radiation emanating from the sky at

this angle from the zenith produces a phase difference between two antennae separated by

$À (where À = 151.5 m for the radar currently in use) of n rad. If the radiation emanates

from a still larger off-zenith angle then the phase difference produced is then larger than

n rad. This phase difference, of coutse, is ambiguous, as it is indistinguishable from a phase

diference of opposite sign, and slightly less than zr rad.

Extending the model to the three dimensional case yields slightly different results. In

Figure 3.2 three antennae selected from the main array are depicted forming a right triangle

of minimum size. Also shown are two separate sets of wavefronts approaching the sub-array

from the West and North-West. For the purposes of this argument we shall assume that
the wave fronts are arriving from an off-zenith angle of g0o. If the antenna spacing d,

corresponds to three fifths of the wavelength of the incoming wavefronts, then quite clearly

the wavefronts approaching from the West will produce a phase difference between antennae

1 and 2 (and also antennae 1 and 3) of more than r rad. However, the radiation approaching

from the North-West is detected by the antennae 1 and 2 (or 3 and 2) with a projected
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Figure 3.2: Angle of arrival information is not always ambiguous for an antenna array with

basic spacing larger than one-half wavelength. The wavefronts approaching from the West

result in a phase difference between antennae 1 and 2 of more than zr radians, whereas the

wavefronts from the North-West result in a phase difference between antennae 1 and 2 of

less than r radians.

baseline of only ft and' thus produces a phase difference of

3t-_
b\/2

N

I

I+
I

d

,/zTLÓ = 2tr

This is an unambiguous phase difference as it is less than r rad. Thus, antennae selected

from an array with a basic antenna separation of $À can, under certain conditions, detect

incoming radiation to off-zenith angles of g0o. Similar arguments may be used to show that

the maximum off-zenith angle that is detectable for scatter from the North-Bast and South-

West is only 36o - far less than the one-dimensional model for which 56o was calculated.

A fult picture of the AOA domain of the array depicted in Figure 3.2 may be revealed

by calculating the angle of arrival resulting from three random phase differences between

the three antenna pairs. If this calculation is performed many times from many different

random phase differences the complete AOA domain will eventually be found. Figure 3.3

depicts the AOA domain resu-lting from the antenna confrguration shown in Figure 3.2. This

configuration is similar to one utilized in a study which is described in Section 3.7.

One area of recent interest in this field has been the attempt to remove these 2r' phase

ambiguities by means of the circular redundancy condition. Measuring the phase differences

between three pairs of antennae yields three equations in two unknowns. Thus, the problem

is over-determined and must be solved by some form of fltting technique. The additional
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Figure 3.3: The angle of arrival domain for the antenna confi.guration displayed in Figure 3.2.
The information is displayed in polar form with the off-zenith angle increasing from the
centre of the plot outwards. Thus, lines of constant azimuth are radii and lines of constant
off-zenith angle are circles. Note that the shaded region extends out to the ,,horizon" to the
North-West and South-East, but only to 36o in the orthogonal d-irections.

information may also be used, in certain circumstances, to decode any possible phase ambi-

guity. In the case where no phase ambiguity exists, the sum of the three measured average

phase differences should be (ideally) zero.

Meek €i Manson [1987] have invoked this condition to yield a flgure of merit they call

the "normalized phase discrepancy," or NPD. They define

NpD =Eu:¿'út(91-= 
Ðn,, ,;il'þ.,i(o)l ' (3'10)

where the {¿¡(0) are the three average phase differences between the three receivers derived

from the phase of the cross-correlation function at zero lag. This condition is equally appli-

cable to individual cross-spectral phases from single frequency "bins", and was in fact used

for this purpose by Meek and Manson. A NPD of 0.3, they say, represents aT0% confidence

limit that the incoming radiation is in the form of a plane wave.

For the purposes of phase ambiguity detection, it is more convenient if the signed de-

nominator of Equation 3.10 is used. It is quite clear that if a phase ambiguity has occur¡ed

in one of the three phase differences then the numerator of Equation 3.10 witl have a value

of *2n, and an attempt may be made at "unwrapping" the phase. It turns out, however,

that this is not always possible. There are two reasons for this difficulty. First, the phase
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Figure 3.4: The antenna configuration used for consideration of phase difference ambiguities.

This configuration, along with that depicted in Figure 3.2 is used in the angle of arrival study

discussed in Section 3.7.

ambiguity may not have occurred between only one antenna pair, and second, even if only

one phase ambiguity has occurred, it is not possible to determine which phase difference is

responsible.

To illustrate this point, consider the antenna conflguration displayed in Figure 3.4. The

antennae depicted are selected from the Buckland Park array and have a fractional wave-

length spacing of $. Let the measured average phase differences between the three antenna

pairs be ú;¡, and suppose that these are produced by plane wave radiation incident upon

the array from a variety of angles. For radiation incident from the South at an off-zenith

angle of 90o, it is clear that a *2¡' phase ambiguity will occur in ,þtz, no phase ambiguity

will occur io rþza, and a -2n phase ambiguity will occur io ,þqt. At this point we introduce a

moïe compact notation and label the phase ambiguities inherent in the three phase difference

measurements with the 3 element vector, ó¿r. In this case 6¿¡ = (+2tr,0,-2tr). Thus' the

total phase difference between the three antenna pairs may be written

Ló¿¡ = rÞ;¡ 16;¡. (3.11)

From simple geometry, we know that

I Ló;¡=0. (3.12)
,,Í o+¡

In other words, if the complete phase relationship between the three antennae is known,

then for incoming plane-wave radiation, the circular sum of the phase differences between

antenna pairs must equal zero. For the example given above,

D 6¿j=o
i,i i+i

(3.13)
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also. Therefore the measured phase differences between the antenna pairs must sum to zero,

and the normaüzed phase discrepancy condition will be satisfied, despite the existence of
two phase ambiguities. In fact, there are seven distinct combinations of phase ambiguities

for which the sum of ó;; is zero, and these correspond to seven distinct regions of the sky.

Scattered radiation incident from these regions (one of which surrounds the zenith) will not

be rejected on the basis of the NPD criterion.

In addition to the seven regions for which the sum of the three ó;r' is zero, there exist

eight more regions for which their sum is L2tr. (Four regions yield phase difference ambiguity

sums of l2r, and four yield -2r.) Although the NPD criterion will not be satisfied for scatter

emanating from these eight regions of sky, it is still not possible to determine which region

of the four possible is responsible. Figure 3.5 displays the 15 separate regions of sky which

give rise to distinct phase ambiguities. Different antenna configurations, of course, give rise

to different numbers and regions of phase difference ambiguity.

The salient feature of scatter f¡om the D and E-regions of the atmosphere allowing the

use of such antenna configurations is its inclination to aspect sensitivity. Power backscattered

from these altitudes decreases rapidly with off-zenith angle lLindner,lg7bb; Hocking,lg1g;
Röttger,1987; Reid,1987; Meek, 1gg2], and is parameterized as

/ "i"2e \
P(0) x e-\"1"%/ (3.14)

where ás is a function of attitude and season ranging between values of 2o and 14o. Thus,
even in the worst-case scenario of 0, = 14o, the power returned from off-zenith angles larger
than 20o will be at least 10 dB less than that returned from the zenith, provided that there

is no systematic tilt to the scattering layer. Therefore it would seem unlikely that any

atmospheric returns would cause the measured angle of arrival to deviate from the zenith

by more than a few degrees' It turns out, however, that not only atmospheric returns are

present in the signals recorded at Buckland Park, with both sea scatter and RF interference

(especially at night) detectable.
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Figure 3.5: The 15 regions giving rise to distinct combinations of phase difference ambiguities

for the antenna configuration shown in Figure 3.4. Superimposed, these regions form a

complete coverage of the skY.
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3.7 Angle Of Arrival Experiment

Upon completion of the refurbishment of the 8 channel data acquisition system in 1g92

a series of experiments were conducted on a campaign basis at the Buckland Park field-
site. The data presented here comprise the first continuous campaign which began in mid-
afternoon on the 16¿å of September, 1992 and continued. for a period of 33 h¡. Due to teething

problems with the equipment, circularly polarized "O" mode radiation was transmitted

during both daytime and night-time periods. For this rea$ol rúghl,-time d.ata was excluded

from this study as extraneous interfering signals dominated the atmospheric returns. The

existing 25 kW 10 channel solid-state transmitter system (used for spaced antenna wind

measurement experiments) connected to the broad beam small transmitting array was slaved

tothenewSchannelreceivingsystem(seeFigure2.1). Eachof theSreceiverswasconnected

to a single dipole selected from the 89 available in the "N" polarized array. (see Figure 3.6.)

Thus, linearly polarized radiation was received with a subsequent power loss of B dB. The

system PRF was set at 80 Hz (during the day) and 32 coherent integrations were performed

per datapoint, resulting in an overall sampling frequency of 2.5Hz. Coherent time series of

256 points were collected at each of 20 range gates yielding a total time span of 102.4 s. The

intermediate frequency (IF) gain of the receivers was dynamically adjusted by the computer

between data acquisitions such that the receiver gain was optimized for the T4km range

gate. Although all of these parameters were fully adjustable, the above values were selected

in order to provide compatibility with previous work performed with the same, (but not

upgraded) receiving system. It must be emphasized that single dipoles possessing extremely

broad beam patterns tvere used for reception in this experiment. This, in general, has not

been a common configuration used with the Buckland Park array where, at least for spaced

antenna experiments, each receiver is usually connected to four dipoles. These facts must be

borne in mind when interpreting the data presented in this chapter.

Of particular interest during this first campaign was the high quality of the data recorded.

Shown in Figure 3.7 are time series for receivers 1, 2 and 4 taken during mid-afternoon on

the 16¿å September, 1992. The range gate selected in this case ïvas Z8 km. In Figure 3.8 the

three cross-correlation functions between the same three receivers are displayed out to t20
lags. Note especially the smooth, well-behaved nature of the cross-correlation amplitudes

which exhibit weli-defined peaks. Note also that the cross-correlation phases are extremely

well-behaved and show little variation neat zero time lag.
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Figure 3.6: The antenna conflguration used for the bp920916 data set. The antennae labeled

1 to 8 ate connected to the respective receivers 1 to 8.
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Figure 3.7: A typical time series for three of the 8 receivers used for angle of arrival calcu-

latlons. The solid line represents the in-phase component of the signal, while the dashed

line represents the quadrature component. The abscissa scaling for the three time series is

measured in raw digitizer steps ranging between -128 and +128'
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Figure 3.8: Cross-correlation functions calculated from the three time series shown in Fig-
ure 3.7.

To calculate a mean angle of arrival from such a data record, the phase of each cross-

correlation function at zero time lag is used in Equation 3.5. For the data appearing in
Figure 3.8, the relevant phases are

-0.507

0.297

0.193

and their sum (the numerator of the NPD figure of merit) is -0.012. This phase sum has a

magnitude which is clearly far less than zr indicating that the scatter is probably incident

from the zenith. Inverting Equation 3.5 with the appropriate coordinates for antennae 1,2

and 4 yields the two direction cosines for the mean angle of arrival. These are

(3.15)

(3.16)
¿o

Tftg )=(

0.108

0.093

where lo is the direction cosine relative to the x-axis, and. msis defined relative to the y-axis.
If the correct transformation of coordinates is applied, the azimuth angle, / and off-zenith
angle, d of the incident radiation may be defined. These coordinate t¡ansformations are

/ - -rrctan le 
^r¿

.y 
- 

ô,, v uarL 
¿O 

@rru

d = arcsin (2o + m2s , (3.17)
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78 kn

Figure 3.9: The mean angle of arrival of the signal depicted in Figures 3.7 and 3.8. Note

that North is defined in the positive-y direction, and East in the positive-x direction. The
azimuth and off-zenith angles of the signal (depicted by the symbol "a") are 40.7o and 8.2o

respectively. Note that the off-zenith scale extends to only f, radians in this figure.

where / is defined anti-clockwise relative to East, and d is defined relative to the zenith.

For the particular direction cosines listed above, we find that (/, 0) = (40.7o, 8.2o); In

other words, the scatter emanates from 8o off-zenith in an approximately North-Eastwardly

direction. A convenient form of display for such angle of arrival information is the polar

sky map introduced in Subsection 3.6.1. Plotted in this way, the angle of arrival calculated

above appears in Figure 3.9.

If the entire daytime data set is analysed in this way, each mean angle of arrival may

be overlayed on such a diagram, and the distribution of points examined. Since the char-

acteristics of the scatter from different altitudes are different, it is helpful to display these

polar sky maps for individual range gates. Figure 3.10 displays all of the angle of arrivals (as

ca,lculated from receivers 1, 2 and 4) for the daytime data from the bp920916 data campaign

in this manner. Note that no data have been rejected on the basis of low signal-to-noise

ratio, and so spurious returns, not associated with atmospheric scatter, are visible in the

lowest five or six range gates. A total of 464 data points, representing more than 16 hours

of data appear on each polar sky map.

Two features of the data are worth commenting upon.

First, it is quite apparent that the data displays a systematic bias away from the zenith

towards the East with a magnitude of about 8o. Since over such a length of time (> 16 hr)

it is unlikely that a stratified atmosphere could maintain a systematic tilt of 8o, (especially

over such a height range) we conclude that this bias is an instrumental effect. Possible

contributions to this systematic error include

A
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Figure 3.10: The mean angle of arrival of the bp920916 data set as calculated from receivers
lr 2 ar^ð,4 for daytime returns only. A systematic off-set from the zenith is apparent, as is
a tendency to more aspect sensitive scatter with decreasing range gate. No data heve been
rejected on the basis of low signal-to-noise ratio, and so many spuïious returns are visible
below about 72 kn. Examination of the power spectra calculated for this data reveal that
broadcast interference, sea scatter and relatively stable interfering RF signals are possible
causes of these spurious measurements (see Figure 3.37). Note that the off-zenith scale
extends to only f, radians in this flgure.
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Table 3.1: An example of the absolute and relative phase measutements of the 8 receivers

from the bp920916 data set. Also shown are the amplitudes (in digitizer steps: +128) of the

test signal. These particular measurements were taken with an IF gain setting of zero (a

minimum). The relative phases are differences relative to the phase of receiver one.

Receiver In-phase Quadrature Amplitude ó Relative { ")
1 62 26 68 23 0

2 1,02 31 107 t7 -5.5

3 64 69 95 47 24.3

4 67 52 85 38 15.5

5 64 35 74 29 6.2

6 40 7 4I 10 -t2.7
7 88 7 89 5 - 17.8

8 65 24 70 20 -2.4

o differences in the phase propagation delays through receivers,

¡ differences in coaxial cable electric lengths connecting the central laboratory with the

antennae and

¡ variations in antenna impedance reactances causing a non-representative phase to be

measured at the teceiver end of the coaxial cable.

As the upgraded 8 channel data acquisition system was intended for use in interferometric

studies, a zero beat frequency phase test signal facility was included in the design of the

new equipment (see Section 2.6). At the beginning of each data acquisition, the phase delay

through each receiver was measured. From these measurements, relative phase corrections

could be determined and applied retrospectively to the data. Typical absolute and relative

phase measurements from the bp920916 data set appear in Table 3.1. From the table it is

apparent that a phase spread of 20o exists between receivers 2 and 4. This error may be

removed by multiplying each point in the coherent time series by the appropriate complex

correction factor for that particular receiver. (The factor is simply e-iói , where /; is the

phase difference measured between receiver j and receiver one.) It is of some interest to

consider the variation of these phase measurements with time over the length of the bp920916

data set.

Figure 3.11 shows the phase propagation delay through receiver one as a function of time.

Two aspects of the receiver's behaviour are noteworthy. The first is the apparent bimodal

nature of the phase delay. This is caused by the change in IF gain setting from record
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Figure 3.11: The phase propagation delay through receiver one during the bp920916 cam-
paign. The lower trace varying between 8o and 12o is due to an IF gain setting of one, while
the trace immediately above this varying between 17o and 23o is due to an IF gain setting
of two. Note the temperature dependence of the phase propagation delay which exhibits a
diurnal osciilation with a peak-to-peak amplitude of about 5o.

to reco¡d. As the strength of the backscattered echos increase or decrease, the computer

automatically adjusts the receivers' IF gain such that during the next record, the signal

strength will be within acceptable limits. At times this procedure causes the IF gain setting

to oscillate between two values from record to record. At other times the IF gain setting is

stable. Thus Figure 3.ll demonstrates that the receiver phase propagation delay is dependent

upon the IF gain setting with adjacent gain steps producing phase changes of up to 10o in

receivet one. The second aspect of note is the diurnal oscillation evident in the phase

propagation delay for receiver one. This oscillation is caused by temperature variations in

the main laboratory (which was not air-conditioned) with peaks in the phase propagation

delay occurring during colder periods, and troughs occurring during the warmer periods.

Interestingly, receivets one and seven are the only two to respond to temperature variations

in this way as the other six receivers track the temperature in the opposite manner. In

other words, assuming that the ambient temperature in the main laboratory can be modeled

by a sinusoidal function, the phase propagation delays through receivers one and seven

vary inversely to the ambient temperature, while the phase propagation delays through the

remaining six receivers vary in proportion to the ambient temperature.

Angle of arrival information is ultimately derived from the phase differences between

receiver pairs connected to spaced antennae on the ground. Any static difference in receiver

,æ. :5
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Figure 3.12: Differences in the phase propagation delays between receivers one, two and four

one during the bp920916 campaign.

phase propagation will result in a systematic bias in the measured angle of arrival of in-

cident radiation throughout the data set. Such a systematic bias may be easily removed

by examining the distribution of receiver phase differences calculated from the entire data

set and subtracting the offset of the distribution peak from the phase of each receiver (see

Figure 3.15). This approach is pursued later in this chapter. It is clear, however, that if

the phase propagation delay difference between two receivers is not static, then additional

quasi-random errors will result. In order to establish the existence of this variation, we

now examine the phase propagation delay differences between receiver pairs (1,2), (2,4) and

(4,1). These appear as time series in Figure 3.12. Quite clearly the phase delay propagation

differences between receivers are not constant, and if not removed represent a signifrcant

source of error in the analysis.

The data obtained from the bp920916 campaign were corrected by the appropriate phase

factor (measured from the phase test signal applied every two minutes), and new daytime

angle of arrival results were calculated. These appear in Figure 3.13. Although difÊcult to

quantify from these figures, the mean off-zenith angle of scatter has been reduced with the

use of the receiver phase test signal corrections. It is, however, quite clearly not reduced

tl a

I
I
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Figure 3.13: The mean angle of arrival of the bp920916 data set as calculated from receivers
I,2 and 4 for daytime returns only. The receiver phase delay propagation differences are
corrected for by means of the receiver phase correction test signal modifier obtained for
each data record. As with Figure 3.10, no data have been rejected on the basis of low
signal-to-noise ratio nor by any other criteria.
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Figure 3.14: The mean angle of arrival of the bp920916 data set as calculated 1ïom receivers 1,

2 and 4 for daytime returns only. The mean azimuth and off-zenith angles for the uncorrected

data appear in (a) and (b), while the receiver phase test signal corrected data appears in (c)

and (d).

to zero. At this stage it is helpful to display the two sets of data as a proflle of mean

azimuth and off-zenith angle. Some care must be exercised when finding the mean of these

sets of angle of arrivals as the (azimuth, off-zenith) coordinate system is non-linear. The

angle of arrival information must be transformed back into the direction cosine coordinate

system where, provided care is taken with circular statistics, a mean may be found. The

mean direction cosines are then transformed back to the (azimuth, off-zenith) coordinate

system and plotted in height proflle form. The height profrle of mean angle of arrival for

the uncorrected data appears in Figures 3.14a and 3.14b, while the phase test corrected

data appears in Figures 3.14c and 3.14d. Quite clearly, other sources of phase uncertainty

contribute to this systematic off-zenith bias. Aside from transmitting a test signal from a

known position in the far-field of the receiving array, the only possible method of removing

this systematic phase error is to assume that the direction of incoming radiation, on average,

is from the zenith. Scrutiny of Figures 3.10 and 3.13 reveals that the scatter does indeed

tend to cluster about a direction in the sky. It seems reasonable to assume that over such

a large length of time this cluster of points represents the zenith. At this point, some

consideration must be given to the bi-static nature of the Buckland Park radar as conflgured

for this experiment. Since the transmitting array was located some 770 m distant from the
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Figure 3.15: Histograms of cross-correlation phase at zero lag for the bpg20916 data set.
Data from all range gates are included in this figure, and has been corrected for variations
in phase propagation delay. The histogram bin-size is 0.03 radians, or about 1.7o, yieiding
a total of 270 phase bins. Only daytime data is included. Note the asymmetry evident
especially in the distribution for receiver pair (2,4).

receiving antennae selected, the backscattered signals sampled by the receiving system will
not, on the average, have emanated from precisely the zenith. A brief consideration of the

geometry of the experiment teveals, however, that the errors involved are negügibly small.

The magnitude of the error in off-zenith angle ranges from 0.23o at g8 km, to 0.37o at

60 km, and is clearly insignificant when considered against the difficulties in making reliable

interferometric measurements at MF.

If the raw cross-correlation phases at zero lag are examined it becomes clear that they,

as well as the points in azimuth--of-zenith space, cluster about a certain value. By form-

ing the histograms of the zero lag phases and selecting the most appropriate phase, all

instrumental effects upon the measured phase differences may be removed. It remains to be

determined, howevet, which phase is most appropriate. In Figure 3.15 the distributions of

phase differences between the three receiver pairs are displayed. Clearly some asymmetry

is evident, particularly in the distribution for receiver pa;Lr (2,4). Upon closer inspection

it becomes evident that the ma.in contribution to this asymmetry comes from the lowest

few range gates, possibly from those ranges where incoherent noise begins to dominate the

atmospheric returns. It seems logical, then, to exclude data from those ranges for which

we expect appreciable non-zenith returns to occur. In addition to this exclusion, we may
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conclude from further examination of Figure 3.13 that returns from the highest five or six

range gates are more lìkely to come from larger off-zenith angles. This is due in part to

the lower aspect sensitivity of the RF scatterers at higher altitudes, and in part to total

reflections from "glints" in the E-layer (see Section 3.8). Thus, in order to best quantify the

instrumental component of the receiver phase differences, we select those ranges for which

the clustering of angle of arrival points is greatest. These ranges are those between, and

including, 76 km and 86 km.

Once the distributions of the phase differences between the three receivers have been

formed, some peak selection process must be carried out. Three methods are immediately

apparent. These are:

o selection of the most probable phase difference (largest peak selection),

¡ calculation of the first moment of the distribution and

r fitting of some function to the data with the peak of the fltted function yielding the

best phase difference estimate.

Given that the variations in the phase differences from their mean are randomly distributed,

we expect that their functional form will be Gaussian in nature. Therefore, if the third

option above is deemed appropriate, three fitted Gaussian functions will provide the three

estimates of the instrumental bias.

In Figure 3.16 the three phase difference distributions obtained from range gates 76 km

to 86 km are displayed with the three estimates of the instrumental phase zero marked. Note

firstly that much of the asymmetry evident in Figure 3.15 has been eüminated. It is also quite

apparent that the functiona,l form of the phase difference distribution conforms remarkably

well with that of the Gaussian distribution. In fact, the Gaussian fltted distribution appears

to yield a very good estimate of the instrumental phase bias while, by comparison, both the

most probable and first moment approach suffer from some inaccuracy. In the case of the

first moment of the distribution, it appears to be weighted towards smaller absolute values

of phase difference than an "eyeball" estimate would indicate was correct. This effect can be

traced to the pïesence of noise in the distribution. Atty noise will occur with equal likelihood

at all phase difference values. Thus, if we separate the distribution into noise and noise-free

components, the flrst moment of the noise distribution (by deflnition) will be zero, while

that of the noise-free distribution will be the flnite value which we require. By finding the
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Figure 3.16: Fitted histograms of cross-correlation phase at zero lag for the bpg2Og16 data
set. Daytime data from range gates 76 km to 86 km only is included in this figure. The
histogram bin-size is 0.03 radians, or about 1.7o, yielding a total of 210 phase bins. Only
daytime data is included. Each histogram is fitted with a Gaussian function whose peak
value is indicated relative to the ordinate axis by a a. Also indicated on each distribution is
the most-probable phase value, (o) and the first moment of the distribution, (o).

first moment of the complete distribution we are effectively finding the average of these two

separately calculated moments. This value is clearly weighted away from the "correct" value

towards zero.

The most probable peak estimator also seems unworkable when applied to experimental

data. Inspection of the phase difference distribution for receivers 1 and 2 in Figure 8.16

shows that the peak of the distribution is susceptible to local "spikes". Thus, although the

general trend of the distribution may have a centroid as indicated by the fitted Gaussian

function, a neighbouring spike may in fact have a larger frequency of occurrence. This, if
selected, would lead to an ertoneous estimate of the instrumental phase bias.

Using the peaks of the Gaussian-fitted phase difference distributions, we find that the

values of the three receiver pair's phase bias are (-24.6or2L.0or 2.6"). Table 3.2 sets out the

phase differences measured by the three methods discussed above. We note that whatever the

magnitude of the phase errors between the receiver pairs, the sum of the three erro¡ estimates

should ideally be zero. It can be seen in Table 3.2that the Gaussian fitting technique yields

a sum of phase corrections which is the ciosest to zero of the three techniques.

We now apply the Gaussian fitted estimates of the instrumental phase difference bias
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Table 3.2: The receiver phase difference biases as measured by Gaussian fitting, most prob-

able peak selection and the first moment of the phase distribution.

Bstimator Rx 1x2 Rx 2x4 Rx 4x1

Gaussian fitting 24.6" 21.00 2.6"

Most probable peak -30.10 29.40 4.30

First moment -24.0" 16.50 4.30

to the measurements of phase propagation delay corrected mean angle of arrival. This is

done by simply subtracting the estimated phase bias from each of the three cross-correlation

phases at zero lag for each angle of arrival measurement. Figures 3.17 and 3.18 display the

corrected angle of arrivals for each range and in average profile form.

Note now that the scatter appears to be centred on the zenith, with average off-zenith

angles of less than 1o being recorded at range gates 76, 78 and 80 km. Above and below

these range gates, however, mean off-zenith angles of up to 5o are still observed. This

observation would appear to be inconsistent with the expected behaviour of the scatterers at

these altitudes. Since no data has yet been rejected on the basis of low signal-to-noise ratio,

it seems likely that, at least in the lower range gates, this comparatively large mean off-zenith

angle is due to poor signal levels. To investigate this possibility, the data were reprocessed

with a signal-to-noise ratio rejection threshold set at -6 dB. Subsequent adjustment of this

threshold to 0 dB yielded little improvement in data quality, and so the calculations produced

by this second analysis are not presented here. In Figure 3.19 those records in the bp920916

data set which exhibit signal-to-noise ratios of less than -6 dB are displayed. Note that

the ordinate axis is scaled in hours of local time, with a large discontinuity at nightfall at

18:14 (marked by an asterisk on the ordinate axis in Figure 3.19). This corresponds to the

beginning of the large increase in rejections at range gates between 68 km and 76 km. Thus,

some of these rejections occur in the late afternoon of the 16¿h of September, while others

occur in the early morning on the I7th.

In Figure 3.20 the mean angle of arrivals of each record after low signaJ-to-noise ratio

rejection are displayed. Note that no data are rejected from range gates above 76 km, and so

no differences wiII be observed between Figures 3.17 and 3.20 in the upper range gates. It is

clear, however, that a number of spurious returns have been eliminated in the lower g range

gates. As can be seen in Figure 3.21b and 3.21d, the average off-zenith angle is unchanged by

the signal-to-noise ratio rejection criterion above 76 km. Cursory examination of these two
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Figure 3.17: Mean angle of arrivals for the bp920916 data set as calculated from receivers
1, 2 and 4 for daytime returns only. The channel phase delay propagation djfferences are
corrected for by means of fitted Gaussian functions to histograms of the phase propagation
delay corrected receiver phase differences. Again, no data have been rejected on the basis of
low signal-to-noise ratio.
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Figure 3.l-8: Profiles of the mean angle of arrival of the bp920916 data set as calculated from
receivers 1,2 and 4 for daytime returns only. Data has been corrected for instrumental bias

by means of Gaussian fitted receiver phase difference histograms after the receiver phase

propagation errors have been corrected for. Note that the apparent large jump in azimuth
angle between range gates 80 km and 82 km is, in fact, merely a small change in azimuth
from slightly South of West at 80 km, to slightly North of West at 82 km. No data have

been rejected on the basis of low signal-to-noise ratio.

figures reveals a somewhat surprising feature. The average off-zenith angle for the signal-to-

noise ratio flltered data at 60 km is, in fact,3o larger than for the unfiltered data. In contrast

to this behaviour, the off-zenith angle is an average of 0.4o smaller for the flltered data for

the range gates between 64 km and 74 km. Thus we conclude that there may exist some

strong and coherent source of interference in the lowest two range gates which dominates

the atmospheric returns and is not removed by signal-to-noise ratio filtering. One candidate

for such interference is sea scatter. Ocean waves have the unique property that each spatial

scale of the wave moves with its own characteristic velocity, given to first order by

tî, = {"f , (3.18)

where g is the acceleration due to gravity and k is the spatial wavenumber of the ocean wave

in question. Due to the Bragg scatter condition, those ocean wave spatial scales equal in

size to one-half of the radar wavelength will dominate the returned signal. Thus, for the

Buckland Park radar, we set

, 2tr

75.8

in Equation 3.18 to find u : 10.87 ms-l. Examination of the spectra displayed in Figure 3.37
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Figure 3.19: Low signal-to-noise ratio data rejection occrrtrences for the bpg2$g16 data set.
The signal-to-noise ratio rejection threshold has been set to -6 dB. Note that the ordinate
axis is broken by aL2 hr discontinuity marked by an asterisk at 18:14local time.

show a persistent sea scatter spectral peak at at positive Doppler shift of 0.1,4T Hz, or

11.1 ms-1. Since the spectral resolution of the radar in the conflguration used for this

campaign is i0.005 Hz, the error in the sea scatter velocity estimate is t0.4 ms-r. Thus

the ocean wave velocity calculated from Equation 3.18 falls in this spectral ,,bin,', and we

conclude that these data are affected by sea scatter returns. This is not surprising given the

extremely broad radiation pattern of the single haJf-wave dipoles used for reception in tlLis

experiment' Figure 3.22 shows an example of a single powff spectrum recorded at a range

of 66 km by receiver one near the start of the bp920916 campaign. The sea scatter peak is

quite clearly visible at a Doppler shift of about +0.15 Hz. Note that unlike Figure 3.32 the

poweÌ spectrum has not been displayed in logarithmic urits, and so this example represents

an extremely strong sea scatter signal.

Data affected by sea scatter are relatively easily corrected with the use of flltering tech-

niques in the frequency domain. Since the sea scatter signal is restricted almost exclusively

to a single Doppler "bin" it can be removed by one of several techniques. Spectra may simply

be "notched" by setting the spectral amplitude of the frequency affected to zero. Alterna-

tively, an average of the spectral ampl-itudes in the neighbouring frequency bins may be used

to replace the sea-scatter contaminated frequency. This technique has the advantage that

it may be applied to all range gates with minimal adverse effect on those range gates which
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Figure 3.20: Mean angle of arrivals for the bp920916 data set as calculated from receivers

I, 2 ar.d 4 for daytime returns only. The channel phase delay propagation differences are

corrected for by means of fitted Gaussian functions to histograms of the receiver phase

differences after phase propagation correction, and after records exhibiting signal-to-noise

ratios of less than -6 dB have been rejected.
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are free from the sea scatter contamination. For this reason the data were reanalysed using

the local spectral averaging technique to remove the sea-scatter signal and new mean angle

of arrival results found.

In Figure 3.23 sea-scatter filtered mean angle of arrivals are displayed in the usual form.

It is clear that a large number of spurious returns have been removed from the lower eight

range gates when this figure is compared to Figure 3.20. Note that the -6 dB signal-to-noise

ratio rejection threshold has also been applied to the sea-scatter flltered data. It appears

that majority of these sea scatter returns are located on these polar sky map diagrams

in the South-Western quadrant at off-zenith angles of up to 40o. Recalling that these

calculated angle of arrivals represent mean arrival directions weighted by signal power, it is

not surprising that sea scatter contamination would tend to weight the measurement of angle

of arrival away from the zenith towards the source of the sea scatter signal. In the case of the

Buckland Park fleld site, the only ocean existing at ranges of 60 km to 70 km lies towards

the South to South-West. The persistence of scattering points at large off-zenith angles in

the lower range gates of Figure 3.23 in areas where sea-scatter flltering has removed most

spurious signals seems to indicate that some sea scatter signals are "leaking" into adjacent

spectral bins. This is possible since the sea scatter signal is not located in the centre of the

0.I47 Hz Doppler frequency bin and may, in fact, vary its Doppler shift as the ocean waves

are superimposed upon a mean sea surface current. Some evidence of this spectral leakage

is visible in the power spectra, but further efforts to reduce the contaminating effect of sea

scatter are not pursued at this point.

It is of some interest to compare the profiies of mean azimuth and of-zenith angle of

arrival for sea scatter filtered data and data for which sea scatter has not been removed.

In Figure 3.24 these profiles are displayed showing the marked reduction in mean off-zenith

angle in the lower flve range gates for the sea-scatter filtered data. Quite clearly the sea-

scatter signal has a contaminating effect in the lowest fi.ve range gates. In order to more

closely examine the effect that sea-scatter filtering has upon the mean off-zenith angle

profrle, Figure 3.25 displays the difference between the two profiles in Figure 3.24b and

d. Note that positive values in Figure 3.25 indicate that the sea-scatter flltered ofl-zenith

angles are closer to the zenith than the non-filtered data, and that negative values indicate

the converse. This diagram indicates that sea scatter contamination begins to influence the

angle of arrival measurement from 72 km in range downwards, with the effect becoming

progressively more severe with decreasing aJtitude. Small deviations of less than 0.1o are
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also evident in the highest two range gates, but these can be considered as small statistical

fluctuations.

Re-examination of Figure 3.23 revea.ls that, although the mean off-zenith angle of arrival

in the lowest four range gates is small, individual points stray from the zenith by as much

as 25o. It so happens that these points are fairly evenly distributed on a line extending

either side of the zenith and, on average, are centred on the zenith. This tendency for the

angle of arrival points to be clustered about a line extending from the South-South-West

to the North-North-East is somewhat suggestive of an instrumental effect. Since receivers

one and two a¡e connected to antennae lying near this line, it would not be surprising to

find that the distribution of average phase differences for this receiver pair did not conform

to a Gaussian shape. Figure 3.26 clearly shows that this is the case and may be contrasted

with the functional forms displayed by the teceiver phase difference distributions depicled in

Figure 3.16. Although all of these phases are calcu-lated from records with signal-to-noise

ratios ir, ""."r. of -6 dB, it is difficult to accept that this efiect is not due to some form

of interference. Note, however, that the phase d-ifference distribution displayed by receiver

pair (4,1) in Figure 3.26 has a readily recognizable form not unlike that found at mid-range

altitudes.

Considerable effort has been concentrated on ascertaining the cause of this odd clustering
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of angle of arrival points about the South-South-West to the North-North-Bast line at low

altitude. Although providing greater understanding of other features of the analysis, these

efforts have yielded no further progress in elimination of these (presumably anomalous)

points. It is interesting to note that not on-ly do these points satisfy the minimum signal-

to-noise ratio criterion, but they also satisfy any reasonable normalized phase discrepancy

test. Rejecting data on a NPD level of 0.3 and above seems only to "thin out" the angle of

arrival points with little preference for position in the sky.

Before moving on to discuss the deviation of the mean angle of arrival measurements from

the zenith at higher altitudes, we pause briefly to consider one consequence of a frequently

applied anaiysis technique. The technique in question is that of subtracting the mean of

the sampled time series of receiver voltages before calculating correlation functions or spec-

tra. The assumption used in most analysis of atmospheric returns is that the in-phase and

quadrature components of the sampled time series are normally d-istributed with zero mean.

There are, however, three situations in which the mean of the time series may be non-zero.

These are

¡ hardware related offsets caused by poorly adjusted signal processors,

o specular atmospheric teturns from stable stratified layers and

o non-fading returns from ground clutter.

Clearly evident in the data from the bp920916 campaign is a progressively larger mean

offset of the sampled time series with decreasing range gate. Since large amplitude specular

atmospheric returns are not observed at altitudes below about 66 km with MF radars, and

because hardware induced mean offsets are identical in amplitude at all range gates, it seems

clear that this mean offset is due to ground clutter. In fact, if the mean angle of arrival is

calculated for this data without removing the mean of the time series, then the consistency

of the result at 60 km is remarkable. Figure 3.27 depicts the apparent angle of arrival of

the mean offset of the sampled time series. Note that 464 points representing 15 hr of data

(spanning a total of 33 hr) are tightly clustered about an azimuth3 of 30o and an off-zenith

angle of 30o. Assuming that this return emanates from an off-zenith angle of nearly g0o,

then it is possible to remove the angle of arrival ambiguity to flnd that the true angle of

arrival is probably from -19.6o in azimuth. While it is not possible to uniquely determine the

sThe azimuth angle here is defined in an anti--clockwise sense with Eastward corresponding to 0o
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Figure 3.27: The angle of arrival of the ground clutter signal at 60 km. These are calculated
from sampled time series whose r¡rrlan has not been removed. Note that the tight cluster
of arrivals to the North-North-East contains 464 data points. These, when remapped to
remove angle of arrival ambiguity, appear to emanate from an azimuth of -1g.6..

feature responsible for this strong ground clutter echo, it is clear that there exist a number

of candidates in the area identified by the interferometric analysis. These include two local

peaks in the Mount Lofty Range, an electrical transmission line nearly aligned with the radar

Iine-of-sight, a ridge line at right angles to the radar line-of-sight and a water supply dam.

Any one, or any combination of these could be responsible for the ground clutter echo. It
is interesting to note that if future plans to analyse back-scattered signals from lower range

gates are pursued, ground clutter from Mount Lofty, the highest peak in the range, may

represent a challenge.

We now consider the tendency for the average angle of arrival from higher range gates

to come from larger off-zenith angles. Alhtough the mean of-zenith angle is about 2o at

90 km in range, it uniformly increases to about 5o at g8 km. It again seems unlikely that an

average tilt of this magnitude could be sustained in the atmosphere over this length of time.

Examination of Figure 3.23 revea,ls a large number of points at large off-zenith angles in the

Western half-plane in the upper three range gates. Since we expect total reflection echos, or

"glìnts", to be observed occasionally at these altitudes, it is not surprising tofind larger off-
zenith angles of arrival in these records. There exists an increased possibility that at these

altitudes multiple interfering scattering points may occur, yielding mean angle of arrival

measurements not associated with atmospheric motion. It seems lìkely that some, if not all,

of these spurious returns will not satisfy the normalized phase discrepancy condition (NPD),

as the radiation returned from such multiple refl.ection points could hardly be described as

a "plane wave." Thus we now invoke the NPD criterion to further filter the angle of arrival

measurements in an attempt to remove E-region total reflection effects.
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Figure 3.28: Poor normalized phase discrepancy data rejection occurrences l'or the bp920916

data set. The NPD rejection threshold has been set to 0.3. Note that the ordinate axis is
broken by a 12 hr discontinuity marked by an asterisk at 18:14local time.

In Figure 3.28 those data with signal-to-noise ratios in excess of -6 dB but not satisfying

a NPD rejection threshold of 0.3 are displayed. The data have also been subjected to the

frequency-domain filtering of sea scatter signal as discussed above. Note that there does

not seem to be any preferential height or region for NPD rejection. There is, perhaps, a

reduced likelihood of rejection around the 70 km range gate, corresponding to a region in

which slowly fading stable echos are often observed. It appears that the occurrences of NPD

rejection are a,lso "patchy" in nature. In fact these rejections occur near those points that

have already been rejected on the basis of low signal-to-noise ratio. It may be that the NPD

rejection criterion is a useful counterpart to the low signal-to-noise ratio rejection criterion,

removing those spurious points with appreciable signal strength, but little information. For

the most part it is apparent that the NPD rejections occur in groups extended in range. This

may indicate that the atmosphere is more disturbed during those periods than during other,

"quiet" periods. As has already been stated, however, the use of the NPD rejection criterion

does not seem to preferentially reject points lying far from the zenith and, in particular, it

does not eliminate those points lying in the Western half plane at larger off-zenith angles.

A more deta,iled investigation of these points lying at large off-zenith angles ìn the upper

few range gates shows that, in many cases, several anoma,lous points occur in succession.

Calculation of the power spectra associated with these particuJar records demonstrates that
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they are often composed of a single dominant frequency. It seems possible that these se-

quences of anomalous returns may be caused by a single reflection point, or "glint" moving

either with the background wind or, more probably, tracking the phase speed of a gravity

wave. Tracking these targets is the object of the following section.

3.8 Discrete Target Tlacking

,'ì.n interesting method of enhancing various persistent spectral fêatures in atmospheric

backscatter data was flrst implemented by Röttger [1980c] using the SOUSY4 VHF radar in

1977. The technique involves forming the power spectrum of the time series of each record,

and displaying these in spectra-intensity form. Thus, the frequency axis of the spectra is

displayed on the abscissa, and the temporal axis is displayed as the ordinate. The power

at each spectral frequency is represented by varying colours or intensities, with the more

intense returns displayed with the brightest colour. In Figure 3.29 the power spectra for

receiver one at a range gate of 98 km are presented for the entire bp920916 data campaign.

Note the tendency for the stronger returns to move from positive to negative Doppler

shift with increasing time. This is a common feature between power spectra recorded from

the highest range gates, and is easily explained in terms of geometrical arguments. If we

consider a long-lived scattering centre being advected over a radar by some mean wind, it is

quite apparent that as the scatterer comes into the radar's fleld of view that it will possess a

positive Doppler shift since the scatterer must be moving toward the radar. As the scatterer

moves overhead, or as the scatteret's line-of-sight velocity crosses through zero, the Doppler

shift associated with the scatterer will also pass through zero. Finally, the scatterer moves

away from the radar producing a negative Doppler shift. Therefore this feature is entirely

consistent with enhanced regions of scatter moving through the radar's field of view. Note

that at lower range gates, clearly defined scattering regions are not evident in the power

spectra, which is indicative of a volume scattering situation. Possible mechanisms for these

E-region echoes include scatter from "blobs" of enhanced electron density, ripples in the

E-layer advected with the mean wind, and "glints" from gravity wave phase fronts.

Given that these echoes emanate from localized, well-defined discrete targets, we would

expect that, at least in some instances, they could be tracked by means outlined in the

previous section. Since the angle of arrival information calculated from the time series forms

nEggnding System
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--Figure 3.29: A running time-series of spectra-intensity plots for receiver one at a range gate

of g8 km for the complete bp920916 campaign. Note the tendency for the more powerful

returns to change from positive to negative frequencies in time. Night-time data should be

ignored as the incorrect circular polarization was transmitted. (Hence disregard wild Doppler

variations especially around 24 hr local time.) The power-intensity scale is indicated by the

scale bar to the right of the plot in units of dB. The time scale is marked in local hours

starting from 14:32 on 1619/92 and ending at 23:25 on' L719192.
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only a mean direction, competing signals may, at times, cause the calculated target track to

deviate from that expected. We can, however, perform the study on a case-by-case basis.

The first instance of discrete target motion discernible in the bp920916 spectral records

occurs at 15:26 local time on the 16¿ä of September, 1992. Figure 3.30 depicts a total of

seven power spectra in the same format as Figure 3.29. A total of 14 min of data is shown.

Over ttris period the peak of the power spectrum can clearly be seen moving from a positive

Doppler shift of about 0.1 Hz, through zero Doppler shift, and on into negative Doppler

shifts of about -0.05 Hz. This corresponds to line-of-sight velocities of about 7.5 ms-l

to -3.7 ms-l respectively. It is also evident from the figure that the rate at which the

Doppler shift is changing is decreasing: the Doppler shift falls rapidly from *0.1 Hz towards

zeroHz, but then less rapidly to more negative Doppler shifts. Given that a discrete target

was responsible for this echo, we would expect that its position in the sky would change

rapidly at first, but then "slow down" and converge to some point. Examination of the angle

of arrival information for these seven data records shows that this behaviour does indeed

occur. Figure 3.31a displays the seven points on a polar sky map with the flrst of these

marked with the symbol "o", and subsequent points ünked with a line, whìle Figure 3.31b

displays the radial velocity associated with each ofthe angle of arrival points. The averaged

spaced antenna estimate of the mean wind over these 14 min was aligned with the direction

of motion of the discrete scatterer and had a magnitude of 55 ms-1'

The second case of discrete target identification occurred at 19:08 ot 1619192. This is an

especially interesting case due to certain features in the power spectra. Inspection of the nine

power spectra displayed in Figure 3.32 again reveals a general trend from positive to negative

Doppler frequencies, but also indicates that there exist, at times, multiple reflection points

at discrete Doppler frequencies. Vincent ll972l attempted to explain the corresponding

features in his phase-path measurements in terms of distortions in the totally-reflective E-

layer. In Figure 3.34 we see a symmetrical ripple in the E-layer being advected over the

radar producing three "glints". These three reflection points will each have a distinct Doppler

shift associated with it, with the two off-vertical reflections' Doppler shifts being equal but

opposite in sign. This, of course, only occurs when the ripple is directly overhead. While the

ripple is centred at some off-zenith angle, only one reflection point will be visible, and this

will possess a frnite, non-zero Doppler shift. As with all discrete targets, this Doppler shift

will be positive to begin with, and negative as the ripple recedes from the radar. Figure 3.32

shows this behaviour remarkably well, with three reflections of distinct Doppler shift visible
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Figure 3.30: The seven power spectra for discrete target tracking case 1. Note the rapid
decrease in Doppler shift through the first few spectra and the subsequent stabilization in
frequency.
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Figure 3.32: The ten power spectra for discrete target tracking case 2. Note the even

decrease in Doppler shift through the ten spectra, and the triple reflection point evident at

the mid-point of the record.

near the centre of the record. The true physical situation is more complicated than this, of

couïse, and it is difrcult to visualize a process by which reflections from signiflcant off-zenith

angles might result. Possible mechanisms include

o traveling disturbances in iso-ionic contours tilted at right angles to the radar's line of

sight,

o highly localized wave packets resulting in reflections from "edge effects" and

¡ small moving regions of enhanced ionization with low aspect sensitivity.

The angle of arrival information for these ten spectra is displayed in Figure 3.33a. Note that

in this case, the ref.ection points are reasonably evenly spaced in the sky. This correlates

well with the constant peak spectral power slope evident in Figure 3.32. Again, the averaged

spaced antenna estimate of the mean wind over these 20 min was aligned with the direction

of motion of the discrete scatteret, and had a magnitude of.2L ms-l.

The third case of discrete target motion discernible in the bp920916 spectral records

occurs at I6:24local time on the 16úh of September, 1992. Figure 3.35 depicts a tota.l

of eight power spectra in the same format as Figure 3.29. A total of 16 min of data is

shown. In this case the peak of the power spectrum moves from a positive Doppler shift

of about 0.28 Hz in a fairly linear way to a negative Doppler shift of about -0.15 Hz. This
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Figure 3.33: (a) The angle of arrival information for the ten power spectra displayed in
Figure 3.32. (b) The average radial velocity associated with each of the ten angle of arrivai
points in (a). The first point in time is labeled with the symbol "o", while the remainder
are labeled with triangles. Note the even spacing between points with increasing time.
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Figure 3.34: A model of the three reflections from an E-layer ripple advected through the
radar's field of view. (Aftet Vincent llg72l.)
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Figure 3.35: The eight power spectra for discrete target tracking case 3. Note the fairly
linear motion of the power spectra peaks from about +0.28 Hzto -0.15 Hz'

corresponds to line-of-sight velocities of about 21 ms-1 to -11 ms-1 respectively. In this

case, any trackable discrete target should move with approximately even spacing across the

sky, and Figure 3.36a supports this expectation. In this case, however, the averaged spaced

antenna estimate of the mean wind over these 16 rnin was not aligned with the direction of

motion of the discrete scatterer, and had a magnitude of 30 ms-l. The spectra-intensity

time series method of display also allows us to discern temporally coherent features in the

data which are not normally visible. Examination of a single power spectrum often is not

sufficient to reliably find pertinent signals. An example of such a signal is the sea-scatter

peak which, in data taken from the Buckland Park radar system, has been hitherto difficult

to display. In Figure 3.37 running power spectra taken at a range gate of66 km are displayed

for the bp920916 campaign. Many features in the data are readily discernible, probably the

most prorrinent of which is the strong sea-scatter component. This spectral line has a

Doppler frequency of approximately *0.15 Hz which corresponds to an ocean wave speed of

11.4 ms-1.

Also visible in Figure 3.37 are several weak, time-coherent signals which appeil to vary

in frequency in an orderly manner. One instance, for example, occurs at about 1630 in the

top panel of Figure 3.37 where a signal at about -I.2 Hz can be seen moving towards zero Hz.

Over a number of records the signal approaches within about 0.5 Hz of zeto, and then returns

once moïe to larger negative Doppler shifts. At first sight, this signal might appear to be
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Figure 3'36: (a) The angle of arrival information for the eight power spectra displayed in
Figure 3.35. (b) The average radial velocity associated with each of the eight angle of arrival
points in (a). The first point in time is labeled with the symbol "o", while the remainder
are labeled with triangles.

caused by total reflection from a "hard target", such as an aircraft or ship, but it is difficult

to reconcile either possibility with the velocity that such a target would posses. (The Doppler

shift of the target approaches -100 ms-r at the beginning of its track.) Attempts at direction

finding the target using cross-spectral techniques do not yield consistent or realistic results.

It appears that the signal is most likely a crystal stabilized transmission whose frequency

lies within about 30 kHz of the Buckland Park radar's base frequency of 1.g8 MHz. Such

a signal may then be aliased back into the receiver power spectrum provided it was within
the bandwidth of the radar receiving system. Slow movement in frequency of the signal may

represent a temperature associated drift in either the external transmission's base frequency,

or in the Buckland Park receiving system.

3.9 Summary

We have seen that direction flnding studies may be performed upon signals scattered from
the atmosphere by calculating cross-correlation functions from samples of the coherent signal

time series. The angle of arrival determination is, in general, not unique, with ambiguity

occurring as a result of the antenna spacing being larger than f . fn" ambiguity in angle of
arrival is not constant with azimuth, with the antenna spacing projected upon the azimuth
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Figure 3.37: Power spectra for campaign bp920916 taken at a range gate of 66 km. The sea

scatt$ peak is clear for most of the record at a Doppler shift of +0.15 Hz. A large amount

of noise is visible during the night due to the incorrect polarization mode used. See text for

a discussion of some of the other interesting features.
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of arrival being the determining factor. The NTD criterion developed by Meek €j Manson

[1987] neither ensures that signals come from the zenith region, nor allows us to determine

from whence the signals emanate. Further, eliminating signals from larger off-zenith angles

does not eliminate the possibility of ambiguous returns. In general, only the rapid fall-offin

backscattered power with off-zenith angle displayed by atmospheric scatterers allows angle

of arrival studies to be performed with non-ideal antenna arrays with any confidence.

An experiment was performed with the Buckland Park antenna array and the refur-

bished 8 channei data acquisition system to characterize the distribution of backscattered

power from the D- and B-regions. The quality of data obtained was excellent, surpassing all

previous measurements. It was found that the attempt to eliminate the phase propagation

delays through the receiver/signal processor channels was only partially successful due to the

contribution to the phase error from the antennae reactances and cable electrical lengths.

The complete channel error may only be eliminated by transmitting a test signal in the far

fleld of the array, (difÊcult at these frequencies) or by assuming that on average the atmo-

spheric returns emanate from the zenith. The random phase error distribution appears to be

Gaussian in shape and and we have satisfactorily corrected for this bias by subtracting the

phase of the Gaussian-fitted distribution peak from the measurement of each receiver phase

difference. The receiver phase check facility has shown, however, that significant variations in

receiver phase propagation delay occur due to both ambient temperature changes and also IF

gain changes. A diurnal variation in phase propagation delay is evident in all receivers. Most

significantly, the variations in receiver phase propagation delay are not consistent between

recelvers.

The known aspect sensitive nature of the atmospheric scatterers and its dependence on

altitude is echoed in the spread of the angle of arrival measurements at each range gate and

the mean off-zenith angle measured. Returns from the highest range gates at times emanate

from off-zenith angles as large as 5o as total reflections from E-layer "glints" may dominate

the signal. Returns from the lowest range gates are dorninated by broadcast interference and

sea scatter although a clustering of echoes centred on the zenith is still evident. Meaningful

azimuthal profile information is obtainable from the analysis provided that the instrumental

phase bias is adequately removed.

Discrete targets produced by disturbances in the E-layer may be seen in the running

time series of power spectra and tracked using the angle of arrival analysis. The movement

of these targets in time is consistent with the information derived from their Doppler shifts.
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Triple refl.ection phenomena have been observed with characteristics consistent with a simple

model considered by Vincent [1972]. Detection of these discrete targets is not difficult as they

are a relatively common occurrence in the daytime E-layer. In cont¡ast, d-iscrete scatterers

do not appear to exist in the D-region, where volume scatter appears to dominate.

Time series of spectral-intensity have been found to be a useful tool to aid in the detection

of weak time-coherent signals. Sea scatter peaks are easily seen using this technique an¿

appeil to possess Doppler shifts consistent with the predicted motion of ocean waves of the

appropria,te scale for the Bragg scatter condition.



Chapter 4

TRANSMISSION USING THE

MAIN BUCKTAND PARK

ARRAY

4.L Introduction

In April of 1993, upgrading of 30 of the Buckland Park main receiving array's 89 "8"

dipoles was completed while, simultaneously, final interfacing between the interim 8 channel

receiving system and one of the new, electronically phase-controlled 10 channel transmitter

subsystem had been achieved. On the 30rå of April, the first data collection campaign with

this system was initiated with the transmitter beam phased to point vertically. (At this

point the computer software was not in place to allow the transmitter beam to be phased to

point in arbitrary off-vertical directions.) In Figure 4.1, the 30 refurbished antennae used

in the campaign and the manner in which they were joined together to form groups of three

is displayed. This formation of antennae has a one-way powet polar diagram with a half-

powel halËwidth of about 7.5o (see Figure 4.2) and side lobe suppression of at least 18 dB.

The impedances of the 30 refurbished antennae were checked to ensure that all were in good

working order before transmission commenced. All 30 antennae appeared quite acceptabie

with impedance magnitudes ranging from 48 Q to g0 0, while the impedance phase angles

were remarkably small, ranging from -9o to *15o (see Table 4.1).

After some effort it was found that the phase control module threshold levels were ad-

justable such that all 10 PA modules were transmitting in phase and were recognized as

131
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Figure 4.1: The 30 refurbished antennae used in the first transmission using the main receiv-
ing antenna array at Buckland Park. Ðach of the 10 solid-state PA modules is connected
to three antennae. The groups of antennae used are joined together by triangles, while the
number in the centre of each triangle indicates which PA module drives that group. The
eight receivers are connected to groups one to eight respectively. Note that the "8" polariza-
tion is used for both transmission and reception and that the facility to transmit circularly
polarized radiation is not yet implemented.

being out of phase when stepped off phase by only one step (about 8.6'). The PA modules'

phases were checked at the beginning of each two minute record, and any which faited this

test were individually turned off for that record. After the threshold levels were established

satisfactorily, the phase control modules were rarely unable to find the optimum phase-

zero when required, although two of the 10 channeis were somewhat more unstable than

the remaining 8. The cause of this comparative instability was not clearly apparent, but

possible contributors included enhanced noise on individual antennae, variations in antenna

impedance and "ctoss-ta,lk" between adjacent phase control modules and/or pA frlters in

the transmitter rack. An investigation into these possibilities continues.

The transmitter was triggered at a PRF of 80 Hz during the day which, with 32 coherent

integrations performed per final data point, yielded an overall sampling frequency of 2.5 Hz.

In all, data from 20 range gates were collected from nominal altitudes of 60 km to gg km.

Due to a hardware problem in the range marker card, these nominal altitudes corresponded

to actual altitudes from 58 km to 96 km respectively. All diagrams and references to altitude

in this chapter, unless specifically excluded, refer to the hardwaïe range gate selected. Thus

N
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Table 4.1: The impedances of the 30 refurbished antennae measured at 1.98 MHz on the

30¿â of April, 1993. Although the magnitudes of the of the impedance measurement vary by

up to 50% from the ideal of 75 0, the majority of phase angles are remarkably small.

Antenna tzl @) LZ (") Antenna Z (o LZ (')
287 64 +4 5E8 58 +2
288 82 +4 589 80 +11
386 56 +4 5E10 77 -8

3Ð7 ol +6 6E5 54 +1
3E8 74 +4 686 54 0

3E10 65 +7 687 77 0

485 62 +10 688 57 +2
4E6 70 +6 6E9 58 +6
487 81 +12 6810 66 +8
488 60 0 7E5 53 0

4E9 63 +5 7Ð6 48 0

4810 64 +2 7Ð7 54 +9
5E5 82 +6 788 70 +15
586 50 +3 7E9 83 +5
587 78 +5 7810 90 +3

the reader must subtract 2 km from the nominal range referred to to flnd the actual range.

The 8 channel receiving system was connected to 24 of the same 30 antennae used for

transmission. Isolating TR switches ensured that the receivers were protected during the

transmission of a pulse. In this particular conflguration each receiver was connected to three

antennae, these being the same three dipoles connected to the corresponding PA module

(see Figure 4.1).

The bp930430 campaign extended over a period of two weeks with the equipment in this

configuration. A selection of this data is presented in Section 4.2 to demonstrate the high

quality of the observations obtained with this new equipment.

During the validation of the new transmitting/receiving system at Buckland Park, soft-

ware modifications were made to the radar acquisition program enabling the transmitter

beam pointing direction to be a.ltered from the vertical. The frrst test of this beam-steering

facility was the bp930514 campaign, in which the transmitter beam was directed 10o off-

zenith towards the East and West on alternate data acquisitions. A second experiment

was then performed, in which the transmitter beam was directed to the zenith and then

10o off-vertical towards the East, West, North and South in succession. These data were

taken during the bp930523 campaign. Results from these two experiments are presented in
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Figure 4.2: The power polar diagram of the 30 antennae array used for the inaugural trans-
mission on the main array. The one-way half-power half-width of the main lobe is around
7.5o while the main side lobes are suppressed by at least 1g dB.

Sections 4.3, and 4.4

4.2 Tlansmission using A vertically-Directed Beam

The bp930430 campaign commenced at 13:37 on the 30rá of April, 1gg3. Observation of the
IF output of the receive¡s with a CRO revealed an extremely strong return from the E-layer,
with a readily discernible E3 echo also usually present. For the first documented time in the

Buckland Park MF radar's history, an E5 echo was also visible. These casual observations

seem to indicate that a large amount of power per solid angle was being radiated by the 10

channel t¡ansmitter in combination with the 30 antenna transmitting array.
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Figure 4.3: Average proflle of (a) backscattered power and (b) signal-to-noise ratio for the
flrst hour ofthe bp930430 data set. Note the enhancement in returned power between 70 km
and74 km. These profiles were calculated from data collected by receiver one.

4.2.1 Power profiles

Average power and signal-to-noise ratio profiles calculated from receiver one over the first

hour of this data set appear in Figures 4.3a and b. Of interest in the power profile displayed

in Figure 4.3a is the clear enhancement in echo power between apparent altitudes of 70 km

and 74 km. This "layer" appears to be associated with very stable long-lived echoes and

is common throughout the day-time data set. This enhancement interrupts an otherwise

linear (in logarithmic units) fall off of power with decreasing altitude.

The average signal-to-noise ratio profile shown in Figure 4.3b reveals an almost constant

ratio of 20 dB from 98 km down to 68 km whereupon the ratio drops rapidly below zero dB.

Bearing in mind the 2 km discrepancy between apparent and correct range, this corresponds

to an excellent signal-to-noise ratio down to 66 km.

4.2.2 Time domain interferometry

Time domain interferometric angle of arrival information was calculated for this data set

and appears in Figure 4.4. The receiver phases were corrected using the receiver phase test
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signal and residual channel phase errors were subsequently removed by the phase histogram

normalization technique described in Section 3.7. In this case, the residual phase offsets for

the three receiver pairs were calculated as-26.7o,11.6o and 20.6'. The salient features of this

angle of arrival information are the remarkable lack of spread of the points from the zenith

for apparent altitudes down to 64 km, and the relatively small number of points accepted

below this height. Also of some interest is the small number of points in the *halo" around

the zenith in the highest range gates. This would seem to indicate that the likeühood of

uccu.u'erce of tliscrete E-layer "glints" in this data set is somewhat less than that observed

with the bp920916 data set analysed in Chapter 3. The average proflles for these data appear

in Figure 4.5 and highlìght the adherence of the majority of the angle of arrival points to

the zenith.

Although some of this reduction in spread from the zenith may be explained in terms

of smaller reception and especially transmission beam patterns, it would seem that many

spurious returns have also been eliminated due to the marked increase in transmitter power-

aperture product.

4"2.3 Spaced antenna wind analysis

Although no ideal antenna spacings for the spaced antenna experiment were available in the

configuration selected for the bp930430 campaign, antenna groups 2, 3 and 5 were selected as

the most nearly equilateral (see Figure a.i). This triangle had side lengths of 117 m, 155 m

and 192 m and interior angles of 70o, 60o and 49o. The data from these three antennae were

analysed using the standard spaced antenna technique [Briggs,1984]. Figure 4.6 displays the

results in the form of hourly-average profiles of zonal and meridional winds. In each case the

horizonta.l scale extends from -100 to f100 ms-t, and the vertical scale extends from 60 km

to 100 km. The most concerning feature of the data is the significant reduction in wind

acceptances below about 86 km at night. The majority of these rejections appear to be due

to poor signal-to-noise ratios, and appear to occur more frequently than is observed with the

routinely-operated spaced antenna system at the same site. This routinely-operated spaced

antenna system differs from the current experiment in that circularly-polarized radiation

is transmitted, although only linearly polarized radiation is currently used on reception.

Although the night-time loss of the D-region and the subsequent reduction in amplititude

of the backscattered signal is partially responsible for these poor signal-to-noise ratios, it is

possible that the use of linearly polarized radiation on transmission and reception is also a
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Figure 4'5: Average profile of mean angle of arrival information for the bp930430 data set
as depicted in Figure 4.4.

factor. Reaüzation that the ionosphere is a birefringent medium leads to the consideration

of the effect of Faraday rotation of the polarization vector. The total rotation of the plane

of polarization of the transmitted wave is given by

oc I I, ,, .l NB ds, (4.1)

where r¿ is the angular frequency of the transmitted radiation, y'f is the loca.l number density

of electrons in the medium, B is the magnetic field strength, and ds is an infinitesimal element

of the traversed path, ,5. Clearl¡ if iÞ is an odd multiple of f , then the radiation incident
at the ground will be polarized at right angles to the dipoles' alignment, and the received.

signal strength, which is proportional to cos o, will be zero. Thus, as the electron number
density varies between day and night, changing the rotation angle ofthe polarization vector,
different strengths of backscattered signal will be received by the antennae aligned North-
South. Independent numerica.l simulations, however, (Elford- private communication) have

shown that at a frequency of 1.98 MHz, multiple rotations of the polarization vector occur
above 60 km in altitude in both the day-time and night-time ionosphere. Clearly, then,
we would expect the received signal strength on the ground to vary between a maximum
and a minimum from one range to the next as the polarization vector rotated through
multiples of f . Also, as the local electron density increases with altitude, we expect the rate
of Faraday rotation to increase with range. In other words, we expect the lowest rate of
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rotation (perhaps none) in the lower range gates, with the polarization vector rotated more

rapidly as the range of interest is situated higher in the ionosphere. This hypothetical signal

strength behaviour is clearly inconsistent with that exhibited by this particular data set, as

the received signal power is fairly constant above 86 km. We therefore discount Faraday

rotation as the main cause of the apparently diminished signal strengths during the night
as compared to the routinely-operated spaced antenna radar system. It must be noted,

however, that the use of linearly-polarized radiation for both transmission and reception is

not an optimal conflguration for a spaced antenna experinent, sirrce ionospheric propagation

factors such as Faraday rotation and the resultant signal loss and magneto-ionic fading may

result in poor data quality or, in extreme cases, erroneous results.

The low night-time data rate issue is set aside for now, and our attention is turned to
other dynamical features of the data.

Although the presence of tidal motion is obvious, the hourly profiles do show good agree-

ment with the expected prevailing winds at this latitude and time of year. The existence

of a large Southward meridional jet at 80 km and an Eastward zonal flow peaking at about
75 km and decreasing with altitude is typical of the transition from Summer to Winter flow
regimes during April and May. On the other hand the Summer flow for this latitude is

largely Eastward above 84 km and Westward below, with little meridional flow during those

months \COSPAR,1990l.

In Figure 4'7a and b the one-day average wind proflles for the 30rå April and the 1"¿

May respectively, beginning and ending in mid-afternoon in both cases, are depicted for
both the zonal and meridional components. These four panels indicate the variability in the
daily-averaged wind due to fluctuating tidal components and also the unstable nature of the
wind profile during this t¡ansition period. Other effects which may be biasing the average

wind proflle include the relative sparseness of the data at night. From about g0 km in range

downwards approximately only l0% of the data over a 24 hr period occurs at night. Clearly
the average in these cases will be markedly biased towards the day-time wind which, in
many instances, will not be representative of the daily arrerage due to tidal contamination.

4,2.4 Post-set beam steering

The post-set þeam qteering experiment, (PBS) was flrst presented in the literature by Röttger
€i lerkic [1985]. In the PBS experiment, the coherent voltage time series sampled from each

antenna group is stored in its entirety for later analysis. A pointing angle is then selected
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Figure 4.7: Spaced antenna-derived daily mean wind profiles of zonal and meridional wind
components for data beginning on (a) 30¿â April, and (b) 1"¿ May, 1993. The vertical scale

in each instance is the radar range gate measured in km.

for the desired beam direction and each time series is multiplied by the appropriate complex

constant eid*, *her" /¡ is the additional phase lag required for receiver k. The phase lag for

each receiver in matrix form is given by

€r

€z

Tt

Tz
ó--

sin0s

sin d¡¡

€n Tn

where the (¡ and q¡ are the x- and y-coordinates ofthe antenna groups respectively, and the

0B and 0¡¡ are the off-zenith angles in the Eastward and Northward directions respectively.

These modified time series are then summed together and normalizedto form a single time

series. This mathematical process of selectively retarding the phase of each receiver is exactly

equivalent to inserting cable delays of the appropriate length connecting each receiver and

antenna. Forming such Doppler radar beams by physical cable delays is now known as pre-

set beam steering. The advantage of PBS, however, is that the delay lengths are infinitely
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adjustable, and the beam may be steered in any direction.

In an interesting modification to the PBS techni que, Kud,eki €i Wood,man [19g0a] have

shown that, due to the linearity of the auto- and cross-correlation function equations, the

complex multiplier used to modify each time series may be applied instead to the auto-
and cross-correlation coefficients of each unmodified time series, which are then summed

to yield the auto- or cross-correlation of the tilted beam. They have called this technique

the post-gtatistics qteering technique (PSS), and have used it to examine velocities and

aspcct scnsitivities of scatterers in the lowel lresosphere at VHF fKudeki et al.,19g0b]. .l'he

only use of PSS at MF was reportedby Süríicü et al. [1992], who used the technique to

steer a 10-element array in two orthogonal directions in order to estimate the 3-dimensional

wind' Sürücti et al. [1992] found good agreement between the winds measured using the pSS

technique and spaced antenna-derived true winds.

The PSS technique is mathematically equivalent to the PBS technique, and is essentially a

useful method of reducing the data storage needs for a radar controller by including some form
of data pre-processing. For the purposes of the following section, only the pBS techniqle
was used as the data storage available was not a significant ümitation.

Following the technique described in Section 3.7, the receiver phase propagation delays

were eliminated by means of the receiver phase test signal which was recolded prior to each

data acquisition. Residual channel errors were then minimized by fltting Gaussian functions

to histograms of each of the cross correlation phases at zeto lag obtained from each receiver

pair. The positions of the peaks of these Gaussian functions were then used as estimators of
the residual channel phase eïror.

The phase corrected time series were then used to form beams in a total of 44I directions

in a raster-scan pattern centred on the zenith and spanning between *15o in both the
East-West and North-South planes. Thus, it was anticipated that the mathematically-
formed reception beam would scan through the vertically-directed transmission beam out
to at least two transmission beam onrway haif-widths in all directions from the zenith.
The reformed time series may then be used to calculate various radar parameters such as

returned power, frequency spectra and Doppler velocities.

Figure 4.8 displays both the returned power and Doppler shift as a function of the beam

pointing direction of the receiving array at a range of 80 km. In Figure 4.ga the returned
power is displayed in three dimensional surface form where the vertical axis represents the
power in dB units, and the x- and y-axes range between +15o. The surface is viewed from
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Figure 4.8: Returned power as a function of beam pointing direction at a range of 80 km
displayed as (a) a three-dimensional surface, and (c) as a power-angle-intensity plot. The
sole contour drawn in (c) represents the half-power level. The Doppler velocity as a function
of beam pointing direction appears similarly in panels (b) and (d). In all instances the x-
and y-axes range from -15" to *15". Note that the transmitted beam was phased to point
vertically. See text for more detail.
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an azimuth of about 45o, thus presenting an isometric perspective. In Figure 4.8c the same

surface as viewed from above is displayed in image-contour form, where the sole contour

plotted represents the 3 dB level of the two-way beam. As can be seen, the contour is

somewhat elliptical with semi-major and semi-minor axes of about 11o and 9o respectively.

As will be described shortiy, the mean wind as determined by the spaced antenna analysis

at this height and time coincides in direction with this elongation of the beam pattern.

Although an interesting possibility exists that this elongation may be systematically related

to the wind direction, no such study has been performed as part of this work. The point

is made, however, that many other records when analysed using the PBS technique show

no elongation in the returned power surface. VVe conclude, then, that the changing aspect

sensitivity of the scatters is responsible for the changing asymmetry in the beam's power

surface. We do not claim that the direction of elongation is necessarily in the direction of

the mean wind.

More careful inspection of Figure 4.8c reveals that the centre or peak of the beam power

pattern does not coincide with the zenith. In fact, the direction of peak returned power

as found using the PBS technique is conceptually analogous with the mean angle of arrival

calculated using time-domain interferometry as described in Chapter 31. As was found with

the interferometric studies where the direction of the mean scatter varies with time about

the zenith, the direction of strongest return found with PBS also moves about the zenith.

In Figures 4.8b and d the Doppler shift measured as a function of the receive beam

direction is displayed in the same manner as Figures 4.8a and c. Note that the calculated

radial velocity varies smoothly with angle from a maximum of about 2 ms-r to the North-

West, to about -6 ms-1 to the South-Ðast. Also indicated on Figure 4.8d is the direction

of the mean wind as ca,lculated by the spaced antenna technique. In this case the wind was

to the South-East with a magnitude of 48 ms-1. Note that the measured radial Doppler

velocity at 15o off-zenith is significantly lower than would be expected for a horizontal wind

of 48 ms-l . This under-estimation is due to leakage of signal from the zenith into the main

radar lobe which is centred on 15o off-zenith and has a half-power half-width of 7.5". If the

effect of the aspect sensitivity of the scatterers is included then it is clear that the power-

weighted beam direction is much closer to the zenith than would otherwise be expected. For

this reason a comparison is made between spaced antenna wind direction and the directions

of maximum and minimum Doppler velocities on1y. Casual examination of several data sets

lProvided that the beam power pattern is not too asymmetrical.
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reveals that the two are certainly well correlated, and a more rigorous pursuit of wind velocity

measurement using interferometric techniques is discussed in Section 4.4.

4.3 Tlansmission Using Two Off-Vertical Beams

Off-vertical beam directions of 10o East and 10o West were selected for the bpg30514 data

campaign. The data acquisition software was modifled to allow antenna coordinates and

beam pointing directions to he entered. The program was easily changcd such that any

number and combination of beam directions could be specified, with alternating East/West

beams selected for the first experiment. The impedances of the 30 antennae selected for

transmission and reception were again checked to ensure that no breakages had occurred

and the antennae were configured as detailed in Section 4.2. Two days of d.ata were collected

with the range gates, PRF and all other radar parameters set exactly as set out in Section 4.2.

Unfortunately, on retrieval of the data set, only the frrst 24 hr were recovered due to fauity

magnetic media, and it is these data which are presented here.

4.3.1 Time domain interferometry

The bp930514 data set was first analysed by finding the time-doma.in mean angle of arrival
of each 102.4 s long record. Samples from antennae 3, 4 and 8 were phase corrected firstly
with the phase propagation delay test signal, and then with the measurement of the residual

channel error from the bpg30430 data set. Clearly this removal of the residual channel error

estimated from a data set recorded some two weeks earlier may have been a source of error,

but since no vertica.l beam was in use during the bp930514 campaign, no other means of error
correction was ava.ilable. The residual channel errors for receivers 3, 4 and 8 for the bpg30430

data set were (-26.7o, 11.6o, 20.6o), and the application of these three phase corrections to
the bp930514 data set did achieve a significant improvement in the data quality. Figure 4.g

displays the mean angle of arrival measurements from the bpg30b14 data set. A number of
features of the data are worth commenting upon.

The most striking characteristic of the data appears to be the systematic deviation of
the azimuth of the off-zenith scatter away from the Bast-West baseline. Given that the

transmitter beam direction lay within the East-West plane, it is difficult to conceive a
mechanism by which the mean angie of arriva.l of scatter could emanate from a direction

not coinciding with the x-axis. Systematic tilts of atmospheric layers at all range gates over
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Figure 4.9: The mean angle of arrival of the data set bp930514 as calculated from receivers

3, 4 and 8 for day-time returns only. The receiver phase delay propagation differences are

corrected for by means of the receiver phase correction test signal and residual channel errors
removed by histogram normalization as calculated from the bp930430 data set. During this
data set the transmitted signal was steered on alternate records 10o of-zenith towa¡ds the

East and West. Data with signal-to-noise ratios of -6 dB or less have been excluded.
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24 hr in duration would appear physicaJly impossible. It would seem, at first, that the only

conclusion possible is that the transmitter beam direction did not üe in the East-West plane,

and so considerable effort was expended in attempting to locate the source of the suspected

erlor. The transmitting array power polar diagram was calculated and examined for skewed

side-lobes which might have been the cause of the skewed returns, but none were located.

Next, the phase control modules' phase steps were extracted from the campaign log files and

compared with the theoretical phase steps required to produce the correct beam pointing

direction' Again, no discrepancy was discovered. At this stage attcntion was focussed on

the receiving amay' and it was finally noted that the three antennae used to calculate the

time-domain angle of arrival information were configured as an isosceles triangle with the

longest side aligned with a bearing some 10o North of West. As has been shown with the

spaced antenna wind analysis, wind vectors and spatial correlation ellipses tend to line up

along thelongest side of the antenna triangle :used[Golley €! Rossiter,IgT0; Meek,1gg0]. It
is believed that, as occurs in the spaced antenna analysis, the calculation of the timrdomain
mean angle of ar¡ival by means of cross-correlation phases at zero lag is biased by the use

of non--equiiateral triangles with significantly different side lengths.

In order to verify this suspicion, a second antenna group with more equal triangle-side

lengths was used in the mean angle of arrival analysis. Antenna group (2, B, 5) was selected

with side lengths of 155 m,I77 m and 193 m. This compared with side lengths of 152 m,

I52 m and 215 m for antennae (3, 4, 8). Unfortunately, the longest side of antenna group

(2, 3, 5) was aligned in a similar direction to the longest side of antenna group (g, 4, g),

the directions being 8o North of West for the latter, and 18o North of West for the former.

Examination of Figure 4.10 shows that, despite this non-ideal configuration, the mean angle

of arriva,l results calculated from antennae (2,3, 5) are not biased to the extent that the

results from the (3,4,8) antenna group were.

As a more rigorous test of this problem, all 8 receivers were used in a post-set beam

steering experiment. The aim of the experiment was to demonstrate that, when free of
antenna configuration biases, the received power as a function ofzenith angle was centred on

the East-West baseline. The phases of the 8 receivers were again corrected with the use of
the phase correction information derived from the bp930430 data set. Since the transmitter

beam direction was steered on alternate records, data from the flrst and second acquisitions

are presented in Figure 4.11a-d. The data in Figure 4.11a and b are from the first data

acquisition at a range of g2 km, while those shown in Figure 4.11c and d are from the
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Figure 4.10: The mean angle of arrival of the data set bp930514 as calculated from receivers
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second acquisition at the same apparent range. The two panels on the left are power-angle-

intensity representations of the returned power as a function of beam pointing angle, and are

of most interest here. Those panels on the right of Figure 4.11 are Doppler-angle-intensity

representations of the radia.l Doppler velocity as a function of beam pointing angle. Note

that, unlike Figure 4.8, the direction of the mean wind has not been superimposed upon the

Doppler velocity contours. In fact, it was not possible to calculate the spaced antenna winds

for this data set since at no stage was a vertically-directed beam used. It is for this reason

that wind derivation and analysis is reserved for a latcr data set in which five transmitter

beams were available; one vertical and four off-vertical. This and other examples using the

PBS technique clearly demonstrate that, on average, the majority of the returned power from

transmitter beams directed at off-zenith angles does emanate from the expected azimuth and

has a zenith angle which lies between the transmitter beam zenith angle and the zenith. It
was therefore concluded that the deviation of the mean angle of arrival resu-lts in Figure 4.g

from the East-West baseline was an artifact of the antenna geometry used for reception, and

not a consequence of the transmitted beams' pointing angle. Clearly, this raises interesting

questions relating to the antenna configurations used for both time- and frequency-domain

interferometry and the possible biases thereby induced. It is apparent that some care may

need to be taken when selecting these antenna configurations in order to avoid these biases,

although at this stage it is only suspected that an equilateral triangle confi.guration may

minimize the problem.

As a frnal check to ensute that the transmitted beam pattern was not simply a "dual lobe"

arrangement pointing simu-ltaneously to the East and West, the angle of arrival measurements

from alternate records were separated into even (West) and odd (East) groups. These two

grollps were examined to ensure that the angle of arrival dreasurement lay only in the Eastern

half-plane for the Eastwardly directed transmitter beam records, and in the Western half-

plane for the other records. This was indeed the case, as is shown in Figure 4.12 which

presents data from every second range. Also indicated in Figures 4.12a and b is the 3 dB

threshold of the transmitter beam. Note that the scattering points often lie beyond this

threshold. This is not particularly surprising, as the aspect sensitivity of the scatter may

"drag" the scattering points closer to the zenith than the 3 dB edge of the beam.

Another interesting feature of the data is the tendency for the off-zenith angle of the

returned signal to decrease with range. In the uppermost range gates the data appear for

the most part to cluster about the expected 10o off-zenith angle. As we move our attention
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Figure 4.11: Angle-intensity plots of returned power and Doppler velocity as a function
of beam pointing direction at a range of 92 km for the first two data acquisitions of the
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in panels (a) returned power, and (b) Doppler velocity, while acquisition two (Bastwardly-
directed transmitter beam) is displayed similarly in panels (c) and (d). For both beam

directions the off-zenith angle on transmission was 10o.
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to lower altitudes, however, we notice that at first the scattering locations appeil to "smear

out" back towards the zenith, then seem to cluster about ever decreasing off-zenith angles

until, in the lower range gates, the scatter returns predominantly to the zenith. This is a clear

indication of the increasing aspect sensitivity of the atmospheric scatterers with decreasing

altitude and demonstrates the the manner in which off-vertical Doppler radar beams are

biased to apparent pointing angles much closer to the zenith than their nominal pointing

angle would indicate, and is qualitatively consistent with other researchers' measurements

of this parameter lLindner,1975b; Hoclcing,1979; Röttger, 1981; Reid,7988; Reid,7990l.

In the following subsection, we attempt to quantitatively determine the aspect sensitivity of

the scatterers using the dg parameter.

4.3.2 Aspectsensitivity

In Chapter 3, the ds parameter was introduced in Equation 3.14 as

/.inza\'
p(d) x " 

\"in2 asl (4.3)

If the power-polar diagram of the antenna aperture is modeled as Gaussian in form, then

the power returned at angle d to the zenith relative to that returned from the zenith is given

by

P('):",.n{ (#) }.*n{-(=k#d} Ø4)

where 0¿ is the apparent beam-pointing direction and d¡ is the half-power half-width of the

transmitter beam. As demonstrated by Whitehead et al. [1983], the effective beam direction,

when aspect sensitivity effects are included, is equal to the angle at which the peak power is

returned. Thus, Equation 4.4 is differentiated to yield

ôP(0\ -f sind siná-sint9,ì
f=-2cosrtfü*"ffilrftt. (4.5)

Clearly, this may be zero if

o cos 0 = 0, whereupon P(d) is a minimum,

. P(0): 0, whereupon P(0) is a minimum or

' #+ + î'4!# = 0 whereupon P(d) is a maximum'

The maximum value of P(d) occurs at some angle which we denote d¿. Thus

sin,,s= tin'" tt1t l"'- sin2 0s * sinz 0n ' (4'6)
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We may rearrange Equation 4.6 to find d5 so,

sin2 dg =
sin2 0s

155

(4.7)stn
1

E

Therefore, knowing the apparent radar beam-pointing direction (d¿), and the radar beam-

width when the array is phased to point in the direction 0¡, and measuring the angular

position of the peak of the backscattered signal power (ds), the aspect sensitivity of the

scatterers 0 s, ma! be determined.

The radar beam width 0B,was found by modeling the 30 antenna array phased to point

10o off-zenith towards the West. The aperture modeling program, "xsect" was used and

the one-way half-power half-width of the tilted beam in the Bast-West plane was found

to be 6.76o. 0¡ was set in the current experiment at t10o. In order to determine d6,

the surfaces of returned power as a function of beam angle derived by using the post-set

beam steering technique were examined. The position of the maximum was noted, and

an East-West cross section was taken through this position. Since the angular separation

between individual beam-pointing directions calculated using the PBS technique was only

1.5o, it was necessary to interpolate between angular steps to find the best estimate of the

power maximum. Thus, a second-order polynomial was f,tted to the points in the immediate

vicinity of the maximum, and the position of the maximum of the frtted function was taken

as the effective beam-pointing direction 0s.

The analysis was performed on the first two data records obtained during the bp930514

campaign and the results appear in Figure 4.13a and b. In Figure 4.13a the profile of the

aspect sensitivity parameter 95, is calculated from the flrst data record of the bp930514

data set. During this record, the transmitting array was phased to point Westwards at an

of-zenith angle of 10o. As can be seen, the average value of ds as determined by the analysis

appears to be about 60, with a tendency for the ds values to increase in magnitude with

altitude. Consideration of Equation 3.14 reveals that larger values of ds denote less aspect

sensitive scatter, while small values of 05 denote highly specular scatter. In contrast to this

general behaviour, a large enhancement in the dg magnitude can be seen at an altitude of

82 km. Whether this enhancement is real, or simply some artifact of the analysis technique is

uncertain. Clearly assumptions regarding the functional form of the scatterers' backscattered

power as a function of angle may, at times, be incorrect. Alternatively, these layers of more

isotropic scatter may indeed be real, and it is noted Ihat Fritts €i Vincent [1987] found a

similar enhancement in ds at an altitude of 76 km, also at medium frequencies.
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Figure 4.13: Profiles of the aspect sensitivity parameter ds derived from data steered using
the PBS technique. In panel (a), the first 102.4 s data record from the bpg30514 data set
was used in the d5 calculation, while in (b) the proflle was calculated using data from the
second 702.4 s record. Note that the transmitter beam was directed at 10o to the zenith
along a Westward and then Eastward bearing during the flrst and second data acquisitions
respectively.

In Figure 4.13b the 0s values calculated using the data from the second acquisition are

displayed. During this second acquisition, the transmitter beam was directed at 10o to the
zenith on an Eastwardly bearing. Missing data points at altitudes of 80 km and g2 km
are due to unphysically large values of ás obtained from data which caused the analysis to
become extremely unstable. Again, there is some tendency for the 05 values to increase with
altitude, and again there is evidence for an enhancement in á5 magnitude at about Zg km.

The average vaJ.ue of ds obtained from Figure 4.13b is approximatery To.

These unaveraged estimates of aspect sensitivity in the mesosphere clearly demonstrate

the validity of the measurement technique. Even in its least refined form, this method shows

promise for the routine measurement of mesospheric aspect sensitivities in the future.
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Figure 4.14: The transmitter beam geometry for the bp930523 data set. The five beams

are directed towards the zenith and at 10o from the zenith in the Westward, Eastward,
Southward and Northward directions.

4.4 Transmission Using Five Beam Directions

With minimal modification, the acquisition software was configured such that the transmitter

beam was steered to a total offive separate directions. The directions, in order ofacquisition,

were vertical, West, East, South and North, with each of the non-vertical beams having

off-zenith angles of lOo(see Figure 4.I4). Since each individual data record required two

minutes to acquire, the five beam direction cycle was completed in a total of 10 minutes.

In this experiment, spaced antenna winds were calculated using the information from the

vertically-directed beam, and were therefore available every 10 minutes. The remaining

radar parameters were left unchanged from the bp930514 campa,ign, as was the antenna

configuration. The experiment commenced on the 23'd of May, 1993 and will be referred to

as the bp930523 campaign, or data set.

4.4.I Time domain interferometry

The frrst analysis undertaken with the bp930523 data set was the standard time-domain

interferometry technique described in Chapter 3. In this case, however, residual channel

phase errors were removed by subtraction of the position of the phase difference histogram

peak calculated from the vertically-directed beam data only. In this way, the uncertainties

involved with using two-week old phase corrections were avoided.
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In Figure 4.15 the time-domain mean angle of arrival information is displayed for nominal

ranges from 66 km to 98 km. The angle of arrival information is further separated into flve

groups, each representing one of the frve beam directions implemented in this experiment.

In Figure 4.15a the vertically-directed beam returns ate shown from which we note the

usual reduction of scatter from the zenith with decreasing range. In Figures 4.15b-e the

mean angle of arrivals for transmitter beams directed at 10o to the zenith in the West, Ðast,

South and North directions respectively are displayed. We note that in each case the mean

off-zenith position of the scatter moves closer to the zenith with decreasing altitude, again

indicating the presence of increasing scatterer aspect sensitivity. As in Figures 4.9 and 4.10

some systematic bias of the scatter away from the cardinal directions is apparent, as is a

tendency for the scatter to be displaced to the East in Figures 4.15b and c. This Bastward

shift may be due to a residual phase error, but inspection of the data at ranges below 74km

seems to indicate that the shift is slightly reversed, and towards the West. For this reason no

attempt was made to eliminate any residual phase ertor, the resultant shift being considered

too small to cause concern at present.

Inspection of Figures 4.15a-e clearly shows that the mean position of the backscattered

power is qualitatively consistent with the transmitter beam direction and the known an-

gular refl.ectivity characteristics of the atmospheric scatterers as a function of altitude. It

was concluded that the beam steering software, as configured for the five beam directions,

was functioning as expected and that the transmitter beam was being successfully directed

towards the required azimuth and zenith angle.

With the inclusion of the vertically-directed beam in the bp930523 ð,ata set, it was pos-

sible to compute spaced antenna winds for every fifth record. The experiment was designed

primarily to vaüdate the beam steering function of the new Doppler radar, but had also as its

aim a comparison of spaced antenna and time-domain interferometric-derived winds. In the

next subsection, spaced antenna winds are presented, while in the following subsection, time-

domain interferometric winds are calculated and compared with the space antenna-derived

winds.

4.4.2 Spaced antenna wind analysis

The standard spaced antenna wind analysis was applied to those records in the bp930523 data

set for which a vertically-directed transmitter beam was in use. Antennae (2, 3, 5) were

selected for the analysis in order to minimize antenna configuration biases in the results.
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Antennae (3, 4, 8) were also used in a separate spaced antenna wind analysis and provided

a check to ensure that the measured wind vector did not depend markedly on the particular

antenna triangle selected. Few spaced antenna wind velocities were successfully calculated

below about 66 km, and so little emphasis should be placed upon the wind measurements

made in this altitude region. It should also be emphasised that, since wind. measurements

were available at best every 10 min, the statistical signiflcance of any average wind vector,

such as an hourly average, must necessarily be lower than if only a vertical beam had been

in use. With these points in mind we examine Figurc 4.16 which depicts the two average

wind profiles for the antenna groups (2,3,s), represented by the symbol ,,o", and group (3,

4,8) represented by the symbol "a", for (a) zonal, and (b) meridional wind components.

Each average profrle is ca.lculated from a total of 23 hr of data.

As can be seen from Figure 4.76, the agreement between the two spaced antenna groups

is good, with all points of the second profile overlapped by the standard deviations of the

points of the first. Indeed, below 94 km the agreement is often exact, with some deviation

between 80 km and 84 km. Below 68 km in this data set, little reliability is attached to any

accepted wind measutement, and so variations between the two spaced antenna groups are

neither surprising, nor significant.

4.4.3 Time-domain interferometric wind estimation

Associated with each angle of arrival in Figure 4.15 is an estimate of line-of-sight Doppler

velocity. If we assume that the mean angle of arrival represents the power weighted mean

position of the backscattered signal over the radar's beam width, then the Doppler velocity

associated with the average return must represent the power-weighted line-of-sight velocity

of the illuminated region. If three or more non-colinear points are available at any particular

range gate, then the 3-dimensional wind velocity vector, (u,v,w) may be estimated if the

mean wind field is assumed to be linear. In theory, if enough independent angle of arrival

points are ava'ilable, more complicated wind fields may be measured, but this is clearly

impractical when using time-domain interferometry, as the time resolution of each wind

field estimate would be fa¡ too low. Since only one angle of a¡rival measurement can be

extracted for each 104.2 s time series, at least three data records must be analysed to flnd

the linear mean wind field. In practice, five data acquisitions were used to determine each

wind field as this was the number of acquisitions making up a complete cycle of steered beam

directions on transmission.
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Figure 4.16: Spaced antenna wind profrle for the bp930523 data set calculated from antenna

groups (2,3,5), represented by the symbol "o", and (3,4,8) represented by the symbol

"a", for (a) zonal, and (b) meridional wind components. The horizontal error bars are the

average differences between the simultaneous measurements of the wind as estimated from

the two diferent antenna grollps. The integers appearing between the two proflles indicate

the number of accepted data points at each height used to calculate the average proflle and

are also only applicable to antennae (2, 3, 5). The proflles are calculated from a total of

23 hr of data.
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Figure 4.17: Angle of arrivals for the bp930523 data set with associated Doppler velocities
indicated by lines extending from the angle of arrival point. The data have not been range
corrected (see text). The velocities indicated are actually inferred horizonta,l velocities caÌ-
culated with the assumption of no vertical velocity. A horizontal wind speed of 100 ms-l is
indicated by the horizontal bar located in the lower left-hand corner of each sky map. Note
the axis scaling which extends to t20o in each case.
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In Figure 4.I7 the angle of arrival information for one-half hour of data from the bp930523

data set are displayed with the associated Doppler velocity for each point indicated by a line

extending from the angle of arrival point in the direction of the radial velocity. The length of

the line in each case is an estimate of the horizontal wind vector that would have given rise

to the particular radial Doppler velocity in the absence of any vertical motion. A horizontal

velocity estimate of 100 ms-1 is indicated by the bar in the lower left-hand corner of each

sky map. It should be noted that before these velocities can be used to estimate a mean

linear wind field, they must be range-corrected to ensure that each velocity is used for the

appropriate height. For example, a mean angle of arrival appearing at an off-zenith angle of

10o in the 90 km range gate is actually associated with atmospheric motion at an altitude

of approximately 88 km. In Figure 4.18b, the range-corrected distribution of returns with

altitude are shown. Note that each uncorrected range can have a maximum of 323 teturns,

the maximum number being achieved only if none of the records were rejected on the basis

of poor signal-to-noise ratio. Inspection of Figure 4.18a shows that many of the records in

the lower range gates have been excluded. In the highest range gate, only about one-third

of the angle of arrival points remain once range correction is carried out. Excellent numbers

of returns are available at corrected ranges from 64 km to 96 km.

With the angle of arrival points range-corrected, the Doppler velocities associated with

these points are fitted using the least-squared fltting procedure reported by Adams et al.

[1986] and used by other researchers such as Meek €i Manson [1987] (although both of these

studies utilized the least-squared fitting technique on Doppler sorted interferometric data).

A brief outline of this three-dimensional fitting technique follows.

Suppose that the mean wind field at some height å,, is linear throughout the field of view

of the radar, and is described by

V=uitujÍwk (4.8)

Let the radar measure a radial velocity Vp, aI some position with r, y and z direction cosines

l, m and n. V¡ is simply the projection of the mean wind vector onto the radar's (unit)

line-of-sight vector L,

L = Iil mj + nk (4.9)

with n determined from I and rn by

n l-12-m2, (4.10)
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Figure 4'18: (a) The distribution in range of the number of records excluded on the basis
of low signal-to-noise ratio for the bp930523 data set. (b) The distribution in height of
the number of range-corrected angle-of-arrival points. Note that 323 data points at each
uncorrected range were available.

and so

Vn = L.V

= IuIrna* l-12-m2w (4.11)
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we must choose our fitted u,u an.d tr to minimize the mean squared error,

2

e ¡r D Vn¡ - l;u - Tn¿a - I-tl-mlw (4.r2)

where N is the total number of points fltted. In order to minimize e, the partial derivatives

with respect to u, u and tr.r of Equation 4.12 must be found and examined for turning points.

Performing the differentiations and setting the derivatives to zero yields
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Dtuv^, "Ðt? + ,I mJ¿ * wlt;n; ,
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where n; is as defined in Equation 4.10. We can rewrite Equation 4.i3 in matrix form as

(4.r4)

and solve for u, u and t¿ by using standard single-value decomposition computational tech-

niques.

In Figure 4.I9a-c the wind profile calculated using the time-domain interferometric tech-

nique appled over the 10 minutes of data required for the complete cycle of 5 transmitter

beam directions is compared with the spaced antenna-derived wind, Figure 4.19a depicts

the magnitude of the wind, while Figure 4.19b depicts the direction of the wind as a bearing.

Finally, in Figure 4.19c the vertical velocity measured by TDI, and the approximate vertical

velocity measured by the spaced antenna analysis are displayed together. In all three panels,

the TDI wind estimate is marked by the symbol "a", while in panels a and b the spaced

antenna true wind is marked by the symbol "o", and the apparent wind by the symbol "o".

In Figure 4.19c the spaced antenna vertical velocity estimate is marked by the symbol "o".

Following Figure 4.19 are Figures 4.20 and 4.21. The three figures represent comparisons

between the TDI velocities and spaced antenna true wind velocities which we qualitatively

describe as ttgoodtt, ttaveragett and ttpoort' respectively.

Examination of about 7 hr of data in this form yielded the following qualitative assessment

of the frequency of the three types of agreement; good agreement 40To, average agreement

33% and poor agreement 27T0. A possible source of error in all of the profiles examined

is a result of the temporal non-stationarity of the atmosphere. Since the spaced antenna

analysis can only be performed on data recorded during transmission using a vertically-

directed beam, the spaced antenna winds are only available for 2 out of 10 min. The winds

calculated from the TDI analysis, on the other hand, are estimated using the full 10 min

of data. Clearly, if the wind fleld varies over a period of 10 min, then the TDI and spaced
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Figure a.19: (a) 10 min proflles of wind magnitudes measured by TDI "a", spaced antenna
true velocity "o" and spaced antenna apparent velocity "o". A representative error bar for
the spaced antenna t¡ue velocity appears in the lower left-hand corner of the panel. (b) As
in (a), but for the wind direction. (c) As in (a), but for vertica,l velocities. Note that the
spaced antenna measurement of vertical velocity is an estimate only. These profiles represent
"good" agreement between the spaced antenna true wind, and the TDl-derived wind.
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Figure 4.20: As for Figure 4.19, but for data displaying only "average" agreement between
the TDI wind estimate and the spaced antenna true velocities.
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Figure 4.27: As for Figure 4.20, but for data displaying only "poor" agreement between the
TDI wind estimate and the spaced antenna true velocities.
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antenna wind estimates must diverge, as the TDI estimate is displaced in time (on average)

by about 4 min.

Two other similar sources of error are also possible. The frrst again involves the temporal

non-stationarity of the atmospheric wind fleld. Given that the (linear) wind fleld varies

during the 10 min data acquisition, it is unclear what wind the TDI analysis will record. If

the wind changes rapidly enough for the spaced antenna record to be affected, then additional

uncertainty must be present. The second additional source of error involves the linearity of

the wind field. The TDI analysis explicitly assumes a linear wind fleld, and must therefore

be in error if a non-linear wind fleld is present. It is less clear, however, the manner in

which the spaced antenna analysis estimates a single velocity vector from an inhomogeneous

wind fleld, as no explicit assumption of linearity is made. It is neither a simple task, nor

one within the scope of this thesis to examine the effect of non-linear wind fields on either

the spaced antenna or TDI wind estimate, and the reader is directed to studies performed

by Kudeki et aL 1L993l for more information.

A final source of error involves the number of range corrected points available in each

range gate for fltting. A minimum of three non-colinear points are required in order to

uniquely determine Equation 4.74. If the three points all lie near the zenith, however, the

resultant uncertainty in the estimate of the horizontal wind freld will be large. Consequently,

the data were recast as one-half hourly profiles thus encompassing a total of 15 data acqui-

sitions. That is, a total of three complete cycles of the five transmitter beam directions.

Instead of simply averaging the three profiles obtained from the one-half hour of data, all

of the angle of arrival points available were collated and used in the least-squared frtting

algorithm to determine a single wind vector for the data set. The three proflles obtained

from the spaced antenna analysis, on the other hand, were simply averaged in the normal

way. Figures 4.22 to 4.24 display the first 3 half-hourly proflles of the bp930523 data set.

The symbols used are as described for Figures 4.19 to Figure 4.21.

Clearly, these half-hourly proflles are much better behaved than the shorter 10 min

profiles, and the agreement between the spaced antenna true wind and the TDI derived

wind is now quite evident. Although the agreement between the spaced antenna-estimated

vertical velocity and that obtained by the TDI technique can only be described as poor, the

profiles do exhibit excellent agreement on some occasions. Such poor agreement is hardly

surprising, given the difficulting involved with measuring such small vertical velocities which

are easily contaminated by large horizontal wind components. We expect the spaced antenna
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Figure 4.22: (a) 30 min proflles of wind magnitudes measured by TDI "a", spaced antenna
true velocity "o" and spaced antenna apparent velocity,,o". (b) As in (a), but for the
wind direction' (c) As 'r (a), but for vertical velocities. Note that the spaced antenna
measurement of vertictl :locity is an estimate only. Where possible, error bars derived
from the standard deviar .L of the three wind estimates have been indicated for the spaced
antenna true velocity only. These profiles were measured from the 1"¿ half-hour of the
bp930523 data set.
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Figure 4.24: As for Figure 4.20, but for data taken during the 3'd ha.lf-hour of the bp980523
data set.
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estimate of vertical velocity to be in error if there exists any average tilt in the scattering

layer. This gives rise to some f.nite off-zenith angle of arriva.l of the backscattered power

and will allow some component of the horizontal velocity to "leak" into the radial Doppler

velocity measured by a radar with a finite beam-width lPalmer et al., 1991]. The TDI

measurement of vertical velocity relies upon arguably more strict assumptions than that of

the spaced antenna estimate. Thus, the TDI measurement of vertical velocity may be equally

responsible for the large discrepancies sometimes observed.

Such measurements of radial Doppler velocity utilizing relatively broad beam-widths on

reception and angle of arrival information are conceptually similar to true pre- and post-set

beam steering experiments with multiple narrow-beam Doppler radars. In fact, the use of

angle of arrival information arguably yields a better estimate of the mean position of the

returned power than the use of narrower steered Doppler beams. For example, even with

the use of the entire Buckland Park receiving array, the one-way half-power beam-width

at 1.98 MHz is still 4.5o. H the returned power as a function of angle from the centre

of the beam is not symmetrical, then the effective beam pointing angle will be incorrect.

Due to the aspect sensitivity of atmospheric sattering layers, this is clearly the case in the

mesosphere,llindner,lg7sb; Hocking,1979; Rottger, 1981; Reiil,LgST; Meelt',1992], and

corrections to the beam pointing angle must be applied. At best these corrections are valid

on the average, as the day-to-day variability of mesospheric aspect sensitivity has been

documented by Czechowsky et al. ll988l and Lesicar [1993]. The use of angle of arriva,l

information obviates the need for these corrections, as the mean angular position of the

returned power, and hence the effective beam pointing direction is known.

Although time-domain angle of arrival information has been utihzed in the past, these

measurements appear to represent the first use of the angle of arrival information to obtain

the 3-dimensional wind field. Meek €i Manson [1990] used TDI to find the directions and

Doppler velocities of meteor trails at MF at Saskatoon, while others have used the TDI angle

of arrival information to determine vertica,l velocities from uncorrected radial velocities at

both MF, fBrown,1992l and VHF, lLarsen €! Rõttger,1991].
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4.5 Summary

A total of 30 of the Buckland Park receiving array's 89 "8" dipoles were upgraded to allow

transmission using the main array for the first time. The first of three transmitter sub

systems was installed and interfaced with the interim 8 channel receiving system. The

first experiment conducted saw ten 2.5 kW power amplifrcation modules phased together

to produce a vertically-directed transmitter beam with a one-way half-power half-width of
7.5o. Powcr and signal to noise ratio profiles were rneasuretl slLowirrg satisfactory day-time

returns from 64 km to 98 km in altitude. Signal-to-noise ratios of about 20 dB were typical

for all but the lowest four range gates. Time-domain interferometry was used to locate the

power-weighted mean angle of arrival of the backscattered radiation. These angle of arrival

data were consistent with those measured in Chapter 3, except for the reduction in sprea¿

from the zenith. This adherence to the zenith was ascribed to a combination of effects; first,

the smaller two-way beam-width produced by the experimental confi.guration and second,

the increase in power-aperture product and the resultant reduction in spurious returns at

larger off-zenith angles. A spaced antenna wind analysis was also performed on the data

and one-hour proflles were obtained which clearly showed the presence of the diurnal tide.

The one-day average profiles for the 30¿å of April and the 1"ú of May, 1gg3 illustrated the

presence of the Eastward zonal jet below the mesopause expected for this time of year.

A large reduction in the data acceptance rate at night was noted and ascribed to the use

of linearly polarized radiation. Post-set beam steering using the 8 receivers avaiiable was

performed with the synthesised receiver beam steered to a total of 441 directions about

the zenith. Both returned power and radial Doppler velocity were measured at each of the

beam directions. The radial Doppler velocities were shown to be consistent with the spaced

antenna-derived true wind estimate.

The radar's data acquisition software was modifled to allow the independent phasing of
the transmitter power ampliflcation modules. The first transmitter beam steering experiment

was conducted using two beams directed at 10o off-zenith on alternate data acquisitions

towards the West and East. Time-domain interferometry was used to show that the direction

of arrival of the mean power of the backscattered radiation came from the expected off-zenith

direction on each data acquisition. A hitherto unseen effect, in which the time-domain angle

of arrival information appeared to be biased towards the longest baseline of the antenna

triangle used was found, and was shown to be dependent upon the antenna configuration
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selected. Again, PBS was conducted, this time to conf.rm that the transmitter beam was

directed in the East-West plane and that antenna configuration biases were responsible for

the skewness observed with some antenna grollps. In addition, an experiment was conducted

which allowed the measurement of the mesospheric aspect sensitivity profrle from the PBS

information.

The data acquisition software was again modifled in order to produce 5 beam directions

on transmission. In addition to the four 10o off-zenith beams, a vertically-directed beam

was included so that a standard spaced antenna analysis could be performed. Time-domain

angle of arrival information was calculated to ensure that the expected beam directions

were produced during the appropriate data acquisitions. The spaced antenna analysis was

performed on two independent groups of spaced antennae and daily mean proflles examined

to ensure that no significant differences existed. Radial Doppler velocities associated with

each range-corrected angle of arrival point were used to estimate a linear wind field for

each range gate in which three or more points existed. Profiles were obtained every 10 min

and were compared to the spaced antenna-derived winds. Although the tendency for the

interferometric-derived wind to agree with the spaced antenna-derived true wind was clear,

significant differences between the two were often observed, with "good" agreement only seen

in some 40% of. the records. The data were then reanalysed in 30 min blocks and compared

with 30 min averages of spaced antenna true and apparent wind profiles, whereupon the

agreement was found to be excellent. Most signiflcantly, the TDl-derived wind was found

to be clearly at variance with the spaced antenna-derived apparent wind. Vertical velocities

measured by the two techniques were found to agree well only during some periods.
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Chapter 5

ON DOPPTER

INTERFEROMETRY

5.1 Introduction

Despite many years of speculation and study, the precise mechanism, or mechanisms respon-

sible for the backscatter observed at medium frequencies is, as yet, unclear. It is possible,

however, to categorize the backscatter in terms of its aspect sensitivity. Generally, below

about 80 km, quasi-specular backscatter is observed. Above 80 km, the backscatter becomes

more isotropic, although strong specular returns are still occasionally observed.

Most radar techniques used for measuring various atmospheric parameters in the meso-

sphere assume a volume scatter model. That is, they assume that the backscattered signals

recorded by the radar are distributed across the sky with varying phase and amplitude lRat-

c\iffe,1956]. Examples of such "volume scatter" techniques include the spaced antenna tech-

nique and the multiple beam Doppler radar. Alternatively, techniques such as the lmaging

Boppler lnterferometer (see e.g., Adams et al. [1985]; Adams et al. 11986l; Brosnahan €7

Adams [1993]) generally assume discrete scatter, supposedly guaranteed in the experiment

by phase differences between antennae indicating plane-wave down-coming radiation.

Other researchers lFranke et a1.,1990; ,Súrucú et a1.,19921 have employed a technique

similar to the IDI technique in which phase differences are not checked for consistency with

the plane-wave hypothesis. We will refer to this new experiment as the "Doppler radar

interferometer" henceforth, and note that the technique is distinct from both the spatial

radar interferometer lFarley et al.,I98L; Palmer et al., I99l1' VanBaelen €i Richmond,1991a;

177
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VanBaelen et a|.,199lb; Larsen et a\.,1992], and the Doppler-sorted radar interferomctcr

experiment [Meek €7 Manson,1987].

In this chapter we examine some aspects of the IDI technique from the point of view of
time-domain correlation theory and their consequences for the frequency-domain measure-

ment of wind velocities.

5.2 Theory

The "IDI" technique makes use of the unsmoothed cross-spectra calculated between the

backscattered voltages measured at several spaced antennae. The following theory is valid

for smoothed or avetaged cross-spectra, but experimental results appear to indicate that
it makes predictions which may be applied successfully to techniques util-izing unsmoothed

cross-spectra' Because the "IDI" technique is patented, We refer to such techniques as

"IDI-like" analyses.

In the IDI-like analysis, the down-coming phase front detected at the spaced antennae

is checked for Jinearity' This is done by examining the unsmoothed cross-spectral phases for

each sequential antenna pair at each available Doppler frequency. If the phases detected by

both orthogonal arms of the interferometer at some particular Doppler frequency are suffi-

ciently lineat, then it is assumed that the signal originates from a single discrete scattering

point and the analysis assigns a position and unique Doppler shift to that scatterer. From

an ensemble of such scatterers, a linear wind field is fltted which minimizes the total squared

error in the line-of-sight component of the frtted wind vector for aJl scattering points. How-

ever, Briggs [1993] has shown that phase consistency in the cross-spectra between equally

spaced antennae situated in rows does not necessarily imply a single scattering point. We

follow, for the moment, the analysis and notation of Briggs [1gg3].

Correlation analysis begins by assuming that the returned signals from any given range

constitute a diffraction pattern on the ground whose lines of equal signal strength, oï con-

touts, are satisfactorily described by a spatial correlation function p(€,q),with an elliptical
argument, viz

p(€,rt) = p(A€2 * Bn' + 2IIeù, (5.1)

where p is an arbitrary smooth and differentiable function which takes va.lues of unity for zero

argument, and falls monotonically to zero as the argument increases in magnitude. Also, {
and 4 are spatial separations in the x and y directions, and the coeff.cients A, B and, H are
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constants defining the ellipse. We note that the ellipse need not be aligned with the cardinal

axis unless the coefficier.t H is zero.

Equation 5.1, of course, describes a motionless diffraction pattern on the ground. In

practice we find that both random change due to turbulence and a mean motion due to the

background wind are present. We first deal with random change by introducing a spatio-

temporal correlation function,

p(t,rt,r) : p(A{z * B\2 + 2H €q + Krz) , (5.2)

where ¡ is the time-lag in the correlation function and K describes the degree of random

change in the pattern. Clearly we recover Equation 5.1 by setting K = 0 in Equation 5.2,

which corresponds to the situation for which there is no random change in the pattern.

The mean wind (tr, o), is introduced by allowing the diffraction pattern on the ground

to move with velocity V = (V,Vr) equal to twice that of the mean wind. In other words,

(V,,Vò - (2u,2u). We make the Galilean transformations

€, = (-V,r and

q' = T-Vyr, (5.3)

such that the pattern appears motionless to an observer at the origin of the "primed" refer-

ence frame. The full form of the spatio-temporal correlation function is then

p(t,rt,r)= p lrtg - V,r)2 + B(n-Vur)'+2H(t-v,r)Ø-Vor)+ Kr'z¡]. (b.4)

As the IDI technique often makes use of evenly spaced antennae in two orthogonal direc-

tions, we take those directions, without loss of generality, to correspond to the x- and y-axis

and find the observed cross-correlation function between antennae separated by (o along the

x-axis to be

p(to,o,r)= pltev: + BV; +2vv,vs+ K)rz -2€.(Av, t HV)r + At\]. (5.5)

For those antennae separated by 4o along the y-axis we have

p(o,rto,r) = plf\v: + BV; +z[v,Vy+ K)r2 -2r¡"(BVnl HV,)r + Bn'.]. (5.6)

Equations 5.5 and 5.6 will have maxima at respective time shifts rj and r[ given by

lr
t"(Av, + Eva)

and (5.7)
Av: + Bv; +zuvtvy+ K

\.(BVo t HV,)
,l:'v Av:+Bv;+2Vv,vy+K' (5.8)
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The cross-spectra used by the IDI technique are the Fourier transforms of Ðquations 5.2

and 5.8, the phases of the cross-spectra being given by the shift theorem as

ó{f) =
2rf(AV"* H (o and (5.e )A + BVo2 + 2HV,Vg + K

, / "\ 2r f (BVo + HV,)Qnl!) = ffiq.. (5.10)

Clearly, for any given correlation ellipse of the diffraction pattern on the ground, all coeffi-

cients in Equations 5.9 and 5.10 will be constants. Thus, the cross-spectral phases recorded.

at dift'erent evenly-spaced antennae for some Doppler frequency /, must themselves lje on a

straight line. The IDI technique, of course, will interpret this return as implying a down-

coming plane wave of radiation emanating from a discrete scattering point. As this phe-

nomenon is a consequence of a volume-scattering mechanism, it is clear that such an in-

terpretation is unjustifled, and we follow the terminology of lBriggs,lgg3] by calling these

scattering points "effective scattering points"

Given the cross-spectral phase at some frequency f , and the antenna separation in the

interferometer in the x and y directions, we can define the angle of arriva,l for the effective

scattering points in terms of the x- and y-direction cosines I and m. For planrwave radiation

of wavelength À, incident at angle d to the baseline connecting two antennae separated in

the x direction by (o, the phase difference measured between the two antennae is given by

2t{.lf À, where / = cosP. With this in mind, and rearranging Equations 5.g and 5.10, we

find

^(AV, 
+ HtU) =

U

Í

r
and (5.11)A + + 2HV"W + K

À( + HV,r"U) = Av: + v + 2HV,W + K (5.12)

The azimuth(s) upon which the scatterers Lie is given by the ratio of their direction cosines,

t(Í)
- AV'+ H\

(5.13)m(f) Bva + HV, '

and as it is independent of the Doppler frequency of interest, all scattering points must

possess the same azimuth. This azimuth will henceforth be called the "predicted scatter

azimuth", as it is the azimuth upon which the IDI effective scattering points lie as predicted

by the spaced antenna fu-ll correlation analysis. We note that the degree of turbulence

present, parameterized by K, does not affect the predicted scatter azimuth, but that the

diffraction pattern anisotropy, given by the ratio of .4 to B and the magnitude of ll, does.
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Finally, we consider the zenith angles of the effective scattering points. The angle made

with the zenith 0, obeys the relation sin2d = 12 + m2. Substituting Equations 5.11 and 5.12

into this expression yields

sin2 d =
À Av,+ H )'+ ( * HV,)z) ¡ (5.14)

(A +B + 2HV,V, + I()2

As one would expect, as the Doppler frequency incteases, so too does the off-zenith angle. In

addition, the effect of turbulence, or tandom change in the diffraction pattern, is to move the

effective scattering point closer to the zenith. This can be seen by considering the result of

increasing the magnitude of the turbulence parameter in the denominator of Equation 5.14.

Clearly, as 1( increases, so too must the size of the denominator, and hence the ratìo on

the right hand side of Equation 5.14 must decrease. Since the sine function monotonically

increases in magnitude for angles between zero and f , if the argument of the sine function

is decreased, the angle made with the zenith must also decrease. Hence as the intensity of

turbulence is increased, the effective scattering points must move back towards the zenith.

We now depart from the analysis of Briggs [1993] and examine the effect that this move-

ment of the effective scattering point has on the measurement of the mean wind field.

Consider a Doppler radar with a beam directed at angle á to the zenith. If the radar

measures a radial Doppler velocity of V6 in this beam, then the inferred horizontal wind in

the absence of vertical motion is

Va
Vn

sin d
Àa/

(5.15)
2 sirî

In the case of the IDI technique, each scattering point's radial velocity may be thought of as

analogous to the Doppler radar's measurement of radial velocity except that, in the former's

case, many inferred horizontal winds are averaged, or fitted to flnd the mean linear wind fleld.

We have shown that, in the presence of turbulence, the off-zenith angle of the IDI effective

scattering point is reduced. This effective off-zenith angle d, was defined in Equation 5.14,

and may be used in Equation 5.15 to find the mean linear horizontal wind field measured by

the IDI analysis. Performing this substitution yields

VH:
Av:+B 2 + 2HVrVa + K

(5.16)
(A' + Hr)v: + (8" + E2)V¡ + 2(A + B)HV,Vy

Note that V, and V, are pattern velocities, and hence a factor of two is included in the

denominator of Equation 5.16 to retrieve the horizontal wind velocity, Vs.
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v

X
o Evl

Figure 5.1: The geometrical construction used to find the apparent velocity from the trace
velocities, Vj and Vl.

In o¡der to derive the apparent velocity in terms of the spaced antenna parameters, we

consider the diagram in Figure 5.1. If /, and /u are the lags at which the cross-correlation

functions between sensors OX and OY maximize respectively then the trace velocities Vf

and Vl are given by

(5.17)

(5.18)

where f is the distance between sensors O and X, and 7 is the distance separating sensors O

and Y' It is important to note that V! anð, Vl arc not components of the total velocity, V.

In fact, after some geometrical construction, we find

v=Æ. (5.1e)
\fvJ2 + vJz

The maxima of the cross-correlation functions, r! and, r[ have been found by differenti-

ation of the correlation functions. Recalling Equations 5.7 and 5.2, we have

c(Av, + Hvu)

tu

AV,¿ + BV; +2HV,V|+ K
q(BVy + HV,)

AV,2+BV;+2EV,Va+K',

These equations, when substituted into Equation 5.19, yield an expression for the horizontal

velocity
AV:+B + 2IIV,Va + K

Y

vj

n

x

è
¡ rt Sv:'r r;
rlt rl
'yj

'a

v-
(A" + E')v: + (82 + H2)v; + 2(A + B)HV,uy

(5.20)
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which, when compared with Equation 5.16, differs only by a factor of two. This factor of

two is, not surprisingly, simply due to the conversion between pattern and wind velocity.

Equation 5.20 was derived in terms of pattern velocity, and so must have a factor of two

included if it is to describe wind velocity. This factor of two is a result of the well-known

"point-source effect" lPawsey, 1935; Mitra, 1949; Felgate, 1970].

We therefore conclude that the wind velocity derived using an IDI-like technique is the

same quantity as the spaced antenna apparent velocity. Consecluently, in the presence of

random change in the diffraction pattern on the ground, this wind estimate will be in error.

We now investigate these predicted effects using the 8 channel receiver system with the

large Adelaide MF antenna array. In particular, we test the hypothesis that the IDI effective

scattering points lie along the spaced antenna predicted scatter azimuth, and that the wind

estimated using the IDI technique agrees best with the spaced antenna apparent velocity.

5.3 Experiment

The Buckland Park receiving array has a basic squarrgrid spacing of 91.4 m and was

operated during this experiment at its fundamental frequency of 1.98 MHz. Thus, the basic

antenna spacing was about fÀ, although for antennae situated along a diagonal of the array,

it is closer to f À. Eight antennae were selected from the 89 dipoles aligned in the East-West

direction in the Buckland Park array. The locations of these eight antennae are depicted

in Figure 5.2. This arrangement provides the two orthogonal rows of antennae required

for an IDI-like analysis with row one composed of antennae l, 2, 5 and 7, and row two

composed of antennae l, 4, 6 and 8. We note that this configuration provides a total of

four antennae in each of the interferometer arms from which the linearity of spectral phases

may be evaluated. The experimental configuration utilized in this work therefore differed

from that used by Brosnaho,n €i Adams [1993] during the AIDA'89 campaign in that one

additional phase measurement was available from each arm of the interferometer. Further,

our conf.guration differed from that used by Adams eú ø1. [1986] in that one less phase

measurement was available from each interferometer arm.

In addition to the interferometric analysis, antennae 1, 2 and 4 were used for a standard

spaced antenna analysis to calculate both the wind profile above the radar for each 2 min

period, and the correlation ellipse parameters of the diffraction pattern on the ground. Al-

though the spacing of the antennae was not ideal for the spaced antenna analysis, a more
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Figure 5'2: The eight antennae selected for these observations. Antennae 1,2, 4,,5,6,7 and
8 were used for the IDI-like analysis, while antenna 3 was used oniy for other, unrelated
studies.

suitable arrangement was not available due to the necessity of configuring the antenna array

for the IDI-like experiment. In particular, right angle triangles should be avoided when con-

figuring spaced antenna arrays if unbiased measurements are to be made lGottey €! Rossiter,

1e701.

The radar was operated at a frequency of 1.98 MHz with pulse repetition rate of g0 Hz.

Each puJse was modulated by a Gaussian envelope with half-power half-points about 2b ¡rs
apart. A total of 32 pulses were coherently averaged to form a final sampling rate of 2.5 Hz.
A data record thus consisted of 256 sample points and a final data length of 102.4 s. Only
daytime data are considered here, although the results have been shown to be valid at night.

These particular parameters were chosen to ensure compatibility with existing and past

spaced antenna and interferometric radar svstems.

5.3.1 IDI-like analysis

In the IDI-like analysis implemented for this experiment, the seven 256-point time series

of voltage samples from the antennae were firstly Fourier transfo¡med to form seven com-

plex auto-spectra. The phases of the auto-spectra were ca.lculated for Doppler frequencies

between +0.31 Hz" These frequency bounds correspond to limits on the radial velocity of
*24 ms-l, but delimit the region of the auto-spectra in which most of the spectral power,

and hence information is contained, These Limits also led to a significant reduction in the

N

I
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use of computational resources. The differences between the phases of the auto-spectra for

adjacent antennae in each arm of the interferometer were then computed at each frequency

of interest and corrected for instrumental bias (see Chapter 3). The phases were then "un-

wrapped" following the procedure of Adams et al. [1985] to ensure that any 2r ambiguities

were resolved. In this procedure, the phase of the first antenna in one arm of the interfer-

ometer is taken as a reference, and the phase difference between it and the next antenna

is computed. If the magnitude of the difference is larger than zr, then 2r is added to, or

subtracted from the phase measured at the second antenna such that the magnitude of the

phase difference between the two antennae is reduced. This process continues with the ad-

justed phase measured at the second antenna taken as the reference, and the magnitude

of the phase diference between the second and third antennae tested against 2zr. Once all

phases have been adjusted in this way, a straight line is fitted using a simple Linear regression

algorithm.

The adjusted phases we¡e tested for linearity using a "X2" parameter. For this exper-

iment, the sum of the squared differences between the measured auto-spectral phases (in

radians) and the fitted phases was computed, and compared to a threshold value of unity. If

the "goodness of fi.t" for either arm of the interferometer exceeds unity, the information at

that particular Doppler frequency is discarded. Adams et al.llg86l rejected frequencies ex-

hibiting unsuitable phase variation between antennae by comparing the root-mean-square of

the fitted auto-spectral phases from both orthogonal rows of the interferometer to a thresh-

old level of 30o. Comparison between the two methods showed little difference in the number

and type of auto-spectral phase ensembles rejected. In fact, in most cases there appeared to

be a large observable difference between data retained with a y2 parameter less than unity,

and those data which were rejected. In addition, data which were discarded were rarely

rejected with ¡2 values close to, but exceeding unity.

An example of the corrected and adjusted phases of the auto-spectra for the two inter-

ferometer arms at a Doppler frequency of -0.195 Hz and at an altitude of 98 km is shown in

Figure 5.3.

In order to impart some sense of the number of accepted frequency bins in a typical

set of D-region auto-spectra, the phase measurements for the two interferometer arms at

a total 48 frequencies centred on zero Hertz are displayed in Figure 5.4. The data were

recorded in mid-afternoon and come from the 82 km range gate. In each case, the abscissa

are scaled from -zr to fzr, while the ordinate axis are scaled as in Figure 5.3. At the bottom
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Figure 5.3: An example of the phases of the four auto-spectra in each arm of the IDI
interferometer at a Doppler frequency of -0.195 Hz. The solid lines are the lines of best fit
which in this instance have X2 fit parameters of 0.7 and 0.2" Data are rejected if the X2
parameter for either arm exceeds unity.

of each panel, the y2 parameter for the line of best fit is also indicated. The data are

arranged such that the two sets of phase measurements from the two interferometer arms

appear in pairs starting at the lowest Doppler frequency displayed (-0.2J4 Hz) in the top

left-hand corner of the diagram, and progressing in row-major format, from left to right, to
the highest Doppler frequency displayed (+o.zzsHz) in the bottom right-hand corner. In
this particular case, some 25 of the 48 Doppler frequencies examined were rejected, while

the remaining 23 were retained. AJso, of the 25 frequencies rejected, only in 5 cases were

the frts to the phase measurements made by both interferometer arms poor. The remaining

20 cases were rejected due to poor flts to only one or the other of the interferometer arms.

Of these 20 cases, 16 were rejected due to poor flts to the auto-spectral phases measure¿

from arm 1, while only 4 were rejected due to the fits to the phases measured. by the second

interferometer arm.

It is of some interest to examine the dependence of the frequency of rejection with altitude,
and how this varies over a period of several hours. In Figure 5.5, proflles of the percentage

of Doppler frequencies accepted over the period of t hr are displayed. The four proflles were

recorded sequentially in time, with the first sampled from 14:32 to 15:30 LT, and the last
sampled from 17:32 to 18:30 LT. The average percentage acceptance for aII ranges over the
flrst 3 hr is approximately 20%, with this value falling significantly for the last proflle. This
is not surprising, however, as the last proflle was recorded during twiiight at which time the
strength of the backscattered signals from the D-region rapidly decreases as the free electron
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Figure 5.4: An example of the phases of the four auto-spectra in each arm of the IDI
interferometer at Doppler frequencies from -0.234H2 to i0-225 Hz. These data were recorded
at an altitude of 82 km. Also indicated on each panel is the line of best frt and the y2 of the
frt. The abscissa and ordinate axis are as detailed in Figure 5.3. See text for more detail.
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Figure 5.5: Four height profiles of the percentage of points at all Doppler frequencies which
were accepted by the IDI analysis as being sufficiently linear. Each profile represents one
hour of data, starting at (a) I4:J2, (b) 15:32, (c) 16:32 and (d) lT:82.

concentration drops. There appears to be an enhancement in the number of acceptances at

about 78 km where a b¡oad peak occurs. This is a common feature in all of the profiles

(except perhaps the fina.l profile in Figure 5.5d) and appears to coincide with a commonly-

occurring, stable, stratified and slow-fading region of the atmosphere. It is interesting to

note that the region of enhanced acceptance for the IDI-like technique corresponds to the

region in which the spaced antenna analysis rejects many tecords for "slow fad.ing,', often

corresponding to more specular reflection. Situations such as these may represent an area in

which interferometric techniques have some advantage over correlation techniques.

For those Doppler shifts where the phases of the auto-spectra for both arms of the

interferometer were sufficiently linear, an angle of a¡rival was computed from the two phase
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slopes. To find the angle of arrival (lo, *o), the matrix equation

189

(5.21)

was inverted, where ,þtU) and, tþz(f ) are the phase slopes at Doppler shift / for interferometer

arms 1 and 2 respectively, ,þn(f) is an inferred phase slope between the arms 1 and 2 derived

from the circular redundancy condition, the (¿ and ?¿ are the antenna spacings for arm i in

the r and y directions respectively, and À is the radar wavelength. Clearly, using the phase

slope as a measure of the average phase difference between antenna pairs implies that the

multiple antenna interf'erometer can be reduced to a simple set of three spaced antennae for

the purposes of the angle of arrival calculation. Hence, we are able to use the spacings for

antennae 1, 2 and 4, the two measured average phase differences and the one inferred phase

difference to find the direction cosines of the effective scattering point, lo and mo.

Since these effective scattering points were observed at off-zenith angles of up to 25o,

range correction factors of cos d, where 0 is the measured off-zenith angle, must be applied

to the apparent range. The range-corrected data were then placed into the new range gate

which most closely matched their corrected altitude. The new range gates were spaced at

2 km intervals, beginning at 60 km and terminating at 98 km in the same manner as the

original radar range gates.

In Figure 5.6, the angle ofarrival ofeach accepted effective scattering point are displayed

for each corrected altitude. The data were recorded during a single 102.4s acquisition. The

angle of arrival info¡mation is displayed in direction cosine form, with the x-direction cosine

displayed on the ordinate axis and the y-direction cosine on the abscissa. Both axis are

sca,led between values of t1 in all panels. Such diagrams will hitherto be referred to as

lo-ffio diagrams. Note that certain features prominent in the average acceptance profiles

shown in Figure 5.5 are repeated in the distribution of the number of points displayed in

Figure 5.6. Namely, the enhancement of acceptances at around 78 km is clearly visible in

the lo-mo diagrams. It should also be noted that at the altitudes 86 km, 84 km and 62 km

less than three effective scattering points have been accepted, and so no wind vector can be

calculated for these heights.

Associated with each effective scattering point is the Doppler frequency at which is was
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Figure 5.6: lo-mo diagrams at each corrected range for one data acquisition. In all cases
the x-direction cosine /o, is displayed on the ordinate axis, while the y-direction cosine is
displayed on the abscissa. All axes a¡e scaJ.ed between *1.

measured, and hence a radial velocity V¡, given by

-^fvR=; . (5.22)

For those corrected ranges in which three or more non-colinear eflective scattering points

were located, a least-squared fit of a three-dimensional linear wind fleld was afplied to the

points' radial velocities. The details of this three-dimensional fit to a linear wind field are

precisely the same as those documented in Chapter 4, and will not be repeated here. No

conditions were imposed on the minimum off-zenith angle of the effective scattering points

used in the fit, nor was the vertical velocity initially estimated from points near the zenith
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and subsequently removed from the remaining radial velocities to produce a hypothetically

uncontaminated horizontal wind field. Al1 points were were used simultaneously in the three-

dimensional fit as there appeared to be no advantage resulting from these other methods of

wind estimation.

At this point in the analysis, any frtted horizontal wind component with a magnitude in

excess of 200 ms-1 was rejected as unphysical. These large velocity measurements in general

ensued from cases where small numbers of effective scattering points lay in close proximity to

the zenith. In these situations a large error in the estimate of the horizontal wind can result,

and so these records are excluded. We note that exclusion of large fltted wind velocities is

hardly likely to affect the conclusions of this study, and note that Brosnahan €j Ad,ams [1993]

rejected individual scattering points, not the fitted mean wind velocities, whose projected

horizontal velocities exceeded 300 ms-1.

In addition to the extraction of wìnd profiles, the IDI-üke analysis determined the spread

of effective scattering points at each range gate, and the azimuth along which these points

were elongated. To do this, the direction cosines of the points were plotted against each

other in an lo-mo diagram and a line of best flt was calculated. Since both lo and rno could

be considered as independent variables, simple linear regression could not be used to find

the line of best flt. Simple linear regression attempts to minimize the squared error in the fit

to the dependent variable, and so if a large spread of values occut in the dependent variable

for a small spread of values in the independent variable, the slope of the line of best flt is

severely underestimated. Consequently, the direction of elongation was determined by using

a "total regression" technique. Total regression attempts to minimize the squared error in

the distance between each data point and the üne of best fit at its closest approach to that

data point. Thus, both variables involved in the linear fit are considered to be dependent

variables. One example of such a fit to a set of data points in the lo-ffio plane appears in

Figure 5.7. In this case, it is clear that the scattering points are elongated along an azimuth

lying in the West-North-West to East-South-East direction. Quite often the degree of

elongation of the effective scattering points was not so pronounced, although an azimuth of

elongation was still assigned to such records. We therefore expect some degree of "random

noise" in our estimates of the elongation azimuths, and so the problem of determining the

degree of correspondence between the azimuth of effective scattering point elongation and

the spaced antenna predicted azimuth of scatter lent itself to a statistical approach.
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Figure 5'7: An lo-ffio diagram for a range-correc, rititude of 72 km showìng the line of
best fit to the scattering points. Note that thesc , attering points are calculated from a
single 702.4 s record at one range. These particular data were taken in mid-afternoon on
16lele2.

5.3.2 Spaced antenna analysis

A standard spaced antenna analysis [Briggsr 1984] was performed on antennae 1,2 and 4

as depicted in Figure 5.2. Prom this both the true and apparent velocity components were

obtained, as well as the full correlation ellipse parameters , a, b, f , g and å. The parameters

in this case are written in lower case to identify them as the ratio of their upper-case

counterparts to the correlation ellipse parameter C. Thus

(5.23)

(5.24)

(5.25)

(5.26)

(5.27)

(5.28)

These "lowet-case" ellipse parameters were used as the spaced antenna fu11 correlation anal-

ysis does not usually calculate the value of the parameter C, and. hence the values of the
parameters A, B, F, G,,17 and 1(. This, however, does not affect the comparison of the

effective scattering point azimuth of elongation with the spaced antenna predicted azimuth
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of elongation as Equation 5.13 may be rewritten

\Ð _âv,+5v, (5.2e),n(Í) fivu + frv"

or, alternatively,
l(f) _aV,*hVyñíi=ffi (530)

The spaced antenna predicted azimuth of scatter is therefore unchanged, even if the ratio of

the ellipse parameters to the parameter C is used.

Using these parameters and Bquation 5.30, we can find the theoretically predicteð, az-

imuth of the effective scattering points, viz

tanó=aV"+lVo. (b.31),- bvrlhv,,
where / is the azimuth of the scattering location measured in a clockwise sense with North-

ward defined as 0o.

5.4 Results

6.4.1 IDI-like effective scattering point behaviour

Some three hours of day-time data were processed by the IDI-like algorithm, and effective

scattering locations identified. The elongation of the range-corrected points was fltted and

an azimuth calculated. In Figure 5.8 appear lo-ffio diagrams displayed in the same format

as Figure 5.6, except that the azimuth of elongation of the effective scattering points has

been indicated, as well as the spaced antenna predicted scattering azimuth. Note that only

for those altitudes at which spaced antenna winds were calculated was the fltted azimuth

of elongation displayed on the lo-ffio diagrams. Clearly there does not exist a one-to-one

correspondence between the predicted and observed azimuth of scatter. After viewing many

of such diagrams, however, it would appear that the predicted and observed azimuths are

not completely uncorrelated. In fact, taking the azimuths in Figure 5.8 as typical, it is

not unreasonable to suggest that there is some degree of correlation between the predicted

and observed elongation azimuths, particularly between 70 km and 84 ktn. Recalling certain

results found in Chapter 3, it would be quite surprising if good correlation was found between

the interferometric and time-domain technique below about 70 km. Thus, for the moment

we ignore discrepancies below 70 km, and concentrate on the remainder of the D-region.

Results from the lower E-region may also not correlate well with each other as totally
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Figure 5-8: lo-mo diagrams for a.ll ranges showing the effective scattering point positions,
their azimuth of elongation (straight line) and the spaced. antenna predicted azimuth of
scatter (a).

reflective "glints" may violate the assumption of volume scatter. Although this region may

satisfy the assumptions inherent in the IDI analysis, we are more concerned with testing

the response of the IDI technique in a region where we believe its assumptions are violated.

Thus we restrict our attention to ranges between 70 km and g4 km.

Even restricting the study to the uppel D-region, we flnd significant noise superimposed

on the observed elongation azimuths. We therefore treat the problem statistically, and

propose to examine the distribution of differences between the observed elongation azimuth

of the effective scattering points and the spaced antenna predicted azimuth of scatter. These

^
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distributions are presented in histogram form for the flrst 3 hr of data in the bp920916 data

set for the altitudes 70 km to 84 km in Figure 5.9. Clearly, there is some tendency for the

distribution of azimuth differences to cluster about some mean value close to or, equal to,

zero. To gain more statistical significance in the result, it seems reasonable to amalgamate

all of the information from the 8 heights displayed in Figure 5.9. In addition to this, it is

useful to consider the distribution of the spaced antenna predicted scatter azimuths only.

If these predicted azimuths were clustered tightly around some mean value, then taking

the differences between the predicted azimuths and their corresponding observed elongation

azimuths would be rather pointless, and the resulting histogram of the azimuth differences

would be broader than that of the predicted azimuths alone. Alternatively, if the histogram

of the differenced azimuths were narrower than that of the predicted azimuths alone, then

this would be a strong indication that the two were closely related.

In Figure 5.10a, data from all eight heights have been combined to form a single histogram

of the differences between the spaced antenna predicted scattering azimuth, and the observed

azimuth of elongation. In Figure 5.10b appears ahistogram of the spaced antenna predicted

scattering azimuths; again taken from all eight heights. Note that, although the lDl-derived

effective scattering point azimuth of elongation does not coincide precisely with the spaced

antenna predicted effective scatter azimuth, it is, on the average, described reasonably well.

It is worth emphasizing that defrning a direction of elongation of scatter from a small number

of effective scattering points is by no means easy, and at times the elongation may be quite

small. Since we demand that each set of effective scattering points have a direction of

elongation associated with them, it is not surprising that some elongation azimuths may

not be statistically significant. We note, however, that such erroneous elongation azimuth

determinations will be randomly distributed and, as such, will not influence the average

result.

We note also that the histogram in Figure 5.10b is clearly more spread than that in

Figure 5.10a. By this we infer that the alignment between the spaced antenna predicted

azimuth of scatter and the direction of elongation of the effective scattering points is not

simply due to a tight clustering of the predicted azimuths about the average direction of

scatter elongation. It appears, then, that these results are strongly indicative of lDl-derived

effective scattering points aligning preferentially along the azimuths predicted by the corre-

lation analysis theory. Further, it appears that the volume scatter model of the mesosphere,

at least in the middle and upper D-region, best explains the nature of the backscattered
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Figure 5.9: Histograms of differences between spaced antenna predicted scatter azimuth and
scatter elongation azimuth for the altitudes 70 km to 84 km. A total of 3 hr of data are
represented in this figure. The ordinate axes are in each case scaled between tzr, while the
abscissa all range between 0 and 12 counts.
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Figure 5.10: (a) A histogram of the differences between the spaced antenna-predicted ef-

fective scattering point azimuth and the IDl-derived scatter elongation azimuth. (b) A
histogram of the predicted effective scattering azimuths only. Note that the histogram in (a)
is more tightly clustered about zero than the histogram in (b), indicating that the alignment
of the two azimuths is not coincidental. Data from the height interval 70 km to 84 km

collected during the first 3 hr of the bp920916 data set has been included in this figure.

radio signals received at the ground.

5.4.2 Wind profiles

From the ensembles of effective scattering points identifled in the last subsection, least

squared flts to [near wind fields were calculated wherever three or more effective scattering

points were found at the same altitude. The data were analysed as individual records and

the winds calculated were then averaged in blocks of one hour. Hourly averages were used

as time-series of individual 2 min records exhibited a fair degree of "noise", at least com-

pared to the spaced antenna analysis winds. In Figures 5.11a-f, the wind profrles derived by

both the IDI-like technique, and spaced antenna full correlation analysis are shown. Fig-

ures 5.11a-b were calculated from data recorded during the first hour of the experiment,

while Figures 5.11c-d and Figures 5.11e-f were tecorded during the second and third hours

of the experiment respectively. Three wind profiles are displayed on each panel and are
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identified by three diferent symbols. The spaced antenna true wind. velocity is plotted using

the symbol "o", the spaced antenna apparent velocity is plotted using the symbol ,,o", and

the IDI-like analysis average wind measurements are plotted using the symbol .,¡". Note

that both the magnitudes of the winds and their directions are indicated in Figures 5.1la-f,
where the wind speeds are displayed in the top three panels, and the directions in the bottom

three. Error bars representing the standard deviation of the spaced antenna true wind speed

are overlayed for the spaced antenna true wind velocity only. Of primary interest in the

flgurc is behaviour of the lDl-derived wind in the D-region.

In Figure 5.11a from 70 km to 84 km in altitude, the IDl-derived wind agrees remarkably

well with the spaced antenna apparent velocity. As was the case in Subsection 5.4.1 where

scattering point azimuths were considered, we discount the variation below 70 km due to
the difficulty in reliable interpretation of interferometric results with such low signal levels.

The behaviour of the profiles above 84 km in Figure 5.11a also appears anomalous, with the

IDI-like wind velocity estimate diverging significantly from both the spaced antenna-derived

true and apparent velocities. This divergence appears to be best explained by the presence

of discrete scattering centres associated with the E-region afecting the wind measurements

made by both techniques. It is possible, however, that the IDI-like technique is more sensitive

to the introduction of these discrete scattering centres. It is important to recognise that such

discrete scattering centres need not necessarily move with the background wind, since they

may well be a manifestation of gravity wavrinduced focusing of the backscattered signal,

Indeed, studies of enhanced scattering reported in Chapter 3 have indicated exactly this.

Evidence to support this hypothesis can be found in the time-variation of the hourly-mean

winds as shown in Figures 5.11a, c and e. It can be seen that the IDI-like average wind

measurement in these three figures changes from a maximum of about 80 ms-l at altitudes

above 96 km in Pigure 5.11a, to a minimum of 10 ms-l at g6 km in Figure 5.11e. The

IDI-like wind velocity estimate in Figure 5.11e also exhibits a wind shear of 20 ms-lkm-l
between 94 km and g6 km. Recalìing that this represents an average figure recorded over the

period of one hour, we conclude that the measurement most probably suffers from some form
of contamination. Aithough it is difficult to argue that the spaced antenna measurements

ate not affected by these (hypothetical) discrete scattering centres, a case may be made

that they appear to exhibit less anomalous behaviour than do the IDI-like wind velocity

measutements.

In Figure 5.11c we see the average profile for the second hour of data, and again note
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Figure 5.11: One-hour average wind profiles for the spaced antenna true velocity (o), the

spaced antenna apparent velocity (o), and the IDI wind velocity ("). Panels (a) and (b)
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three panels represent the wind magnitudes for each of the three hours of data analysed,
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Figure 5.12: Profiles of (a) mean absolute differences and (b) normalized mean absolute
differences between both spaced antenna true and spaced antenna apparent wind speed
and IDI-üke wind speed estimate. The mean absolute ilifferences between the SA true
magnitudes and theIDI-like wind magnitude estimates are displayed using the symbol ,,o,',

while the mean absolute differences between the SA apparent magnitudes and the IDI-[ke
wind magnitude estimates are displayed using the symbol "o". Normalizationin (b)is carried
out by dividing the mean absolute difference at each ïange by the appropriate mean spaced
antenna wind at that range.
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that the IDl-derived wind more closely corresponds to the spaced antenna apparent velocity

than the true wind. Note that the apparently large change in the direction of all three

wind measurements between 96 km and g8 km is, in fact, merely a result of the wind

direction changing from slightly South of West to slightly North of West. In Figure 5.11e

the correspondence between the IDI-like wind velocity measuïement and the spaced antenna

apparent velocity is less convincing, but we maintain that there is equally little agreement

with the spaced antenna true wind velocity.

In order to quantify the correspondence between the IDI-like wind speed estimate and

the spaced antenna apparent wind speed, the mean absolute diffe¡ences between the two
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estimates as a function of altitude were calculated. Also calculated were the mean absolute

differences between the IDI-Like wind speed estimate and the spaced antenna true wind

magnitude. Both of these differences are displayed in Figure 5.12. The mean absolute

differences between the SA true magnitudes and the IDI-like wind magnitude estimates are

displayed using the symbol "o", while the mean absolute differences between the SA apparent

magnitudes and the IDI-like wind magnitude estimates ate displayed using the symbol "o".

Clearly, the mean absolute difference between the spaced antenna apparent wind speed and

the IDI-Iike estimate of the wind speed is substantially less than the mean absolute difference

between the spaced antenna true wind speed and that measured by the IDI-like technique, at

least in the upper D-region. For altitudes between 70 km and 84 km, the "apparent" mean

absolute difference is about 8 ms-1, while over the same range of altitudes the "true" mean

absolute difference is closer to 13 ms-1. Note that, even in the case of the spaced antenna

apparent wind speed, we do not expect a mean absolute difference of zero, as any randomly-

distributed variation in either the spaced antenna apparent velocity or the IDI-like velocity

estimate will contribute to the mean absolute difference.

It appears therefore, at least in the true D-region, that the IDI like wind velocity estimate

best agrees with the spaced antenna apparent velocity. Note that this result appears to be

in conflict with the work of Franlce et aL [19901 and also Súrücü et al. lI992l, who found

that velocities derived from the unsmoothed (sample) cross-spectra seem to agree best with

the spaced antenna true velocity. However, note also that the results of this study are

in agreement with those found by Meek €i Manson [1987], who also found that the wind

velocity calculated using unsmoothed cross-spectra correlated best with the spaced antenna

apparent velocity. It is interesting to note that in the two experiments which found agreement

between the spaced antenna true velocity and the wind estimated by unsmoothed cross-

spectral techniques only three independent antennae were deployed, while, in the case of

the experiment conducted by Meek €j Manson [1987], a total of four independent antenna

were deployed. Thus, the additional antenna provided an extra degree of freedom in the

estimation of the position of each scattering point identifred. Some points relating to this

issue are discussed in the following section.

5.5 Discussion
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Figure 5.13: Construction showing that a larger horizontal wind vector is inferred if the
scattering point is moved toward the zenith but retains the same magnitude of radial Doppler
velocity.

It has been shown experimentally that theoretical predictions based on Briggs [1gg3] regard-

ing the performance of Doppler-sorted radar interferometric techniques in the situation of
volume scatter are valid, even when unsmoothed, or sample, cross-spectra are used. It is

believed that an additional consequence of the volume scatter assumption may explain the

over estimation of the true wind velocity by IDI-ìike techniques. According to Briggs' Equa-

tions 15, 16 and 17, the effect of turbulence on the position of the efective scattering point

measured by the IDI-like technique is to shift that point closer to the zenith. Thus points

with an associated Doppler shift /, appear to emanate from closer to the zenith than would

be the case in the absence of turbulence. It is important to note that a.lthough the locations

of the points have been moved, their Doppler shift rema.ins unchanged. Any horizontal wind

inferred from the magnitude of the line-of-sight velocity component in this new direction

will be larger (see Figure 5.14).

Thus, the presence of turbulence in a volume scatter situation will cause the IDI-like
technique to over-estimate the true wind velocity. It is interesting to note that the difference

between the spaced antenna true and apparent velocity is caused by the random changes in
the diffraction pattern on the ground. These random changes in the pattern can be directly
ascribed to the presence of turbulence in the scattering medium. Thus, the very basis for the
diference between the true and apparent velocities in the spaced antenna analysis appears

to be responsible for the over-estimation of the lDl-derived wind velocities. It is perhaps

not surprising that the over-estimated wind measured by our IDI-like technique compares

well with the spaced antenna apparent velocity, and is, in fact, theoreticaily equivalent.

Serious deviations from the predicted behaviour occur at the higher altitudes recorded
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in what appears, at times, to be the lower edge of the B-region at Adelaide. Case studies

reported in Chapter 3 have shown that trackable events lasting up to 18 min at 98 km

exist in this region of the atmosphere. It appears likely that the IDI-like technique is more

susceptible to interference in its measurement of the wind fleld in the presence of these

events. Conversely, the spaced antenna technique appears less affected by the presence of

"gLints", but it is still believed that the wind measured by the spaced antenna analysis may

be somewhat in error. As yet it is unclear to what extent this will be the case. It does seem,

however, that the two techniques are not affected in the same way, since at these higher

altitudes they report differing wind estimate.

It must be emphasized at this point that the theoretical equivalence of the IDl-derived

wind and the spaced antenna apparent velocity rests upon the assumption of functional

smoothness of the cross-spectra. Since in IDl-like analyses the cross-spectra are unsmoothed,

it is probable that the theoretical assumptions are frequently violated, and it is difficult to

predict just what results will ensue.

It has been noted that one of the major differences between those studies using IDI-Like

analyses which report interferometric wind velocities agreeing best with the spaced antenna

apparent velocity, and those which report interferometric wind velocities agreeing best with

the spaced antenna true wind velocity is the number of antennae deployed. In those cases

where the IDI-like wind velocity agreed best with the spaced antenna apparent velocity, at

Ieast one additional antennawas available toprovide an extradegree (or degrees) of freedom

in the calculation of the angle of arrival of the backscattered signal.

Franlce et al. lL990l argued that any Doppler sorting, whether by cross-spectral peak

selection or multiple antenna spectral phase consistency criteria, tends to yield a wind es-

timation close to the spaced antenna apparent velocity because the Doppler sorted spectra

approximate arithmetically-smoothed cross-spectra. In the case of spectral peak selection,

the phase of the largest local peak in the cross-spectrum is used to identify a scattering

point at that Doppler frequency. It was supposed by Franke eú a/. [1990] that such a peak in

the unsmoothed cross-spectrum would dominate its neighbourhood in the smoothed cross-

spectrum by virtue of its relatively large amplitude. Thus, the phase obtained from such a

peak should approximate the phase in that region of the smoothed cross-spectrum. As has

been discussed, they found that the smoothed cross-spectrum yielded the spaced antenna

apparent wind velocity. In the case of the phase-consistency check, it was argued that since
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individual Doppler frequencies in the unsmoothed cross-spectra rarely (if ever) contain in-

formation from single scatterers, the strongest scatterer present would tend to dominate the

amplitude-weighted average phase at each Doppler frequency. Further, since the strongest

returns from scatterers appear nearer the zenith due to the radar beam weighting function,

the smoothed cross spectral phases are biased towards zero phase, and an over-estimate of

the wind field is obtained.

It is perhaps somewhat artiflcial to argue that interferometric wind estimates obtained

from smoothed cross-spectra yield velocities approximating the spaced antenna apparent

wind speed due to biases introduced by the beam brightness weighting function. Although

it is clear that the brightness distribution will tend to shift the position of scattering points

measured from the smoothed cross-spectrum closer to the zenith, it is not clear that the

magnitude of the shift should be such that the over-estimation yields the apparent velocity.

As has been shown in Section 5.2, in the case of functionally smooth cross-spectra, the

.apparent velocity will be obtained by any IDI-like interferometric technique. Clearly, this

theory obviates the need for any ad-hoc arguments based on antenna beam patterns or

brightness distribution function biases. The difficulty at present appears to relate to the

large extent that the idealized theory discussed in Section 5.2 describes an unsmoothed

spectral technique such as the IDI. In addition, it does not seem likely that the arguments

presented by Franke et al. [19901 regarding phase consistency selection criteria fully explain

the situation. It is therefore proposed that there exists some form of spectral averaging

inherent in the IDI-üke analyses as implemented in this report, and by Ad,ams et at.11gg6l

and Meelc €j Manson [1987]. Whatever the form of this averaging, it appears sufficient to
guarantee the functional smoothness of the cross-spectra and the cross-correlation functions

required by the theory. Further, the only possible source of this averaging would appear to

lie in the use of several spatially separated antennae to sample the backscattered signals on

the ground. Each antenna samples (albeit spatially separated) the unsmoothed (or sample)

cross-spectrum, and the phase information from all of these cross-spectra is used to obtain

an estimate of the o,uerage phase slope between the antennae. Any unsmooth behaviour

in the phases of the cross-spectrum is therefore reduced by this process. Further, if the

phase consistencg rejection criterion is applied, any significant d,epartures from functional
smoothness are discarded. Although it seems dubious that a single additional estimate of
the cross-spectrum would achieve significant smoothing, four or five estimates must yield a

more satisfactory result.
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The claim is made, then, that IDI-like analyses, although normally thought of as utilizing

unsmoothed cross-spectra, do in fact deal with smoothed spectra to some extent. This claim

is contingent on the use of more than three antennae in the experiment, such that extra

degrees of freedom are available in the measurement of the scattering points' position from

the cross-spectral phases. The claim is also contingent on the signal incident on the spatially

separated antennae having some form of statistical similarity. We require that the cross-

spectral information in the signal received at all antennae is in some way related to the same

(or similar) distribution of backscattered signals from the sky. In other words, we require

that there exists some degree of correlation between the received signals. This is clearly the

case for experiments conducted in "the real world", provided that the antenna separation is

not too large. It is noted that the claim made above is consistent with the results reported

by all five experiments (referenced above) utilizing IDI-like analyses.

5.6 Summary

In this chapter, the spaced antenna correlation theory set out by Briggs [1993] was intro-

duced, and it was shown that any signals backscattered from a volume scattering medium

will produce linear phase variations along equally-spaced rows of antennae, at any spectral

frequency. It was also shown that if these linear phase variations are taken as evidence

of single, discrete scattering points possessing unique Doppler shifts, then these "effective"

scattering points must lie along a single azimuth in the sky. In the presence of turbulence,

or random change in the diffraction pattern on the ground, it was shown that the zenith

angles of the efective scattering points were reduced. The analysis of Briggs [1993] was

extended, showing that if a horizontal wind was inferred from the distribution of effective

scattering points and their radial Doppler velocities, then a quantity equal to the correlation

analysis apparent velocity results. The symmetry between the cause of the IDI-like analysis'

measurement of the apparent velocity and the reason for the difference between the apparent

and true wind velocities in the correlation analysis was noted.

An experiment was conducted at medium frequency in which the data were analysed by

both the spaced antenna FCA, and the IDI-like techniques. It was shown that the IDI-

like analysis did indeed yield distributions of effective scattering points which displayed a

tendency to elongate along the predicted azimuth of scatter.

Simultaneous wind profiles were calculated between altitudes of 60 km and g8 km using
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both techniques, and both the spaced antenna true and apparent velocities were compared

to the wind velocity obtained from the IDI-tike analysis. Although considerable variation

was observed, it was noted that the spaced antenna apparent velocity best described the

IDI-üke wind velocity. The similarity between the spaced antenna apparent velocity and

the IDI-üke velocity was observed to be greatest between 70 km and 84 km, while at the

higher altitudes the IDI-[ke analysis wind showed some tendency towards large temporal

variation not observed in the spaced antenna winds. It was speculated that these high-

altitnt{e deviations from the theory may be causcd by thc cxistence of E-region ,,glints", or

other wave phase front-focussed events.

Some points wele discussed regarding the nature of smoothed and unsmoothed cross-

spectra, and their application to interferometric wind estimation techniques. Ideas proposed.

by Franke et al.ll990l were examined in the light of the results summarized. above, and an

alternative spectral-smoothing mechanism proposed. It was argued that the use of more than

three antennae in the interferometric wind estimation must resu-lt in some form of spectral

smoothing. It was also demonstrated that those interferometric experiments conducted with

more than three antennae had tended to yield the spaced antenna apparent wind velocity.

Alternatively, and for teasons as yet unexplained, those experiments utilizing exactly three

antennae had tended to yield a wind velocity closer to the spaced antenna true wind velocity.



Chapter 6

SUMMARY AND CONCTUSION

6.1 Summary

The work described in this thesis is primarily concerned with the design, construction and use

of a new beam-steerable, transmit/receive, MF Doppler radar. The design process leading

to the construction and testing of various pieces of radar hardware is described in Chapter 2.

The main focus of the discussion is placed on the problems associated with upgrading a 25

year-old array used only for reception to a modern, transmit/receive Doppler radar. These

problems divide naturally into two classes; those associated with damage to, and ageing

of the array, and those associated with the increased power levels present with the new

transmitters. The emphasis of the design is placed on both experimental flexibility and a

low-maintenance, long life-time radar system.

As an aid to antenna configuration selection and PA module distribution, an aperture-

modeling computer program was developed. Parameters considered by the program included

varying cable attenuation, antenna height above ground, radiated phase errors due to incor-

rect cable lengths or reactive impedance errors, phase-grouping the radiation of groups of

elements to simulate antennae driven by single PA modules and progressive phase delays

across the array to simulate beam steering. Different portions of the Buckland Park array

are modeled and it is demonstrated that groupings of three antennae is the optimum solution

for the design parameters pertaining. lmperfect arrays are also modeled using the computer

program, and it is concluded that a surprisingly large departure from an "ideal" array is

required before signifrcant aberrations are observed in the modeled power radiation pattern.

The design, testing and construction of several new items of radar hardware is discussed

207
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in section 2.5. These items included a 2.5 kW filter with 3'd harmonic attenua,tion of b2 dB,

a phase-control module with a phase resolution of 8.6oand a new antenna balun capable

of withstanding the new transmitter power. Thirty of these new antenna baluns were con-

structed and mounted in UV-stabilized plastic boxes atop the antenna poles at Buckland

Park.

The problems associated with upgrading and refurbishing the old 5 channel Buckland

Park MF receiver system a¡e discussed in Section 2.6. Three extra receiver and signal

processol channels were added to the 5 channel receiver system, and the computer interface

upgraded to allow connection to a personal computer. The relative gains of the in-phase

and quadrature channel amplifiers in the signal-processors were equalìzed, reducing the error

incurred by any phase-critical measurements to be made. In addition, a computer-controlled

phase check facility was added to the equipment, alÌowing minimization of the error caused

by different phase propagation delays between receivers. Several earth ioops were discovered

in the receivers which may, in the past, have caused some anomalous measurements to have

been made. These were eradicated by careful earthing of the receiver boards, and elimination

of multiple earth paths to the equipment chassis.

In Chapter 3, the refurbished 8 channel receiver system is used in conjunction with the

existing broad-beamed spaced antenna radar transmitter for interferometric observations.

The regions of ambiguity in the angle of arrival calculation are modeled by considering

various combinations of phase ambiguity between the three antennae. It is shown that the

normalized phase discrepancy check does not guarantee the absence (nor presence) of phase

ambiguity. It is argued that the rapid decrease in the cross section for backscatter with
zenith angle observed in the mesosphere excludes scatter from large off-zenith angles. Thus,

phase ambiguities, at least in the first instance, may be ignored.

Receiver phase check data are examined and a temperature-dependent diurnal variation
in receiver phase propagation delay is observed. Both the sense and the magnitude of the

variation are seen to be dissimilar for each receiver, resulting in a potential source of error for
phase-critical measurements. In addition, phase propagation delays are observed to change

by as much as 10o with IF gain changes. Time-domain angle of arrival information was

calculated and examined in polar sky-map form. It is shown that the direction of arrival is

centred at some distance from the zenith for all ranges. Further, it is shown that inclusion

of the receiver phase check information to eradicate receiver propagation delay error d.oes

not move the centre of scatter onto the zenith. It is concluded that residual channel errors
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due to antenna impedance errors and variations in cable electrical lengths are responsible for

the remaining off-zenith angle of scatter. These residual errors are removed by subtracting

the offset of the peak of the distribution of the receiver phase differences from each phase

difference measurement. The procedure is shown to centre the angle of arrival distribution

on the zenith.

Returns from larger off-zenith angles were observed in the highest range gates recorded.

These points near the E-layer produce a "halo" about the zenith, and were used to flnd

sequences of moving echoes. These echoes are termed "trackable events", and it is shown

that these do not necessarily move in the direction of the background wind. Three such

events are presented, although these do not represent the total of such events in the data

set. In contrast to the existence of t¡ackable events in the E-region, no such events were

found in the D-region. Finally, running time-series of spectral-intensity plots are found to

be a usefui aid to flnding weak, coherent signals in radar data.

In Chapter 4, experiments utilizing the 30 upgraded antennae at Buckland Park and one

10 channel transmitter subsystem are described. It is demonstrated that signiflcant power

is radiated during transmission from the large array, and that the TR switches successfully

isolated the receivers during the passage of the transmitter pulse. Power and signal-to noise

ratio proflles are measured and show satisfactory day-time returns from 64 km to 98 km in

altitude. Signal-to-noise ratios of about 20 dB were typical for all but the lowest four range

gates. Angle of arrival calcu-lations performed on the vertical-beam data showed an average

off-zenith angle of less than 1o for most range gates. Post-set beam steering experiments

showed that the radial velocity as a function of beam-pointing direction was consistent with

the background wind vector determined by the space antenna analysis.

Although at first only a vertically-directed beam was used, beam-steering software was

later included, allowing transmitter beams to be directed to two and then five directions on

successive data acquisitions.

The radar was fi.rstly conflgured to steer the transmitter beam to off-zenith angles of

10o towards the West and then East. Angle of arrival analysis revealed that the transmitter

beam was successfully steered, although an antenna configuration bias appeared to affect the

results. It was shown that time-domain scatter preferentiaily aligned itself with the longest

baseline of the antenna triangle. Post-set beam steering calculations show that the bias was

not due to the transmitter beam-pointing direction. ln addition, it was shown that scatte¡er

aspect sensitivities cou-ld be measured using the PBS data. Typical ds values of between 2o
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and 10o were found for various altitudes within the mesosphere.

The radar was reconfigured to transmit vertically, and then 10o off-zenith towards the

West, East, South and finally North on successive data acquisitions. The angle of arrival in-

formation from calculated from this data set is used to calculate time-domain interferometric

wind profiles, and these are shown to agree well with the spaced antenna-derived true winds.

It is argued that the use of angle of arrival information is superior for the purposes of wind

velocity determination than is the multiple Doppler beam-forming radar technique. This is

tlue [o the need to estimate an effective beam-pointing direction for the off-vertìcal Doppler

radar beam in the case of the DBR which is, at best, a time-averaged correction. With time-
domain angle of arrival calculation, changing scatterer aspect sensitivities are accounted for,

and effective beam-pointing directions are autornatically included in the calculation.

In Chapter 5, the spaced antenna correlation theory is introduced and extended in order

to explain the measurement of the apparent wind by Doppler radar interferometric techniques

utilizing smoothed cross-spectra. It was also stated that a certain symmetry existed between

the cause of the measutement of the apparent wind by IDI-like analyses, and the reason for

the difference between the spaced antenna true and apparent wind velocities.

An IDI-like analysis was developed, and it is shown experimentaJly that the efective

scattering points identified by the analysis conform to theoretical predictions made by Briggs

[1993]. This is shown despite the use of supposedly unsmoothed spectra. The winds derived

by the IDI-like analysis are compared to the spaced antenna true and apparent velocities,

and it is found that the apparent velocity best describes the IDI-like results. The similarity

between the spaced antenna apparent wind and the IDI-like wind estimate appears greatest

from 70 km to 84 km' Deviation below 70 km is ascribed to the difficultly in making reliable

interferometric phase measurements, while deviations at the highest ranges is ascribed to the

existence of E-region "glints" moving with velocities not representative of the mean wind.

Finally, it is noted that all Doppler interferometric experiments utilizing more than three

antennae tended to yield the spaced antenna apparent velocity, while those utilizing exactly

three antennae tended to yield the spaced antenna true velocity. It is speculated that the

unsmoothed spectra obtained in the former group of experiments were in some way becoming

smoothed, while those in the latter group remained unsmoothed. A mechanism which might

expiain this "smooth-like" behaviour of unsmoothed spectra is proposed relating to the use

of redundant phase information and rejection of unsmooth behaviour. In addition, it is

argued that the estimation of an average phase slope along a üne of antennae results in some
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form of spectral averaging.

6.2 Conclusron

In this thesis, many aspects of radar interferometric techniques have been examined. Much

of the work has demonstrated the difficulty involved with this kind of measurement, partic-

ularly in the elimination of equipment-induced bias. Short-term time variations in phase

propagation delays have been observed, with serious implications for phase-sensitive (inter-

ferometric) measurements.

The mean angle of arrival experiment has been shown to yield reliable time-domain inter-

ferometric wind velocity measurements when used in conjunction with steered-transmitter

beam experiments. In addition, rastet-scanning in the post-set or post-statistics beam

steering experiment has shown promise as an aspect sensitivity measutement technique.

In contrast to the time-domain interferometric measurement of wind velocity, frequency-

domain techniques, such as the IDI technique have been shown both theoretically and exper-

imentally to measure a wind velocity equivalent to the spaced antenna FCA apparent wind

velocity. Although the theoretical proof of this was only valid for weil-behaved, or smoothed

cross-spectra, it was shown that IDI analyses, even though they utilize unsmoothed spec-

tra, appear to obey the theoretical predictions. A possible mechanism by which this might

occur was proposed, this being the averaging inherent in a multiple-sensor experiment, and

evidence to support this proposal was cited from the results of four IDI-like experiments.

One-third of the new Adelaide MF Doppler radar has been constructed and transmission

trials on one linear polarization of the Buckland Park antenna array have shown that usable

echoes down to as low as 62 km have been obtained. It is expect"l that, with an increase

in the power-aperture product of an additional factor of 12, echoes below 60 km will be

routinely available. The first two beam-steering experiments conducted with the new radar

have shown that the transmitter beam is successfully steered and that the effective beam-

pointing direction varies with both time and altitude.

6.3 Further 'W-ork

Clearly a large amount of technical work remains before the new radar is fully operational.

Two transmitter subsystems are yet to be commissioned, as is a new, larger bandwidth 10

channel receiver system. Upgrading of the remaining 59 antennae in the array with the new
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high-power baluns contir at the time of writing, as does the design of the new antenna

patch boards.

Several enhancements to the current design ofthe radar have already been mooted. power

upgrades to at least one of the three transmitter subsystems have begun, with a doubling of
the power output to 50 kW expected. If such upgrades are performed on the remaining two

transmitter subsystems, the new Adelaide MF Doppler radar will achieve peak RMS powers

of 150 kW. In addition to this, pulse-coding schemes are being considered which will increase

the effective puwel of l,he radar by a factor of four. Another area of hardware modification

being considered is the addition of a frequency-stepping facility to enable FDI studies to be

conducted. This will allow the radar to achieve greater height resolution without requiring

extensive widening of the receiver bandwidths.

It is suggested that extensive comparative studies be undertaken to determine the ve-

racity of new measurement techniques presented in this work. In particular, time-domain

interferometry appears to offer an alternative wind measuïement technique to the spaced

antenna full correlation analysis. One possible advantage of the TDI wind measurement

technique is that a vertically-directed transmitter beam is not required. Also, the reliability

of aspect sensitivity measurements using post-set or post-statistics beam steering on recep-

tion with an electronically-steered transmitter beam must be ascertained. More conventional

methods, such as aspect sensitivity measurements derived from the spatial auto-correlation

function, or those derived from relative power measurements with pre-set multiple Doppler

beam arrangements should be compared with those made by the new method.

It is possible that definitive answers to the questions posed by spectral smoothing may

be obtained onJy with the use of numerical modeling. If a particular ensemble of scatterers

moving with well-defined mean and fluctuating velocities can be satisfactorily represented

by a computer model, then the signaJs sampled by any number of antennae at arbitrary
positions on the ground may be obtained. These may then be analysed by any technique

with any degree of spectral smoothing with antennae separated by any distance and the

results compared. Since the theoretical background wind is known, techniques susceptible

to unexpected aspects of the modeled atmosphere may be identified. In addition, the model

atmosphere may be changed to represent pure volume scatter on the one hand, or it may be

changed to conta^in only a few (or one) discrete reflection point.

A promising new area of study with the new radar is that of the sea-surface condition.

By remote sensing the sea scatter with the transmitter beam directed at a zenith angle of
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g0o, and with a suitably high frequency resolution, sea currents may become measurable in

the gulf to the South-West of the radar site.
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Appendix A

RADIATION PATTERN OF A

$-wave dipole AT 5.94 MHz

We begin with the coordinate system and dipole orientation as depicted in figure 2.5 for

which we have equation 2.2. For a f-wave dipole the appropriate current distribution is

1(() = r* ro"(ff¡

where ¿ : T. Equation 2.2 can then be written

ur = t#e-rÈ'sin , 
I*rt -'(#) "tkccos.¿ç

This integral can be solved using the identity

cos{- Tlrr+"-'*l
The integral in equation 4.2 is then
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To proceed we use the identity
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and so our integral simplifles to
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Now, recall that 2t = $ and k = T so that k(, = +?L = f and * = k.Our integral
then becomes
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Substituting 4.5 for the integral in equation A.2 we find
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The radiation pattern of this f-wat'e dipole when the image is included is then

I{ (0, y) x sin2(kAâ cos ¡)
cos2 ! cosî

sln g

which, using equations 2.15 to transform to the (", þ) coordinate system, becomes

2t7

(A.7)

(A.8)

K(o, þ) x sin2

Equation ,A..8 may now be compared to equation 2'16.
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Appendix B

A COMPARISON OF DOPPTER

AND SPACED ANTENNA

TECHNIQUES FOR THE

MEASUREMENT OF

TURBUTENT ENERGY

DISSIPATION RATES

This is a reprint of the paper,

Vandepeer, B. G. W. & Hocking, W. H. (1993),'A comparison of Doppler and spaced

antenna techniques for the measurement of turbulent energy dissipation rates',Geophysical

Re s earch Letters, 20,(L),17 -20

2I9
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Errata

Section 1.2.1

The rate of decrease of temperature in the troposphere is also due to the effects of latent heat.
The peak abundance of ozone lies between 30 and 35 km.
The departure from radiative equilibrium of the Earth's atmosphere is not only due to breaking
internal gravity waves, but also planetary waves.

Section 1.5.7

Franke et al., [1990] did not, in fact, use the NPD criterion to reject certain Doppler frequencies in
their experiment.

Section 2.2

Pulse width: The half-power full-width of the transmitter pulse.

Section 3.6.1

Clearly, the NPD criterion must be identically zero when applied to individual spectral frequency
estimates with only three antennae available.

Page 116, line 10

"Alhtough" should read "Although"

Page 153

The expression
sin d sin d sin d,

=Usin2 d5 ' sin2 oB

should read

Section 4.4.3

"104.2 s time series" should read "102.4 s time series,,.

Page 165, line 11

"appled" should read "applied".

Page 169, line 23 - 25

The spaced antenna wind profiles were averaged using vector methods



Section 5.2

"Functional smoothness" is invoked in the theoretical section in order to derive valid analytical ex-
pressions for spectral phases using the shift theorem of Fourier Transforms. In terms of smoothness
of cross-spectra of experimental data, no mathematically rigorous criteria were applied.

Page 189, last line

ttis" should tead ttitt',

Page 191, line 6

Perturbation velocities in excess of 200 ms-1 are considered to be artifacts of the analysis. As stated in
the same paragraph, any exclusion of large IDI velocities will tend to reduce the IDI velocity measured.
As the study concluded that the IDI velocities were, in general, too large, such an exclusion is irrelevant
to the conclusion.

Page 222, line 8

ttrecievers" should read ttreceiverst',

Page 222,line 32

t'ariel" should read "aerial".

Page 223,line 26

"Fakao" should read "Fukao".

Page 224, line 6

"jicamarca" should read "Jicamarca".

Page 226, line 13

"T" should read "The".




